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Abstract 
The Tehachapi Mountains, southernmost Sierra Nevada, California, are composed 
of variably deformed Cretaceous batholithic intrusive rocks and their high-grade 
framework. The purpose of this study is to 1) establish stronger constraints on the 
apparently great depths of exposure, and 2) characterize isotopically and chemically the 
petrogenesis of the intrusive rocks. 
The A1 contents of hornblendes imply igneous pressures from 3.2 kbar in the 
extreme north of the study area to around 8 kbar in the south. The southern values are 
the highest yet determined for the entire Sierra Nevada. The rocks commonly show 
subsolidus recrystallization and metamorphism producing local, fluid-related, gamet- 
bearing assemblages. Pressures based on garnet-hornblende-plagioc1ase-quartz and 
garnet-biotite-plagioclase-quartz equilibria in these metaigneous rocks and framework 
rocks (7-8 kbar at 670-760°C) confirm the igneous results. There is also recorded in one 
area a lower-pressure event (4 kbar, 600°C) which apparently occurred after uplift which 
quickly followed initial crystallization of the magmas. The recognition of deformed quartz- 
bearing rocks at such great depths implies that the young, warm, deep batholith may 
represent a site favorable for major delamination of the crust. 
Initial 8 7 ~ r  /'%r of the igneous rocks of the main study area generally ranges from 
0.7041 to 0.7054, with E, = t2.9 to -0.9. Lower E, and higher 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  values are found 
in the tonalite of Bear Valley Springs to the north. Combined with Pb and published 0 
results, the isotopic data are most consistent with a model of mixing between mantle- 
derived magmas and metasedimentary rocks of chiefly continental provenance. (Two 
granites from the older suite deviate from this pattern, probably due to fluid interaction.) 
However, isotopic ratios do not show coherent variation trends consistent with this model 
when combined with chemical data. The chemical data suggest that lithologic variation 
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among the intrusive rocks results from fractional crystallization acting on mafic to 
intermediate parent magmas which obtained their diverse isotopic characteristics at a 
deeper level (>25-30 km). This study reveals the deep Sierra Nevada batholith to be more 
heterogeneous and somewhat more mafic than analogous portions of the higher batholith, 
and suggests that isotopic hybridization of batholith magmas takes place in its deepest 
levels. 
vii 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Over time, geologists have discovered the features of the crust of the continents 
that distinguish it readily from that of the ocean floor. Among these are its thickness, 
composition, density, age, geologic diversity, and physiographic patterns. The great 
magmatic arcs which are major constituents of continental orogenic belts both past and 
present reflect important processes in the evolution of the continents -- adding to and 
recycling of the stuff of the continents. 
For these reasons the granitoid batholiths are deemed worthy of special attention, 
and much effort has been addressed to the problem of the origin of their magmas. 
Variations in the petrochemical and isotopic characteristics of these rocks are generally 
attributed to the effects of one or both of two classes of petrogenetic processes: 1) tapping 
of distinct and variable deep crustal and/or upper mantle sources, and 2) modification of 
less variable, mantle-derived primary materials by interaction with pre-existing crustal 
materials. The assignation of the relative importance of these two effects is a subject 
which varies by researcher and, indeed, may vary in truth from batholith to batholith. 
This thesis is concerned with addressing these issues by way of two different 
approaches at two different locales -- California and New Zealand -- which share the 
following basic features: a Phanerozoic granitoid-composition batholith is intruded into 
a complex assemblage of metamorphic rocks reflecting long-lived continental-margin 
geologic processes. In New Zealand (Appendix I), the approach is one of large scale, 
selective sampling in order to assess batholith genesis and crustal history and character 
as reflected in the isotopic and trace-element character of the rocks. In contrast, the 
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California study, which constitutes the bulk of this thesis, is smaller scale, more based in 
considerations of regional tectonic setting and metamorphic history, and can be viewed in 
the context of extensive work carried out elsewhere in the batholith. Both studies point 
to the importance of the interaction between crustal and mantle sources and to the 
difficulties in seeing through subsequent petrogenetic processes in an attempt to identify 
ultimate sources and components. 
The Sierra Nevada Batholith 
As a well-known and accessible example of the genre, the Mesozoic Sierra Nevada 
batholith of California has received its fair share of attention. Early workers recognized 
the overall compositional character of the belt, and subsequent research has revealed 
details of the metamorphic framework, compositional patterns, structural features, and 
age characteristics of the various plutons making up the batholith. While many 
observations and interpretations have proven indisputable, consensus has been elusive 
on many questions regarding the belt, not least of which are two addressed here: How do 
the physical and chemical characteristics of the batholith vary with depth? What are the 
petrogenetic processes responsible for generation of the voluminous magmas exposed in 
the batholith? 
The southern half of the Sierra Nevada range appears roughly to represent an 
oblique cross section through the Cretaceous batholith, affording us the opportunity to 
observe products and effects of the active batholith in the third dimension. The present 
study area in the Tehachapi Mountains represents the culmination of this southward 
deepening, and thus offers the deepest available view of the intrusive and metamorphic 
products of batholith construction. This view may allow us to say something about the 
loci of batholith igneous processes, allowing us to ask such fundamental questions as "If 
crustal assimilation is an important process, does it take place at higher or lower levels?" 
Furthermore, it is of interest to consider the subsequent tectonic history that has been 
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responsible for the present exposure of such deep levels. 
New Zealand Granitoids 
Although the Paleozoic and Mesozoic New Zealand batholithic rocks apparently 
shared a tectonic environment roughly analogous to that in the Sierra Nevada, the New 
Zealand crustal block today is in a rather unique, isolated setting. Since drifting fiom its 
Gondwanaland homeland in more recent times, the New Zealand block has been cut by 
complex faulting episodes, invaded by hot-spot magmas, and apparently thinned. The 
purpose of the study in Appendix 1 is to explore possible petrogenetic pathways for 
production of the granitoids, to examine the implications of granitoid isotope 
characteristics for earlier crustal history, and to speculate on how these and later 
magmatic events may have altered the gross characteristics of the block. 
Note: This thesis is written in the form of a series of published or publishable papers, 
-
each of which is intended to eventually stand alone. This accounts for some of the overlap 
in the material presented in Chapters 2-4. A modified version of Appendix 1 was 
published as the following: 
Pickett, D.A., and G.J. Wasserburg, Nd and Sr isotopic characteristics of New 
Zealand granitoids and related rocks, Contrib. Mineral. Petrol,, 103, pp. 13 1 - 
142, 1989. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Thennobarometric constraints on the depth of exposure and conditions 
of plutonism and metamorphism at deep levels of the 
Sierra Nevada batholith, Tehachapi Mountains, California 
2.1. Introduction 
The Sierra Nevada batholith is a well-studied example of the Phanerozoic plutonic 
belts common to continental margins. Until recently, however, information about the 
properties of the belt in the depth dimension was available only indirectly through regional 
geologic [Hamilton and Myers, 19671 and geophysical [Bateman and Eaton, 1967; Pakiser 
and Brune, 1980; Saleeby et al., 19861 considerations. Newer studies are beginning to 
show that the southern exposures of the batholith provide us with a window into its deeper 
ructure. In this study, we determine estimated physical conditions attendant on 
sion and metamorphism in the southernmost portion of the batholith (Teliachapi 
Mountains) in an attempt to characterize the processes that may operate deep in an active 
magmatic arc. The rocks studied prove to be the deepest yet known from the Cretaceous 
batholith, and their compositional, mineralogical, and sh-uctural features have 
implications for the description of the geophysical and petrologic nature of deep batholithic 
crust. 
The Tehachapi Mountains lie at  the southern end of the Sierra Nevada range in 
fornia (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). South and west of the Cretaceous tonalite of Bear 
gs, the crystalline basement of the range is composed of gneisses representing 
eous calcalkaline intrusive rocks and their metamorphic country rocks [Shany, 
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1981; Ross, 1985, 1989; Saleeby et al., 1987; Sams and Saleeby, 19881. Previous studies 
[Sharry, 198 1; Sams and Saleeby, 19881 have presented data suggestive of high-pressure 
conditions during the thermal maximum, and Saleeby [19901 has incorporated these 
observations into a model of the southern half of the Sierra Nevada batholith as an oblique 
section through the Cretaceous magmatic arc (a &el supported by the regional-scale 
igneous barometric data of Ague and Brimhall, [19881). The crystalline rocks of the 
Tehachapi Mountains represent the culmination of this southward deepening; in fact, Ross 
[ 19851 has referred to the Tehachapi basement as a "batholithic root." Here we present 
new field, petrographic, and thermobarometric data that not only lend more substantial 
support to the high pressure model for the Tehachapi crystalline rocks, but also reveal a 
complex metamorphic and tectonic history. This scenario may help shed light on the 
larger-scale tectonic history of the Sierra Nevada and southern California, particularly with 
respect to those mechanisms responsible for the uplift of such deep rocks. Preliminary 
results of this study have appeared in abstract form [Picketi and Saleeby, 1989, 19901. 
2.2. Geologic Setting 
The Tehachapi Mountains are underlain by variably foliated gabbroic to granitic 
rocks which have intruded chiefly psammitic and calcareous metasedimentary 
assemblages (Figure 2.2). These basement rocks are overlain by Tertiary sedimentary and 
volcanic strata, the lowest belonging to the Eocene Tejon Formation [Nilsen, 19871. These 
strata have been affected by relatively recent folds and high-angle faults [Goodman et al., 
1989; Malin et al., in review], and the range in the study area has apparently undergone 
-60" of clockwise rotation since Cretaceous time [Kanter and McWilliams, 1982; 
McWilliams and Li, 19851, with at least 30' of that occurring during Miocene time [Plescia 
and Calderone, 19861. The crystalline rocks of the Tehachapi range, as considered in this 
study, are bounded on the southeast by the Pastoria thrust and the north branch of the 
Figure 2.1 - Basement geologic map of the southern Sierra Nevada with sample localities 
in the northern study area. Modified after Ross [ 19891, Sams [ 19861, and Sharry 198 1 I. 
Sample localities are from Sams 1 19861. 
., , , I; * Tonalite of Bear 
1 ,  Valley Springs 
Paragneiss and 
Migmatite 
Rand Schist 
Fig. 2.1 
Figure 2.2 - Basement geologic map of the main study area, Tehachapi Mountains, with 
sample localities. Modified after Sharry [I9811 and Sams [1986], supplemented by new 
mapping. Sample localities for CM650b, CM657, and WR27a from Sams 119861, and for 
and "CORE" from J. Sharry (personal communication). Units of the gneiss complex 
e Tehachapi Mountains: T = tonalite gneiss of Tejon Creek, P = quartzofeldspathic 
ss of Pastoria Creek, W = diorite gneiss of White Oak, CP = paragneiss of Comanche 
t, GP = rnigmatite of Grapevine Peak, GC = paragneiss of Grapevine Canyon. G = 
net-biotite tonalite of Grapevine (of the intrusive suite of Bear Valley). Smaller, sub- 
ap-scale paragneiss bodies are not shown. Filled foliation symbols = magmatic or high- 
perature metamorphic fabrics; open foliation symbols = lower-temperature ductile 
nnation fabrics. For clarity, map patterns are omitted for the Kings Sequence body 
in the north and the granitic rocks south of the Pastoria t h s t  (Figure 2.1). 

Garlock fault, which separate them from a sliver of Rand Schist as well as other 
Cretaceous ignmus and high-temperature metamorphic rocks [Ross, 1989 arld references 
thcreinl. Models for initial uplift of the range are few [May, 19891, but some constraints 
on the timing of uplift are provided by mineral K-Ar ages of 80-87 Ma (summarized in 
Ross, 1989) and by the Eocene (-50 Ma) surface exposure of the basement rocks as 
indicated by the oldest ages at the base of the unconfomably overlying strata [Nilsen, 
Whereas Sharfy 119811 referred to the basement rocks as products of granulite 
facies metanlorphism, Saleeby et al. [ 19871 and Sams and Saleeby [ 19881 used U-Pb zircon 
data and regional geologic mapping to demorlstrate a Cretaceous intrusive age for the 
sement, and they argucd for an igneous origin for most of the pyroxene-bearing 
nulitic" assemblages. It is misleading to rcfer to the Tehachapi crystalline rocks as 
tituting a granulftc terranc since, with a few isolated exceptions [Sanls and Saleeby, 
8; Ross, 19893, they do not possess prograde granulite facies assemblages. It is also 
ccurate to refer to tlie Tehacliapi basement as a "mafic gneissic complex" [Ross, 19851 
predominant lithology is tonalite. 
he Tehachapi crystalline rocks are weakly to strongly gneissic, showing effects of 
h- and low-temperature deformation. They were divided by Saleeby et al. [ 19871 
into two suites: the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains and the intrusive suite of 
Bear Valley (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The lithologically diverse Tehachapi gneiss co~liplex 
contains three orthogneiss units -- the -1 15 Ma Tejon Creek tonalite gneiss, the -1 15 Ma 
Pastoria Creek quartzofeldspathic gneiss, and the White Oak diorite gneiss -- as well as 
three paragneiss units -- the Comanche Point paragneiss and the newly recognized 
Grapvine Canyon paragneiss and Grapevine Peak mipatite (sce below). The 
orthogncisses of the Tchachapi gneiss complex consist mainly of biotite and/ or hornblende 
tonalites grading to biotite granites, with small-scale lithologic l~eterogeneitics, including 
common dioritic layers. The igneous socks of ffle gcncraIIy less-deformed intrusive suite 
of Bcar Vallcy (-100 Ma) are assigned to four units. The biotitc- and/or hornblende- 
earing tonalite of Bear Valley Springs constitutes a major balholith-scale pluton (Figure 
which extends from the northcrn part of the main study area more than 60 km to thc 
cinity of Lake lsabella. It grades on the south into the Bison Peak hypersthene tonalite. 
Also included in the Bcar VaLlcy suite are the gabbroids of Tunis Creek and Squirrel Spring 
(norite to hornblende gabbro, commonly reclystallized and/or metamorphosed) and the 
newly recowcd garnet-biotite tonalite of Grapcvine. Separate reports (Chapters 3 and 
4) will discuss the igncous petrology and isotopic characteristics of these suites. 
The rnetascdimentary framework rocks consist of high-grade equivalents of quartz- 
rich clastic and calcareous, continental margin-type sedimentary assemblages with 
subordinate rnetavolcanic rocks. To the north (Figure 2.1) these are tcmed Kings 
Sequence, after Saleeby et al. l.19781, and are correlated with similar metamdhxentary 
pendants exposed througl~out he southcrn Sierra Nevada. Ross [ 19891 refers to these 
rocks as "thc nletasedimentary rocks of Keene." The higl-lcr-grade, more gneissic 
rnetasedimentary rocks of the main part of the study area (the Comanche Point and 
Grapevine Canyon paragneisses) arc not termed Kings Sequence, but they are 
mmpositlonallq. similar. These rocks occur at many scales, from mappable, km-scale 
bodies to outcrop-size enclaves. They are always structurally concordant with the 
intrusive rocks, show no discernible metamorphic gradient near intrusive contacts, and 
the quartzofeldspathic varieties are commonly migmatitic. Thc rnigmatite of Grapevine 
Peak is a major, mappable belt of migmatitic paragneiss showing apparent effects of both 
partial melting and injection. Thc rnetasedimentary rocks of this report are restricted to 
the paragneisses of Comanclze Point and Grapevine Canyon and the rnigmatite of 
Grapcvine Pcak, within the Tehachapi gneiss complex suite; the Kings sequence rocks of 
the more coherent pendants to the north are not discussed. 
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Deformation fabrics are pervasive in the study area (see also Sliarry, [ 198 1 I; Sams, 
[ 19861: Saleby et al., 119871; Sams and Saleeby, [1988]). These range from hi&- 
temperature, synpluto~ic (including igneous flow and cumulate laycringl arld 
synmetamorphic foliations to protomylonitic fabrics (e.g., augen gneiss) to solid-state 
onite in discrete donlains (Figure 2.3). The mylonitic fabrics are best developed in 
artz-rich varieties, and formed at inlermediatc ternperaturcs (usually above chlorite 
tability) exccpt near the north branch of the Garlack fault. Although local variations in 
ructural pattern are common (notably around the Tunis Creek gabbroid, Figure 2.2), the 
gional structural pattern is as follows: the higher temperature fabrics (metamorphic and 
rotoclaslic) tend to strike from north to west with moderate to steep dips to the northeast, 
e protornylonitic to mylonitic fabrics near the north branch of thc Garlock fault strike 
ast with slrallow to modcrate dips to the nortllwcst. Transitional zones bctwwn the 
terns are evident, such as along the Aqueduct Access Road east of Pastoria Crcek. 
Mylonitic fabrics are also locally well-developed to the north in the Bear Valley Springs 
tonaljte ISams, 1986; Ross, 19891. 
2 -3. Metamorphic assemblages 
a. Quartzofddspathic metascdimentary rocks 
These rocks are generally quartz-rich Wth subordi~iatc pelitic component. Ross 
[ 19891 arid Sarns and Saleeby [ 19881 report sillixnanite in a sliver of Kings sequence north 
of Tcjon Creek as well as in exposures to the north, but south of this location there is but 
one recognized occurrence of an AL2Si0, phase (discussed below). The most common 
assemblage is quarlz + plagioclase + alkali feldspar + biotite + graphite, wit11 the commorl 
addition of garnet. Muscovite is a common retrograde phase, although some occurrences 
of larger, subhedral grains may belong to the peak assemblage. Sams [ 19861 and Ross 
119891 report a few examples of hypersthenc-bearing gneisses which appear to have a 
Figure 2.3 - Contrasting deformation textures. a) Photomicrograpl~ (9 rnm across) of typical 
high-grade granoblastic fabric in paragneiss TC-8, consisting of quartz, plagioclasc, alkali 
feldspar (stained), biotite, garnet, and graphite. b) Field photograph of augen gneiss, wit11 
higMy strained quartz and augcn of alkali feldspar. 
Fig. 2.3 
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sedimentary protoiith based on, for example, high 180/'% ratios. Melasedimentary 
textures are gneissic with well-developed migmatitic layers (Figure 2.4-a) defined by 
irregular-width quartz-feldspar leucosomes and biotite-rich melanosomes, suggestive of 
the production of an incompletely mobilized partla1 melt. TlAs texture is most profoundly 
pressed in tElc migmatite of Grapevine Peak (Figure 2.2), where in biotite + muscovite 
melanosomes are lath-shapcd aggregates of white-mica which presumably are rctrograde 
pscudomorphs after an A1,Si05 phase (Figure 2.4b). Microscopic examination revealcd no 
evidence for the identity of the original phase, but an X-ray diffraction pattern of a powder 
of the aggregate, thougl~ dominated by quartz and muscovite spectra, suggests that it was 
most likely kyanitc. This is based on the fallowing observations: a computer match search 
the spectral peaks gave thc llighest figure-of-merit to kyanite, all expected kyanite peaks 
resent (at values of 28 not in the muscovite or quartz spectra), and many praminent 
sillirnanile and andalusite peaks werc not observed. In summary, paragneiss assemblages 
are ampiiibolite facies with rare occurrences of granulite assemblages. Peak temperatures 
evidently reached the granite solidus, producing partial melts. 
b. Calc-silicate rocks 
Calcareous metasedirnentary rocks in the Comanche Point paragneiss range from 
st pure marble (calcite-graphite) to more siliceous compositions. Calc-silicate 
gneisses have thc assemblagcs quartz + plagioclase + diopside + sphcne plus either alkali 
feldspar + hornblendc or ganlet + scapolite. An exception is a sample from an enclave on 
the north slope of Winters Ridge (GC-25 on Figure 2.2), which contains quartz + diopside 
+ scapolite + wollastonite + calcite + sphcne, with late-stage syrnplectic intergrowtlls of 
garnet -+ qua& mantling scapolite. Such relations have been reported by Warren et al. 
119871 for similar rocks in the granulite terranc of tile Arunta Block of central Australia. 
They attribute the synlplectic reaction texture to a lowering of CO, activity by a local influx 
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of H,O-rich fluids. The Wintcrs Ridge calc-silicate crops out within 100 rn of a well- 
developed mylonite zone, which may have served as a fluid conduit. It is notable that an 
acljaccnt small enclave of an~phibolite (hornblende I- plagioclase + quartz t epidotel also 
shows evidence for retrograde hydration, with actinolite and chlorite replacing hornblende. 
c. Mctaigneous rocks 
The most distinctive characteristic of subsolidus crystallization in the Cretaceous 
trusive rocks of the Teliachapi Mountains is the growth of red garnet porphpblasts (see 
oss [ 19893 for observed localities). Its occurrence is wirlcspread but not pervasive; it is 
most commonly distributed in discrete zones, particularly near contact zones with 
metasedimcntary enclaves or other intrusive bodies. In the hornblende rt hypersthene 
gabbros of Tunis Creek and Squirrel Spring (Figure 2.2), the garnet is present as a 
subsoliclus, typically inclusion-fillcd (plagioclase, quark, ilmenite) phase in three 
mesoscopic settings (Figure 2.5a); 1) tn coarse, felsic layers, 2) in discordant veins, and 3) 
dispersed randomly (less cornrn~onf. In aU cases, the garnets are rarcly in contact with, 
and appear to have grown at the expense of, hornblende, resulting in felsic haloes (Figure 
2.5b) typically containing quartz wlfich otlierwisc is absent in thc primary assemblage. 
Garnet was never found in apparent textural equilibrium, with hypcrsthcne. 7snes of 
nct growth in the Tunis Creek unit are col~centrated in a tongue of wcll-foliated, 
commonly recrystallized gabbro in the northeast sector of the unit, bounded on either side 
by Tejon Creek tonalitc gneiss and Comanche Point paragneiss. Anothcr general garnet 
occurrence in mafic rocks is in diorites along contacts with more felsic intrusive rocks in 
heterogeneous zones of the Tehachapi gneiss complex suite. 
Garnet is also common in tonalitc bodes, particularly in biotitc tonalites of thc 
gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains. Textural evidence is ambiguous as lo 
whether the garnet is magmatic or subsolldus, an ambiguity compounded by the common 
Fimre 2.4 - a) Field photograph of typical migmatized paragneiss. Leucosomes composed 
hiefly of quartz, plagioclase, and alkali feldspar; melanosomes composed of these phases 
s graphite and abundant biotite. Hammer head is 10 cm long. b) Field photograph of 
atite of Grapevine Peak (sample locality GV-4) with biotite .- garnet melanosomes, 
artz + two-feldspar leucosomes, and injection veins of biotite tonalite. Note white, 
ctangular pseudomorphs (best expressed at the top of the photo), after Qanite (?I, 
omposed chiefly of muscovite. Hammer head is 12.5 cm long. 
Fig. 2.4 
paragenesis in metagabbro. Matrix rock is 
ersthene. Note two garnet textural settings: as 
se porphyroblasts with felsic haloes in coarser, leucocratic gabbro layers; and as 
aller grains along brittle fracture cutting earlier fabric across the center of the photo. 
re are no significant mineral compositional contrasts between the two settings. Pen 
14 cm long. b) Photomicrograph (24 mm across) of metagabbro TC-83, showing halo of 
gioclase and quartz around the inclusion-riddled garnet. Mafic minerals are 
rriblende (with some patchy curnmingtonite exsolution) and ilrnenite. 
Fig. 2.5 
deformation of igneous fabrics. Nevertheless, the garnet shows apparent equilibrium 
tures with all the primary tonalite phases (biotite, quartz, plagioclase, hornblende), with 
segregations or haloes as in the gabbros. In some tonalltes, such as the garziet-biotite 
tonalite of Grapevine (sample GV-21, thc garnet is distributed evenly throughout the rock, 
esting a possible magmatic origin. In others (e.g., PC- 107a), the garnet is more 
calked and defines crude veins, consistent with a subsolidus origin. Rarcly in the 
Pastoria Creek unit, large gamct porphyroblasts occur with felsic halocs in hornblende- 
rich tox~alites. 
Cumrningtoriite is cornmon in gabbroic rocks, after hyperstlienc and in reaction 
relatiori with hornblende. In some gabbros, hypersthcne is replaced by rims of 
cummingtonite, which are in turn rimmed by hornblende. Cummingtonite also occurs as 
patchy exsolution zones in hornblende. Another interesting subsolidus assemblage occ~~rs  
in troctolite of a gabbroic plug in the Pastoria Creek quartzofeldspathic gneiss. Here 
primary calcic plagioclase and olivine have reacted to produce coronas consisting of 
orthopyroxene and symplcctic hornblende and green spinel. The lattcr is sometimes 
missing, and the pyroxene and spinel also form a few larger grains. Other xninor pliascs 
present include chromite-rich spinel (picotite), Fe-rich amphibole, and corundum. 
Epidote is a cornmon subsolidus phasc in the tonalites and granites. found 
intergrown wit11 biotite in elongate, biotite-rich aggregates. The epidote is commonly large 
and subhcdral, with euhedral crystal faces against biotite. However, it cannot be clearly 
demonstrated in thin section that epidote and biotite were in equillbriurn with a melt 
phase (counter to arguments in Sams [1986]). Lower-temperature, post-defomational 
alteration has produced white mica and chlorite throughotit the study area. 
2.4. Analytical procedures 
Mineral compositions in garnet-bearing assemblages (Tables 2.1 to 2.5) were 
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measured because of thcir potential for providing pressure and temperature i~lforrnation. 
Also nieasuscd were hornblende in tonalites and grandiorites for pressure determination 
(see below). Sample localities are depicted on Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Samples BM 149, 
WR27a. CM13b, CM657, and CM650b were culled from David Sams' thesis collection at 
Caltechr, and sample "CORE" was obtained from John Sharry. 
Polished rock thin sections were carbon-coated and analyzed on a JEOL 733 
ctron microprobe fitted with five wavelexigth spectrometers. The accelerating voltage 
was 15 keV, the probe current was 25 nA (measured on brass), count time was 60 
seconds, and the probe diameter was 10 pm. Element standards were well-characterized 
silicates and oxides, and the data were corrected using the "CITZAF" correction program 
[Armstrong, 19881. In order to ensure the measurement of equilibrium compositions in 
coexisting phases, rim analyses were emphasized. From each of three different sites on 
a section where the requisite phases were in mutual contact, at least three rim spots were 
analyzed for each phase. Compositions were averaged for each site, and the site means 
were averaged for the entire thin secliori to yicld the results reported in Tables 2.1 to 2.5. 
Core spots were also measured for most samples, with the meals usually involving 2-3 
spots from 2-3 different grains. A fcw grain traverses were performed, with the results 
discussed below. 
Hornblende data were corrected for unknown F&'* using the mctl~od of Spear and 
Kimball L 19841, with the cl~oice of particular correction dependent on the application (see 
below). For garnet and biotite, all Fe was assumed to be ~e '+ ,  except for garnct in 
CM650b. Considerixlg the cvidence for relatively reducing conditions in the area, including 
the prcsence of phases such as grapl~ite and ilmenite and the paucity of magnetite, this 
rnption likely results in negligible error. 
Garnets in all occurrences (with the exception of the calc-silicatc rock CM65Ob) are 
almandine-rich and rather uniform in composition, with X(a1) - 0.58 - 0.73 (Table 2.1). 
Garnets from metagabbros tend to higher pyrope contents, characterized by X(py) = 0.17 - 
0.25, than those in metatonalites and paragneisses [mostly 0.06 - 0.18). Spessartine 
component is generally highest in thc paragneisses. Paragneiss grossular components are 
generally lower than in both metaigneous types, while the calc-silicate rock (CM650b) has 
garnet that is 84% grossular. Fc/(Fe+Mg) ratios arc lower in xnctagabbros 10.7 1 - 0.793 
than in metatonalites (0.81 - 0.90), wit11 thc paragneisses spanning a large range. Five 
previously published [Schiirmann, 1938: Ross, 19891 and four uripublished ( C .  Gallup, 
pers. corn . )  garnet analyses from metaigneous rocks in the arm fall within these 
cornpositional limits. 
Zoning is apparcnt in most garnets In the form of rapid changc in Fe/(Fe+Mg) ncar 
the rims with fairly uniform interiors, which we interpret to be the result of re-equilibration 
("type c" zoning of Sclverstone and Chamberlain, [199011. The difference in Fe//Fc+Mg) 
values between rims and cores (Figure 2.6) is variable (between 0.0 13 and 0.0681, wllereas 
the garnet in the metagabbro from Grapevine Canyon (GV- la) shows no zoning. Grossular 
component is typically not significantly zoncd, wit11 three exceptions: "CORE", a 
metatonalite from the Pastoria Creek unit near the north branch of the Garlock fault, and 
Paragneisses GC-2 and GV-4d. In these cases, the increase in X(gr) from core to rim 
usually corresponds to a deercase in both X(a1) and X(py) and an increase in X(sp). 
b. Hornblende 
Hornblende compositions (Table 2.2) are recalculated [Spear and Kimball, 19841 
by different criteria depending on how the data are to be used. For those in textural 
i?szm P(1107a "CORE" GV-2 GC-46 E-z& 
(h> fb) 
rim eorc rim cone rim am tim core rim core rim m e  
Si02 38.36 38.10 37.92 38.31 37.24 37.79 37.76 37.85 38,37 38.28 38.87 38.21 
A1203 21.80 21.26 21.66 21.26 21.03 21.38 22.05 22-15 22.18 22.31 22.04 21.80 
M a  2.51 3.30 2.85 3.15 1.62 2.82 3.59 4.06 6.15 6.56 5.10 5.67 
FeO 31.23 31.36 32.46 31.60 26.61 30.42 31.97 31.82 28.80 28.78 30.44 29.79 
MnO 2.27 1.72 1.37 1.37 4.72 2.57 2.43 2.39 1.96 1.90 1.05 1.42 
CaO 5.36 5.32 5.32 5.28 8.77 6.43 3.69 3.50 3.65 3.63 4.44 4.30 
Total 101.53 101.06 101.58 100.97 99.99 101.41 101.49 101.77 101.11 101.46 101.94 10% ,153 
Meta~abbros (cant.) Paragneisses 
calc-sil. 
GV-la TC-83 GC-22 E 8  !x2 m% CM650b 
* 
rim core rim rim rim core rim c m  rim core rim 
For PC107a, (h) = touching hornblende and (b) = touching biotite. 
Cations corrected to 12 oxygens, with all Fe as ~ e ? +  (except CM650b, corrected to 8 cations). 
* For CM650b, F ~ ~ + = o .  146 and Xmd,-0.087. 
- Core vs. rinn values of Fe/(Fe+Mg) in garnets. Rim increase is due to 
rade re-equilibration with biotite or hornblende. 
Fig. 2.6 
GC-46 !x&i z22,iI TC-23 
(PI 
rim rim 
0) 
rim core core rim m e  rim core rim core rim core 
0) @I 
rim 
WM7a TC-12a GC-16 CM657 GC-33 
rim cclre rim rim rim rim rim rim rim. rim rim rim 
0 
Si02 
A1203 
Ti02 
MgO 
F~O* 
MnO 
CaO 
Na20 
K20 
Total 
(p) = measured touching plagioclase only. Otherwise, measured touching garnet, plagioclase, and quartz in metamorphosed rocks, and touching quartz in non- 
metamorphosed rocks. See text for correction procedures. 
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equilibrium with garnet, plagioclase, and quartz, and which, tlierefore, will be used in P-T 
calculations by the method of Kohn and Spear [1990], the option giving minimurn ~ e "  
(usually "all Fe2"') is used. For other applications, the "averagc Fe3+" option is uscd. 
Hornblendes in the metaigneous rocks are all quite aluminous, with Al(total) = 2.08 
- 3.36, a characteristic shared with those in unrnetamorphosed intrusive rocks (data below 
and unpublished SEM-EDS data), Jn the two metatondltes for which they were measured, 
the hornblcndes range in classification [Leake, 19781 from ferro-alumino-tschermakite to 
ferroan pargasite, with most qualifying as the latter, The ratio F~"/(Fc"+M~) rangcs from 
0.64 - 0.71, with the cores either the same or somewhat lower. Al(total1 is always lower 
in the cores than in the rims. 
Hornblendes In rnctagabbros are more silicic than those in thc metatonalites, lpng 
compositionally near the boundaries between tschermakitic, magnesio-, and cdenitic 
homblendes. F e 2 + / ( ~ e 2 + t ~ g )  ratios and K contents are lower than in the mctatonalitc 
hornblendes, reflective of primary igneous con~positional differences. FC~*/ (Fe2++~g) ratios 
are similar to thosc measured on two unmetamorphosed gabbros from thc Tunis Creek 
unit (unpublished SEM-EDS data), except for GC-46 (Llveoak Canyon) , which Ilas more 
ferrous hornblendes. With one exception (TC-2a), both ~ e ~ ' / ( ~ e ~ * + ~ g )  and Al(tota1l are 
Iower in the mrcs tlian hi the rims. Among both mctaigneorrs lypes, substarltial 
diffcrcnces in Iiornblende cornpositiorls within one slide were observed, dependent on the 
adjacent phases (e.g., garnet-plagioclase-quartz versus plagioclase alonc); however, these 
variations are largely nonsystematic. Onc notable contrast is in ~e~*/(Fe~++Mg) of 
hornblende adjacent to and away from garnets: tl-ris ratio is lower away from garnets in 
three samples (PC 107a, "CORE", and GC-46) but higlicr in two (TC-2a and TC-83 from the 
T W s  Creelc metagabbro). Tbesc differences are likely preserved because of the lack of 
mesoscale equilibrium during the metamorphic garnet-forming event; igneous hornblende 
ampositions are probably retained away from the garnets. 
Hornblende compositions were also measured in unmetamorphosed lonalites and 
granodiorites which contained assemblages appropriate for Al-in-hornblende igneous 
arometry (see below). These compositions range from rnagnesio-hornblende in sample 
149 in thc north (Figure 2.1) to ferroan pargasite in the main study area (Figure 2.2). 
ese homblendcs are generally high In Al(total), although they do not reach values as 
high as those in the metaigneous rocks. 
c. Biotite 
The biotites have a fairly wide range of compositions (Table 2.3). Fe/(Fe+Mg) 
ranges from 0.43 to 0.69, while Ti cantents vary between 0.14 and 0.39 atoms per 22 
oxygers. There is considerable overlap in compositior~al parameters bctween metatonall tes 
and rnctasediments, so that gross lithologic differences do not alone account for the biotite 
variability. An extreme case is the biotite from sample GC-2 of the Comanche Poht 
paragneiss, with tlie highest Si, Ad, and Mn, and lowest Ti, among all samples. 
Zorlirig is quite limited in the biotites. For instance, for the Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio the 
largest rim-core contrast is the 3% cliange rneasured in metatonalitc PC 107a. Corcs are 
usually somewhat higher in Ti and lower in Si and ~1~ than rims; these same relationships 
are noted in paragneiss TC-8 between matrix biotites (i.e., those not toucllit~g garnet) and 
biotite rims in contact with garnet. Sample PC107a is an exception to these zo~lkig 
characteristics in that its cores show thc opposite trends. Biotites in the migmatite of 
Grapevine Peak (GV-4dl are completcly homogenized, and those in GC-2 are ncarly so. 
d. Plagioclase 
In  the paragr~eisses and metatonalitcs, plagioclase anorthite contents (Table 2.41 
are relatively low, in the range An2,-4,, while in the metagabbros, thcy span An,,,,. The 
easternmost meiagabbros -- GC-46 (Liveoak Canyon) and GV-la (Gra~vine  Canyon) -- 
l?f2Qza "CORE GV-2 xG8 z d i  GV-4d 
in0 8) (no g) 
rim axe rim rim care rim core rim rim core rim a m  
Si02 
Af203 
Ti02 
MgO 
Feo 
Mno 
Cao 
Na20 
K20 
(no g) = not touching garnet. 
Cations corrected to 22 oxygens with all Fe as ~ e ~ + .  
ixxm 
(tt) 
rim 
Si02 59.91 
A1203 25.22 
FeO 0.10 
CaO 6.67 
Na20 8.00 
K 2 0  0.07 
EuQ& 
0 
rim 
60.23 
25.71 
0.11 
6.99 
8.35 
0.08 
101.47 
PCZ07a 
(no g> 
rim 
59.92 
25.22 
0.18 
6.74 
7.91 
0.20 
100.17 
"CORE" 
0 
rim 
61.99 
23.52 
0.20 
4.84 
9.28 
0.08 
99.9 1 
"CORE" 
(no 81 
rim 
61.21 
24.83 
0.21 
6.00 
8.55 
0.08 
180.99 
"GORE" 
(no g, fi) 
rim 
59.35 
25.56 
0.00 
7.01 
8.07 
0.08 
100.07 
rim core 
GClt6 GC-46 a2?6 EZk TC-2a GV-la TC-83 
(no g) (no 87 h) (no g) 
rim m e  rim core rim core rim c m  rim rim core rim 
3 0 2  58.71 55.02 56.5 1 54.72 54.25 54.57 5 1.53 49.54 51.77 59.93 57.36 49.58 
A1203 25.25 28.27 27.16 28.67 28.49 28.34 31.64 32.24 3 1.45 26.51 27.47 32.90 
FeO 0.20 0.11 0.1 1 0.03 0.08 0.0 1 0.23 0.08 0.1 1 0.26 0.01 0.25 
CaO 7.10 10.37 9.06 10.61 10.46 10.08 13.91 15.05 13.71 7.99 9.14 15.31 
Na20 7.87 5.99 6.83 5.84 5.93 6.05 4.35 3,20 4.46 7.38 6.83 3.32 
K20 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 
Tonalite 
TC-83 W-22 XX3 nI-3 fi(=r2 CM650b a 3 2  
(no gl (no g. b) calc-sil. Q 
rim rim rim m e  rim rim core rim rim 
Si02 52.86 50.57 60.67 60.66 59.75 62.40 62.23 45.06 60.52 
A1203 30.95 32.63 25.74 25.59 25.95 24.54 24.48 35.21 25.08 
FeO 0.19 0.17 0.20 0.0 1 0.01 0.26 0.06 0.00 0.1 1 
CaO 13.07 15.27 6.79 6.79 7.3 1 5.47 5.54 18.43 6.52 
Na20 4.94 2.99 8.42 8.38 7.50 9.24 9.18 1.07 7.94 
K20 0.06 0.04 0.22 0.32 0.32 0.22 0.29 0.04 0.37 
(h) = touching hornblende and gamet, except GC-33 with no gamet; (b) = touching biotite and gamet; (no g) = not touching gamct; (no g,h), (no g,b) = not 
touching garnet or hornblende or biotite. 
Cations corrected to 8 oxygens. 
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have An contents that are markedly lower than those from thc Tunis Creek rnetagabbro. 
Not surprisingly, the plagioclasc from the calc-silicate samplc (CM650b) is Ar%". 
Interesting coritrasts may be seen among plagioclase of differing textural settings 
in the same thin section. Of the six samples in which plagioclase not touching gar~let was 
also measured, three ("CORE*, TC-8, and GC-46) had higher Ca conte~~ts in such 
plagioclases as compared to thosc in equilibrium with garnet, wide two (TC-83 and TC-2a 
from the Tunis Creek metagabbro) had lower Ca away from garnet. (Unpublished SEM 
and probc data by C .  Gallup on a few Tunis Crcck samples substantiate the latter 
observation.) These variations probably reflect differing Ca partitioning between 
plagioclase a i d  gamet during gamct growth. In two samples ("CQFE" and GC-461, 
plagioclases not contacting l~or~iblende w re morc calcic than those contacting hornblende 
but riot garnet. Assuming this plagioclasc represents primary igneous composit.ions, this 
relalio~iship is suggestive of subsolidus exchange with hornblende as well as garnet. 
Zoning is preserveti in plagioclase from the metaigneous rocks, but not In the 
paragneisses (Figure 2.7). In samples for which cores were measured, all but two (GV-2 
and contacting quartz in GC-46) have cores more calcic than rims, with thc contrast being 
more marked among the metagabbros. By far the largest core-rim contrast is in 
plagioclase touching garnet in rnetagabbro GC-46 &n,, vs. A%d. 
In the calc-silicate CM650b (with the assemblage quartz + plagioclase + diopsMe 
litc + grossular + sphene), a scapolite grain in textural contact with plagioclase, 
, quartz, and grossular has thc composition &a = 0.74 (Tablc 2.5). Sphcnes from 
this rock arc quite aluminous, wit11 AlVi = 0.63 per formula unit, whik the dinopyroxene 
is sditc with Mg/(Mg+Fe) = 0.66. Alkali feldspar in paragneiss TC-8 was measured in 
to help corlstrain fluid coxnpositions (see below), yielding Or8, (Table 2.5). Opaque 
- Core vs. rim values of anorthite content (mole %) in plagioclases. Note the 
ore-rim contrasts in the metagabbros. 

Table 2.3 - Scapolite and Alkali Feldspar Compositions 
Total 
Si 
Al 
c a  
Na 
K 
X(Ca) 
X(Na) 
Other oxide percentages were negligible. 
Scapolite cations corrected to 12 (Si,Al). Feldspar cations corrected to 8 oxygens. 
oxide compositions were determined for a limited number of samples; ilmenite was 
ubiquitous in metamorphosed and unmetarnorphosed gabbros to tonalites. Magnetite was 
esent in only a few tonalites, subordinate to ihenite. On tlis basis, the intrusive rocks 
uld be classified as "ilmenite series." 
a. Temperature 
Obviously, the majority of rocks in the study arca have experienced magmatic 
temperatures (-675°C axid above). Thc intent of our thermobarometric work here is not 
to detennirie such "peak" temperatures, but rather to determine depths of enlplacement 
and metamorphism, as well as post-intrusive tl~crmal histories. Because of the evidcnce 
for prolonged, slow cmfirig, it is not clear that even the framework metamorphic rocks will 
record peak conditions. For these reasons, and heeding the reservations of Selverstone 
and Chamberlain [19901 concerning the validity of core-matrix pressnre-temperature 
dcterrninations as estimates of peak conditior~s, we here emphasize rim. nlincral 
compositioris in apparent equilibrium settings. 
Garnet-honlblende and plagicclase-hornblende - -  Temperatures based on Fe-Mg 
exchange between garnet and hornblcnde [Graham and Powell, 19841 wcre applied to five 
rnetagabbros and two garnet-bearing tonalitcs (Table 2-43). The three gabbros from one 
Part of thc Tunis Creek metagabbro gave very similar temperatures of 580-590°C, while 
the other two, GC-46 from Liveoak Canyon (760°C) and GV- la from Grapevine Canyon 
(700°C), record significantly higher teinperatures. This difference is substantiated by the 
aforementioned observation that ~ e ' + / ( ~ e ' + + ~ g )  in hornblende is lower adjacent to garnet 
as compared to those in the matrix of the Tunis Creek samples, but not elsewhere. That 
is, Tunis Creek hornblerldes have exchanged more extensively with garnet because they 
equilibrated at  lower temperatures. Garnet core-matrix hornblende pairs imply a 
minimum peak temperature of 700°C for one Tunis Creek sampIe (TC-2a1, but for the 
Liveoak Canyon sample (GC-46) yield a temperature of 680°C, which is 80°C lower than 
that obtained for rim compositions. T l ~ s  latter result suggests a lack of equilibrium 
between garnet and nonadjacent hornblende early in the crystallization history of the 
garnet and may reflect the locallzed, vein-related nature of garnet growth in the gabbros. 
Two tonalites (PC 107a and "CORE") from the Pastoria Crcek quartzofeldspathic 
iss unit give garnet-hornblende temperatures (690-700°C) similar to those in non-Tunis 
eck metagabbros. These are lower than tonalite salidus temperatures and suggest a 
chanism for garnct growth similar to that in the gabbros. Core- mat^ tcrnperatures 
e the same in PC 107a (from Pastoria Creek) but 50°C higher in "CORE'' (near the north 
ranch of t11e Garlock fault). 
Blundy and Holland [ 19901 have recently proposed a geothermometer based on N a  
A1 exchange between coexisting amphibole and plagioclase, and dcrivcd tcmperatures 
so shown in Table 2.6. When determined for hornblende-plagioclase pairs adjacent 
to garnet, tllese temperatrzres are always hjgher tiIan the gan?et-l~ornblende temperatures 
by up to 280°C. Tlie difference is even higher for hornblende-plagioclase pairs away from 
garnet. In fact, the hornblende-plagimlase temperatures arc s~aiciently high to reflect 
panary igneous conditions. However, this difference is lowest in those rocks giving higher 
garnet-horxlblende temperatures. Figure 2.8 shows this convergence of thc two 
temperatures, and suggests that the discrepancy is due to kinetic effects; i.e., re- 
equilibration of the l~ornblcx~dc-plagioclase pair with decreasing temperature may be more 
sluggish in tl~ose rocks which experienced garnet growth at lower temperatures. However, 
it is surprising that such a large difference would persist and that garnet growth would not 
affect more strongly the plagioclase-horx~blende xchange in immediately adjacent grains; 
surely the hornblende participates in the garnet-forming reaction. We must leave this 
issue unresolvecl pcnding further usage and testing of the hornblende-plagioclase 
thmometer. Wc regard the garnct-hornblende thermometcr as the more reliable 
indicator of metaniorphic conditions, particularly in the light of the aforementioned 
observations implying continued subsolidus exchange among the three phases (see 
sections on hornblende and plagioclase compositions). 
Garnet-biotite -- The difficulty of obtaining reliable garnet-biotite Fk-Mg exchangc 
temperatures in high-grade taranes is well-established [e.g., Indares and Martignole, 
1985; Chipera and Perkins, 19881. The obstacles to success are not only kinetic, but are 
also attributable to thc increasc with temperature of the discrepancies among the various 
calibrations. This problem is exemplified by the results in Table 2.7, showing 
temperatures calculated from the calibrations of Ferry and Spear [I9781 (with 
modifications of Hodges and Spear 119821) and thosc of Perchuk and Lavrent'eva [ 19831. 
[The version of Indares and Martignole [I9851 which accounts for the effects of Ti and A1 
in the biotite, was not used because Ti contents here were not nearly as high as those 
us& in their calibration.) Also included are recalculations of data on two samples in 
Sharry [ 198 11. A1 though a par1 of the discrepancies betwcen the two calibrations, which 
range from 10 to 280°C, can be attributed to the different pressures used in each caw (see 
below), the major part of the differences lies in calibration. In a compara.tive study of 
various garnet-biotite geothermorneters in the temperature range 600-725°C Chipera and 
Perkins [ 19881 found that the Ferry and Spear [ 19781 version gave unreasonably high 
temperatures. This seems to be the case for some samples in the present study as well, 
as evidenced by results such as 960°C in a mctatonalite. Clipera and Perkins [ 19881 
concluded that the calibration of Pcrchuk and Lavrent'eva [ 19831 gave the most consistent 
t ures in their study area and was thus the preferred version, and we tend to agree 
purposes of the present study. 
Using the Perchuk and Lavrent'eva [I9831 calibration, garnet-biotite rim 
turcs range: from 550-68O0C, with no apparent geographic pattern. The 
Table 2.6 - Garnet-hornblende temperaturesl, garnet-hornblende-plagioclase- 
quartz pressures2, and hornblende-plagioclase temperatures3 
T, O C  P, kbar T P T 
rims rims core-matrix core-matrix hb-pl (rims) 
TC- 8 3 578 3.8 863 
GC-22 586 3.6 863 
TC-2a 588 4.2 697 4.6 850 
GV- 1 a 676 7.5 800 
GC-46 757 7.3 678 6.1 785 
"COW" 686 10.8 743 9.8 71 1 
PC107a 701 8.2 707 8.3 779 
Graham and Powell [1984], 
2 Kohn and Spear [1990], calculated at gt-hb temperature; average of results from Fe and 
Mg end-member reactions. 
3 Blundy and Holland [1990], calculated at gt-hb-pl-qz pressure. 
- Garnet-hornblende temperature [Graham and Powell, 19841 and hornblende- 
gioclase temperature [Blundy and Holland, 19901 for garnet-hornblende-plagioclase- 
tz samples. The two estimates converge at higher garnet-hornblende temperatures, 
hornblende-plagioclase temperatures are unreasonably high in other samples. 
Fig. 2.8 
Tabte 2.7 - Garnet-biotite temperatures1 and garnet-biotite-plagioclase-quartz pressures2 
Ferry & S~ea r  (1978) Perchuk & Lavrent'eva f 1983 1 
T. OC P. kbar T P T P T 
(rims) (Arns) (rims) (rims) (c-rn) (c-m) (6-c) 
"C-JR~ * 735 12.6 
PC107a 957 17.4 
GV-2 7 16 9.4 
80-3018 788 7.1 
TC- 8 630 4.3 
GC-2 626 8.7 
GV-4d 574 
Using Ferry and Spear [I9781 (Hodges and Spear [1982]) or Perchuk and Lavrent'eva [ 19831 calibration. 
2 Average of reactions R1 and R2 of Hoisch [1990], calculated simultaneously with the indicated thermometer, 
(c-rn) = core garnet and matrix biotite and plagioclase. 
(c-c) = core garnet and core biotite. 
* Rim cdculations are based on data in Sharry [1981], while core-matrix calculations are based on new data. 
5 Calculations are based on data in Shany [1981]. Sample is a metatonalite. 
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recalculatior~s of S11"ry's [ 198 1 I data for 80-30 1 /A and "CORE" resulted in temperatures 
100 and 50°C lower, respectively, than he calculated. In two samples (PC107a and 
"CORE") for which garnet-hornblende temperatures were also determined, the garnet- 
biotite tempmatures are 3 0  and 100°C lowcr, respectively. (It should be noted that we 
were unable to locate suitable garnet-biotite pairs in our section of "CORE", restricting our 
measurements to garnet-hornblende-plagioclase and matrix biotite.) In two samples, TC -8 
and "CORE", core garnet-matrix biotite pairs are 70°C and 50°C higher than rims. In other 
san~plcs, cores of adjacent garnet and biotites, which may indicate minimum peak 
texnpcraturcs (particularly in "normal" prograde metasedimentary rocks such as GC-2 and 
GV-41, yicld temperatures 20  to 100°C higher than rims, as high as 720°C in PC 107a. In 
summary, gamct-biotite pairs record a range of temperaturcs (550-720°C) overlapping 
those recorded by garnet and hornblende but tending to be lower, and lacking thc 
geographic dichotonly of the latter. 
_Plagioclase-scapolite -- In the calc-silicate sample CM650b (from the Comanclle 
Point parag~leiss), the temperature was calculated using compositions of coexisting 
plagioclase and scapolitc based on the calibration of Goldsmith and Newton [ 19771. The 
thermometer is based on Na-Ca exchange between the two phases and yields 780°C. 
Although this result is quite high and the reliability of the met11od is open to question, it 
is not completely inconsistent with some of the other estimates of metamorphic 
temperature. The sample comcs from a relatively thin septum of paragneiss surrouxxcled 
by tonalitc (Figure 2.2). It would not be surprising for a refractory calc-silicate rock to 
have recorded such a temperature in such a setting. 
Sams and Saleeby [I9881 summarized the arguments suggestive of Eligh pressure 
for thc pluto~lic and meta~norplzic rocks of the Tehacliapi Mountains. We would add onc 
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cat lo the portion of that discussion concerning magmatic epidotc: the lithologies 
howlng possible magmatic epidote do not usually contain a l l  the phases required to 
strain pressure to >6 kbar [Zen, 19891. Furthermore, the two pressure determinations 
of Sharry [ 198 11 are based on an assemblage in which the state of equilibrium is suspect 
(see below). In light of the uncertainties inherent in these previous arguments, we here 
present a.n attempt to gain a more quantitative basis for high pressure claims. 
We noted above the probable presence of kyanite In a partially melted paragneiss 
(sample GV-4 of the Grapevine Peak migrnatlte; Figures 2.2 and 2.4b). Using the 
intersection of the fluid-present metapzlite-mctagraywacke liquidus and the sillirnanite- 
kyanite curve as prese~ited in Vielzeuf and Holloway [19881, these relations indicate a 
minimum temperature of 690°C at a minimum pressure of 7.1 kbar. Thus, it is clear that 
metamorphism, probably accompanying intrusion at the thermal maximum, was at  both 
high temperature and pressure. We have combined quantitative geobarornetcrs with thc 
above geothermometers to better place metamorplksm in prcssure-temperature space. 
Garnet -hornblende-plagicx)lase-q~~artz -- Kohn and Spear [ 1990 1 have reccntly 
proposed an empirically-calibrated geobarorneter for garnet amphibolites based on the 
reaction 6 anorlhite + 3 tremolite = 2 grossular t 1 pyropc + 3 tschermakite + 6 quartz and 
its Fe end-membcr equivalent. This reaction has quitc a low slope in P-T space (<-7 
bar/dcgree in the range of this study) and Kohn and S p a r  [19901 suggest a precision of 
less than 1 kbax. This barometer is combined with the garnct-hornblende 
geothermorneter [Graham and Powell, 19841 discussed above. The results (Table 2.6, 
mgure 2.9) place the samples into the same two groupings as did the temperatures. Tlle 
three samples of the Tunis Creek metagabbro (in the center of the study areal, which gave 
the lowcr garnet-hornblende temperatures, yield prcssures of 3.6 - 4.2 kbar. The other 
samples, from the western part of the study area, evidently equilibrated at much higher 
pressures: 8.2, 7.3, and 7.5 kbar from Pastoria Creek, Livcoak Canyon, and Grapevine 
[Kohn and Spear, 19901 and gt-bt-pl-qz [EIoisch, 19901 methods. Note proximity of high 
igricous pressures (Figure 2.10) to the 4 kbar metamorphic zone. For "CORE" and PC 107a, 
only the gt-hb-pl-q~ rcsulls, which are preferred, are shown. Units arc the same as in 
Figure 2.2. 

Canyon, respectively, and 10.8 kbar from "CORE" from near the convergence of the 
Pastoria tluust and the north branch of the Garlock fault. It should be mentioned that the 
garnet and hornblende Fe2 ' / (~e2++~g)  ratios in tonalites PC 107a and "CORE" are higher 
than the recommended range oTKohn and Spear 119901, mcantng that thc pressures may 
be somewhat overestimated; this qualification does not, llowevcr, apply to tile 
metagabbros. 
Such a large pressure difference within the study axea, among units with no 
discenrible major tectonic boundaries, is somewhat surprising. The major variable. 
affecting the barometric ca~culatian is t i e  partitioning of Ca  between plagioclase and 
garnet, i.e., rclative activities of anorthite and grossuiar. It was noted above that only in 
the lowcr-pressure Tunis Creek samples was plagiaclasc not touching garnet less calcic 
than that touching garnet. This suggests that the garnet-plagioclase equilibrium initiated 
the garnet-forming rcaction produced significantly incrcased Ca contcnts in adjacent 
ioclase, a relationship expected at lower pressures. In the other cases, higher 
ressures resultcd in partitioning of Ca out of plagiwlase into garnet, leaving plagioclase 
niorc Ab-rich than thosc that did not exchangc wit11 garnet. (Since hornblende was 
consumed by t l~c  garnet-forming reaction in both cases, these observed s1Wls in 
plagioclase composition imply open-system bel~avior of Na. 1 A m  thcr test is the degree to 
which intergrain transfer has affected core-rim zoning in plagimlase. As noted above, 
rnetagabbro GC-46 (7.3 kbar) shows a much more pronounced core-to-rim drop in A n  
content than tlzc Tunis Creek metagabbros (3.6 - 4.2 kbar), consisterit with Jsiglier- 
pressure equilibrium with garnet. For these reasons, we have confidence in the results. 
We have mentioned our suspicioi~ that garnet cores were not ncccssarily ever in 
equilibrium with matrix phases in the metaigneous rocks [see also Selverstone and 
mbcrlain, (19901); matrix compositions of plagimlase and hornblende may rather 
flmt primary igneous conditions. Calculated garnet core-matrix plagioclase and 
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l~ornblende pressures are shown in Table 2.6, and they show no particular pattern: they 
are within *1 kbar of rim results. Robust information about the earlier pressure history 
of these particular rocks is lacking. 
Garnet-biotite-(muscovite)-p1agiocla~t -- A Mg end-member reaction based 
on this assemblage was used by Sharry [1981] on samples "CORE" and 80-301 for P-T 
detenninatiorls using an unpublished calibration by K. Hodgcs. Shany reports valucs of 
640°C, 8.5 kbar for "CORE," and 779°C 8.1 kbar for 80-301. A new check of these 
calculations gives 8.9 and 7.0 kbar, rcspcctively. Using Sharry's data with the calibration 
of Ghent and Stout I198 11, we calculate 635°C 7.6 kbar ("CORE") and 763"C, 4.5 kbar 
(80-301). Outside of thc uncertainties due to the use of different calibrations, there is 
some doubt that thc muscovite in this assemblage is an equilibrium phase [Sharry, 19811. 
In the present study, as well as in that of Sams [1986), there are no observed samples with 
strong textural cvidence for equilibrium among all these phases. Howcver, Hoisch I19901 
has proposed six empirically calibrated geobarometers utilizing such assemblages with or 
without muscovite. We have applied the two muscovite-frec reactior~s (R1 and R2  of 
Hoiscl~ [ 199011 to our samples and the two Sharry 119811 samples, combining the 
calculations with the garnet-biotite geothcrmonleters of Ferry and Spear [I9781 and 
Perchuk and Lavrent'eva [ 19831 [Table 2.7). 
For two samples, PC 107a and "CORE", wc can compare the garnet-biatite- 
plagioclase-quartz results to those based on the garnet-hornblende-plagiwlase-quartz 
geobarometer. In line wit11 our preference for thc garnet-biotite geothemometer of 
Pcrchuk and Lavrent'eva ( 19831 (see abovc), pressurcs calculated using those temperatures 
(1 1.3 kbar for PC107a, 9.5 kbar for "CORE") are closer to the garnet-hornblenrle- 
plagioclase-quartz pressures (8.2 and 10.8 kbar, respectively) than those using 
temperatures obtained with the Ferry and Spcar [ 19781 calibration ( 17.4 and 12.6 kbar). 
We consider the pressures derived using the Perchuk and Lavrent'eva 119831 calibration 
for temperature to bc the most reliable. There is still a large discrepancy for PC 107a -- it 
is notable that for this sample a id  for "CORE", biotite composition and one of t?ae 
equilibrium constants are outside of Hoisch's 119901 recommended range, casting some 
doubt on the result, Whatever the source of the discrepancy, the garnet-hornblende- 
plagioclase-quartz pressures for both PC 107a and "CORE" are more in line with the other 
results in this study than are the garnet-biotite-plagioclase-quartz pressures, and the 
formcr are plottcd on the map in Figure 2.9. 
Pressures for the other samples (Figure 2.9) range from 4.1 to 7.5 kbar, and an 
interesting areal variation pattern is evident. One of thc samples of Comanche Point 
paragnciss (TC-8) yields the sa le  low pressure (4.1 kbar) as the nearby Tunis Creek 
metagabbros. The Grapevine tonalite (GV-2) yields the same pressure (7.5 kbar) as the 
earby metagabbro GV- la, and the new calculation ior Sharry's I 198 11 sample 80-30 1 
s an intermediate value of 5.6 kbar. The one sample from north of the low-pressure 
one near Tunis Creek, Comanche Point paragneiss GC-2, yields a high pressure of 7.5 
kbar. Thus there is again a dichotomy, with high-pressure rocks lying on citl~er side of 
the low-pressure Tunis Creek area, Sample 80-301 seems to have the only intermediate 
pressure. 
P-T calculations using core garnets and matrix biotite and pIagioclase were 
performed for two samples (TC-8 and "CORE") with characteristics that would lend morc 
credibility to the results [Selverstone and Chamberlain, 19901. These samples have 
smallcr garnet grains dispersed through the sample rather than concentrated in veins or 
layers as in thc metagabbros. In paragneiss TC-8, core-matrix estimates [Table 2.7) are 
70°C and 0.8 kbar highcr than for rims, and in the metatonalite from near the north 
branch of the Garlock fault ("CORE"), they arc 50°C and 2.0 kbar higher. 
Al-in-hornblende lgncous geobarometer -- An effort was made to locate granit~ids 
with the proper assemblage for estimating pressure from the Al contents of l~ornblendes 
(Wamarstrom and Zen, 1986; calibration of Holiister et al., 1987 1. Only a few sudi rocks 
were found that also lacked extensive deformation and alteration features, and their 
calculated pressures are shown in Table 2.8 and Figure 2.10. Sample BM 149, from 45 km 
north of the center of the main study area and 2 krn south of Walker Basin, has the lowest 
hornblende pressure of 3.2 kbar. Tonalite CM13b, from near Keene on Tehachapi Crcek, 
yields 6.9 kbar. In their batholith-wide survey of the Sierra Nevada, Ague and Brimhall 
[I9881 report pressures consistent with these on four nearby samples (Figure 2.101, some 
of which, however, lack sphene. 
Flve samples from the main study area, from tlle Tejon Creek and Pastoria Creek 
gneiss units, give higher prcssurcs of 7.8 - 9.3 kbar (the calibration of Harnmarstrom and 
Zen, 1986, gives pressures 0.5 - 0.7 kbar lower), These are similar to tlle higher 
metamorphic pressures, bul these high igneous pressures are found even where t l c  lower 
metamorphic pressures were determined, i.e., ncar the Tunis Creek rnctagabbro. Johnson 
and Rutherford [ 19891 have cxpertmentally calibrated the hornblende geobarometer (but 
at temperatures higher than the solidus), and the dcrived pressures are 1.7 - 2.2 kbar 
lower than those using the Hollistcr et al. [ 19871 calibration. We favor the Hollister et al. 
[I9871 calibration, no1 only because it gives pressures more in line with our meta~~orpl~ic 
results, but also because it is based. on natural asmmblagcs in geologic settings sixnilar 
to those in this study. 
Bluxldy and Holland [1990] lravc recently questioned the validity of this 
geobaromcter, asserting that the ~ 1 ' "  content of hornblende is a better iunction of 
temperature than of pressure. However, the necessary assumption for the geobarometer, 
that the hornblende rims crystallized at roughly thc same temperature, apparsvalid. Had 
all the samples (excluding BM149) crystallized at 5 kbar, for example, assuming 
plagioclase is Axl,,, temperatures calculated by thc Blundy and Holland method would 
span the range 760-840°C. This is not only a large range for such similar rocks, but it is 
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also high (Hammarstrom and Zen, 1986; Hollister, et al., 19871; this supports the notion 
that the pressure differences are real. Since the Blundy and Holland geothermometer has 
a negative dP/dT slope, in order for the temperatures to be more realistic, pressures must 
have been higher than 5 kbar. For GC-33, we measured adjacent plagioclase and 
hornblende and calculated a temperature of 790°C at its calculated hornblende pressure 
of 9.3 kbar; this is unreasonably high. Furthermore, a plot of AP vs. Air (Figure 2.11) 
shows a monotonic correlation (as in Hammarstrom and Zen [1986]) that would not be 
expected were the variations in ~l'" due solely to temperature variation in the substitution 
scheme of Blundy and Holland [ 19901. Finally, had the hornblende rim compositions been 
altered by subsolidus reactions, Al concentrations would have been lowered, resulting in 
underestimates of pressure in the igneous geobarometer. For all these reasons, we believe 
that the Al-in-hornblende pressures are correct to 22 kbar at the worst. 
In spite of the uncertainties, two important conclusions may be drawn without 
reservation from the Al-in-hornblende study. First, the igneous rocks of the main study 
crystallized at higher pressures (-8 kbar) than any others in the entire Sierra Nevada 
atholith (see Ague and Brimhall [ 19881 for comparison), and these pressures correspond 
o crustal levels at least 25-30 km deep. Second, crystallization took place at the same 
eep level throughout the main study area, in contrast to the variety of metamorphic, 
subsolidus pressures. 
c. S u m m w  of P-T results 
Preferred pressures are shown on the maps of Figures 2.9 and 2.10, the pressures 
and temperatures are plotted in Figure 2.12, and all results are summarized in Table 2.8. 
The available data show that the igneous rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains crystallized 
at pressures of -8 kbar. Metamorphism of framework metasedimentary rocks, as well as 
subsolidus crystallization and equilibration in the igneous rocks, occurred at 7-8 kbar in 
Flirmre 2.10 - Map sl~owlng distribution of alumbum-in-homblcnde igncous pressures 
(calibration of Hollister et al. [1987]). Included are pressures from Ague and Brimhall 
119881, some of which are from rocks lacking splicne. Units as in Figure 2.1. 

- Plot of AP vs. ~r for igneous hornblendes from which pressures were 
dated. The samples show a monotonic covariation and plot near the empirical line 
Hammars-trom and Zen [I9861 relating AP and Air concentrations, demonstrating 
nsistency with their substitution scheme. 
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Table 2.8 - Summary of preferred temperatures, pressures, and fluid compositions 
lithology T ( O C )  P (kbar) X H ~ O  
metagabbro 
metagabbro 
metagabbro 
metagabbro 
metagabbro 
metatonalite 
metatonalite 
metatonalite 
metatonalite 
paragneiss 
paragneiss 
paragneiss 
calc-silicate 
tonalite 
granite 
tonalite 
tonalite 
granite 
tonalite 
granodiorite 
Figure 2.12 - Summary plot of pressure and temperature information using calculations 
based on rim compositions. Igneous pressures are plotted at 700°C for convenience; this 
temperature was not calculated. Squares = gt-hb-pl-qz IKohn and Spear, 19901, triangles 
= gt-bt-pl-qz [Hoisch, 19901, circles = Al-in-hornblende [Hollister et al., 19871. 
I l l  
u u  - 
mm-c3: 
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most parts of the study area, but at considerably lower pressures (-4 kbar) between Tunis 
and El Paso Creeks. Higher pressure (9- 10 kbar) is suggested for a sample from near the 
convergence of the Pastoria thrust and the north branch of the Garlock fault, and an 
intermediate result (5.6 kbar) comes from south of the low-pressure zone. Evidence for 
earlier higher pressures from core-matrix measurements is usually lacking or equivocal; 
paragneiss TC-8 may give a reliable core-matrix pressure (4.9 kbar) that is 0.8 kbar higher 
than the rim result. 
Temperatures do not follow systematic areal patterns, except for garnet-hornblende 
results, which are 680-760°C in the higher-pressure rocks and -580°C in the lower. 
Garnet-biotite temperatures are 550-680°C for rim pairs, the large range probably due to 
re-equilibration on cooling. The samples show evidence for minimum "peak" garnet-biotite 
temperatures of 630-720°C. 
Pressures of intrusion are lower for more northern samples of the Bear Valley 
Springs tonalite, implying that the more gneissic rocks of the main study area may 
constitute the plutonic substrate of the large Bear Valley Springs batholith. 
d. Fluid compositions 
For many assemblages containing hydrous or carbonate phases, volatile-present 
reactions can be written that will define curves in P-XHZo, T-XHZo, P-XcO2, or T-XCO, space, 
allowing estimation of fluid compositions attendant on equilibrium if independent 
estimates of pressure and temperature are available. Such reactions have been 
constructed for the rocks whose mineral compositions were measured for the pressure and 
temperature estimates discussed above, and calculated fluid compositions are shown in 
Table 2.8. The reactions were calculated using the program PTX-SYSTEM of Perkins et al. 
[I9861 with the thermodynamic data base of Berman et al. [1985]. Any fluid phase is 
assumed to consist only of the components HH, and CO,, with nonideal mixing as modeled 
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the equations of Kerrick and Jacobs [ 198 1 1. The activity models used are: Newton et 
19801 for plagioclase, Hodges and Spear [I9821 for garnet, Fuhrman and Lindsley 
9881 for alkali feldspar, Oterdoom and Gunter [I9831 for scapolite, Ghent [I9881 for 
molite in hornblende, and ideal mixing for biotite (a,,, = xG). 
6 tremolite + 2 1 anorthite = 1 1 grossular + 10 pyrope + 27 quartz + 6 H,O -- Ghent 
I proposed this equilibrium for use in H20 activity determinations. In the present 
, it was applied to all samples for which garnet-hornblende-plagioclase-quartz 
ssures and temperatures were determined. Ghent [ 19881 utilized two tremolite activity 
s -- coupled substitution and ionic -- and found no advantage of one over the other. 
port results using the coupled substitution model because it always results in higher 
, meaning our estimates of XHzo are maximum values. For the three low-pressure 
s Creek metagabbros, XHzo is very low (-0.02); taking into account the -1 kbar error 
the pressure, XHzo is constrained to be <0.07. (The effect of the temperature 
rtainty is much less significant.) The other two metagabbros also give a low XHzO of 
5, constrained to <0.2 within uncertainty. Tonalites "COREw and PC 107a give higher 
es, but because of the rapid steepening of the reaction curves in XHZo-P space at 
er pressures, the errors are much larger. Thus the calculated XHzo for PC107a is 
, but the range of uncertainty is 0.05 - 0.4; "CORE" gives SHZO = 0.6, but the pressure 
rtainty range of 9.8 - 11.8 kbar results in an error range in XHzO of 0.1 - 1.0. In 
1, though, this reaction defines low to near-zero H20 activities in the garnet- 
lende assemblages, particularly in the metagabbros. This is not too surprising since, 
metagabbros, garnet appears to grow at the expense of hornblende (Figure 2.5), 
ting in a net dehydration. While it is possible that the low H20 activities could result 
he absence of fluids during metamorphism, the appearance of garnet in veins and 
c textural zones and the scattered, nonubiquitous occurrence suggest that fluids 
present, and that they in fact provided a kinetic impetus to the garnet-forming 
reaction. We therefore conclude that the appearance of garnet, at least in these particular 
rocks, resulted from a subsolidus, channelized, nonpervasive influx of C0,-rich fluids. 
3 quartz + 2 phlogopite + 3 anorthite = grossular + 2 K-feldspar + 2 pvrope + 2 H,O 
Application of this equilibrium to sample TC-8 from the Comanche Point paragneiss 
(61g°C, 4.1 kbar) yields XHzo = 0.24. Applying a temperature error of rt25OC and a 
pressure error of +: 1 kbar gives an uncertainty range of 0.13 - 0.47, meaning that the fluid 
uilibrium with this assemblage was not H20-rich. If we assume again that the fluid 
primarily a C0,-H,O mixture, we may then calculate CO, fugacity; since this rock also 
ontains graphite, we may then use the equilibrium C + 0, = CO, to calculate f,, [e.g., 
wards and Essene, 19881. Activity and fugacity coefficients used for CO, are from 
rrick and Jacobs [ 19811, CO, fiee energy and graphite volume data are from Robie et al. 
9791, and graphite thermal expansion and compressibility are from Clark [19661. This 
ethod estimates quite a low log foz  of - 19.2, with the uncertainty in X H ~ ~  translating to 
error of - 0.8 log units. This evidence for quite reducing conditions is consistent with 
qualitative evidence for widespread low fo2 mentioned above. 
2 meionite + quartz = grossular + 5 anorthite + 2 CO, -- Moecher and Essene I19851 
oposed this equilibrium for calculating CO, activities in scapolite-bearing calc-silicate 
rocks. This equilibrium was applied to data from sample CM650b (Comanche Point 
paragneiss), for which a poorly constrained temperature of 780°C was determined above. 
he pressure of equilibration of this assemblage is unknown, but the sample does lie only 
.3 krn along strike from paragneiss GC-2, for which 7.5 kbar was estimated. At 780°C 
7.5 kbar, calculated Xcoz is 0.34; for lower temperatures, Xcoz would be even lower. 
Had CM650b equilibrated at lower pressures, say 4 kbar, Xco2 must still have been <0.6, 
meaning that this rock experienced fluids more aqueous than did the previously discussed 
samples. Earlier in this paper, we described another calc-silicate sample which bore 
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In summary, fluid compositions during metamorphism appear to have been 
variable and were not controlled by a pervasive influx. While garnet-bearing metagabbros 
show clear evidence for the action of H,O-poor fluids, somewhat more aqueous fluids are 
allowed in the case of the paragneiss TC-8, and H20-rich (but still C02-bearing) fluids are 
indicated for the calc-silicate rocks. 
2.7. Discussion 
a. Physical and chemical conditions 
Thermobarometric estimates indicate that the 115- 100 Ma intrusive rocks of the 
Tehachapi Mountains, which comprise calcalkaline components of the Cretaceous Sierra 
Nevada batholith, were emplaced at pressures of -8 kbar. Assuming a granodioritic 
crustal density of 2.7 g/cm3, this corresponds to depths of -30 km, m a g  them the 
deepest-formed exposed rocks of the batholith. Subsolidus, retrograde metamorphism of 
these igneous rocks and metamorphism of framework metasedimentary rocks, some of 
which was related to channelized influx of C02-rich fluids, occurred at these same depths 
and at temperatures of higher than 620°C; exceptions are a higher-pressure rock (-10 
kbar) adjacent to the north branch of the Garlock fault and a group of lower-pressure 
rocks (-4 kbar) between Tunis and El Paso Creeks. The 10 kbar sample ("CORE") is from 
an area with a complex and poorly-defined structural setting near the conjunction of the 
Pastoria thrust and the north and south branches of the Garlock fault (see Ross, 1989, for 
discussion), so its significance cannot be fully evaluated. Garnet-biotite temperatures in 
the higher-pressure rocks (550-680°C) most likely do not reflect peak conditions; the 
abundant rnigmatization and the lack of metamorphic gradients adjacent to intrusive rocks 
suggest that rocks throughout the crystalline complex reached temperatures in excess of 
700°C. Subsequent essentially isobaric cooling from magmatic conditions was responsible 
for lower-temperature re-equilibration along grain rims. 
Igneous pressures decrease to thc north in the tonalite of Bear Valley Springs, 
through 7 kbar to 5.6 kbar [A@e and Brimhall, 19881 to 3.2 kbar in the far north. These 
arc supportive of the general view [Sams and Saleeby, 19881 of the more gneissic rocks 
south of Tejon Crcek as a substrate to the large, 100 Ma Bear Valley Springs pluton. 
The 4 kbar garnet-forming event is supcrimposd on an area that bears cvidence 
for intrusion at 8 kbar, and high-pressure intrusion and metamorphism is found both to 
the nortlz and southwest of this zone (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). There is no field evidence for 
major structural breaks bounding this zone or scparating the low-pressure rocks from the 
nearby intrusive rocks yielding high Al-in-hornblende pressures. We therefore conclude 
that thc metamorphism recorded in this zone occurred after the entire crystalline complcx 
had been uplifted from -30 km depth to -15 km, and its localized character and vcin 
paragmlcsis in the rnetagabbros are attributed to a channelized influx of C0,-rich fluids. 
Such fluids are considered to bc a fairly common, though not ubiquitous, featurc of the 
lower crust [c.g., Newton, 19891. That tcrnperatures of -600°C were attained in this event 
can bc attributed to: (1) a local, intrusion-relatcd thernlal anomaIy, (2 )  advection of heat 
by the invading fluids, or (3) rapid uplift before thc rocks had mold  bclow 600°C. The 
first alternative is unlikely In the absence of evidcnce for a lower-pressure intrusive event. 
We cannot assess the relative merits of the latter two alternatives; both may havc been 
factors. However, the ambient temperature must havc been relatively high for such high- 
temperature fluids to have been present, suggesting that uplift was most likcly rapid (see 
below). The one low-pressure paragneiss (TC-8) does not have veins suggestive of fluid 
flux, and garnet zorling implies earlier higher pressures (Table 2.7). The fact that lower 
pressures were not recorded elsewhere points to the importarlce of the local fluid Influx. 
Calculated fluid compositions are variable, arguing against any large-scale, 
pervasive fluid influx. Results from garnet-bearing mctaigneous rocks point to the 
localization of C0,-rich fluids along veins and specific textural zones for both the low and 
pressure rocks. Without further work, we can but speculate on the sources of these 
s. Enclaves of metatarbonate rocks, which would release CO, during prograde 
tamorphism, are present throughout the area, but a systematic spatial relationship 
tween these enclaves and the garnet-bearing veins is lacking. Furthermore, the vein- 
rming event occurred after the thermal maximum, and therefore postdates initial 
ograde metamorphism of the carbonate rocks. It is notable that the widespread 
urrence of magmatic hypersthene in gabbros to tonalites, a feature which has led to the 
scription ngranulite terrane" [Sharry, 198 11, points to low H,O activities during origmal 
eous emplacement. The lack of orthopyroxene in partially melted biotite 
artzofeldspathic paragneisses is suggestive of high H,O activities during the thermal 
for these rocks [e.g., Waters, 19881. 
In Cretaceous, granulite-grade, deep-batholithic orthogneisses of Fiordland, New 
aland, Bradshaw [I9891 describes garnet-bearing veins which bear some resemblance 
those discussed here. Although the Fiordland rocks have seen a more complex P-T 
story than the Tehachapi Mountains orthogneisses, he attributes formation of the 
net-bearing vein assemblages (based on fluid-inclusion studies and reaction modeling) 
o the same process invoked here -- localized infiltration of C0,-rich fluids resulting in 
ornblende breakdown. In Bradshaw's model system, pyroxene-free vein assemblages, 
ch are the only kind observed in the Tehachapi Mountains, require that the system be 
open with respect to N a  and Ca. The possibility of such behavior was suggested above for 
the study area to help account for variations in plagioclase composition. 
b. Tectonic implications 
Uplift -- The plutonic rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains were intruded in a dynamic 
tectonic environment [Sams, 1986; Saleeby et al., 1987; Sams and Saleeby, 19881. The 
metamorphic assemblages described here formed both during and after the development 
metaigneous rocks cut across the near-solidus fabrics. The garnet-bearing veins, as 
well as the high-temperature fabrics, are in turn locally transposed by domainal mylonitic 
fabrics which developed under lower-grade metamorphic conditions, particularly along and 
near the north branch of the Garlock fault (Figure 2.2). As described above, these lower- 
grade fabrics have a dominant, shallow north dip in the vicinity of this fault. Since the 
mylonitic fabrics post-date garnet-bearing assemblages, the initial uplift event from 30 km 
to 15 km cannot be directly tied to the mylonitic deformation. It has been suggested, 
however, [Sharry, 198 11 that uplift of the high-pressure rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains 
is related to underthrusting of the Rand Schist, which is exposed just across the north 
ranch of the Garlock fault from the Tehachapi rocks (figure 2.2). Seismic reflection work 
cross the range by Malin et al. [in review] has revealed a major, shallowly north-dipping 
reflector which they interpret as a thrust separating the Rand Schist from the high-grade 
crystalline rocks of the present study. This hypothesized thrust projects to the surface 
along the north branch of the Garlock fault. Such a thrust may be related to the observed 
mylonitic deformation near the north branch of the Garlock fault, although the fault 
appears to now represent a recent, near-vertical reactivation related to the left-lateral 
transcurrent motion on the Garlock fault system. Sharry [I9811 reports outcrops and 
drill-hole data which suggest such a thrust geometry near the convergence of the Pastoria 
thrust and the north branch of the Garlock fault. (The presence of the highest-pressure 
sample ("CORE") near the proposed thrust is suggestive of major displacements in this 
area.) If correct, these tectonic relationships are analogous to those common to other 
localities of Rand- Orocopia-Pelona- type schist bodies [Haxel and Dillon, 1 978 I. 
Temperatures of 530-630°C and pressures of 7.3-8.7 kbar have been reported for 
the conditions of metamorphism of the Rand Schist adjacent to the high-grade rocks of the 
study area [Sharry, 19811. The Rand Schist was thus metamorphosed at the same deep 
reports that the highest temperatures in the Rand Schist block were attained closest to the 
north branch of the Garlock fault, suggestive of a temporal link between initial thrusting 
and metamorphism; such a link is suggested for the Rand-Orocopia-Pelona-type schists 
in general by Jacobson et dl. [ 19881. Combined with the new evidence for lower-pressure 
(4 kbar) metamorphism in the Tehachapi rocks, this implies that initial thrusting of the 
and Schist beneath the high-grade Tehachapi rocks may have taken place while the latter 
re still hot (>600°C) and before they had been uplifted to 15 km depths. Alternatively, 
he correspondence in pressures across the north branch of the Garlock fault could have 
sulted from a later coincidental juxtapositioning of two high-pressure blocks. 
A minimum uplift rate for the crystalline rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains, 
lculated on the basis of exposure of the deep 100 Ma rocks at 52 Ma (earliest Middle 
ocene -- Nilsen, 1987), is 0.6 mm/yr. Biotite K/Ar ages from Grapevine Canyon 
ummarized in Ross [ 1989]), from very near high-pressure samples GV- la and GV-2 but 
0 km from the low-pressure zone of the Tunis-El Paso Creeks area, are 86 and 87 Ma. 
In the Bear Valley Springs tonalite, 20 krn on the other side of the low-pressure zone, Ross 
[ 19891 reports a biotite K/Ar age of 86 Ma. Since the lower-pressure rocks of the Tunis-El 
Paso Creeks area (4 kbar) record temperatures of 59O0C, well above biotite Ar blocking 
temperatures, it is unlikely that the K/Ar ages to the east and west were set while the 
rocks were still between 30 and 15 km deep. If uplift from 30 to < 15 km took place before 
87 Ma, this implies a relatively rapid uplift rate of >1.2 mm/yr. This rate compares 
favorably with those of some modem orogens as summarized by Zen [1988], as well as 
with rates determined by Zen for deep Cretaceous plutons of the northern Cordillera. If 
this uplift rate also applies to the structurally underlying Rand Schist, this estimate is 
consistent with the work of Jacobson et al. [1988], who summarize arguments for rapid 
uplift following metamorphism (pre-70 Ma) for all Rand-Orocopia-Pelona-type schists. 
May [1989] has proposed a model of synplutonic Late Cretaceous tectonism in 
southern California related to the westward transport of a segment of the magmatic arc, 
now exposed in Salinia, along major low-angle faults. In the context of his model, the 
higher-temperature, steeply-dipping, west-to-north-striking, synplutonic deformation in 
the Tehachapi Mountains would be a manifestation of tectonism on the periphery of this 
"westward escaping arc segment." May [ 19891 draws a distinction between this event and 
the later, lower-temperature, multi-stage deformation (see below) associated with low-angle 
fault zones overlying the various Rand-Orocopia-Pelona schist bodies (or Baldy Tenane). 
However, the possible tectonic emplacement of the Rand Schist beneath the high-grade 
Tehachapi block at great depths, as described in the present study, may provide a link 
between these two events. In other words, since this underthrusting likely occurred soon 
after magmatism, it may provide evidence for a tectonic continuum between May's 
proposed Late Cretaceous synbatholithic tectonism and original underthrusting of Rand- 
Orocopia-Pelona schist bodies. Subsequent uplift may have been a result of isostatic 
adjustment after major underthrusting of the low-density metasedimentary rocks [Sharry, 
19811. Therefore, it is possible that uplift of the high-pressure rocks of the Tehachapi 
Mountains was a manifestation of an extensional event following crustal thickening, and 
some of the mylonitic features of the range (the kinematics of which lack detailed study) 
may result from this later event. 
Malin et al. [in review] propose, based on interpretation of seismic reflectors 
beneath the Tehachapi Mountains, that uplift of the range resulted from crustal-scale 
tilting, with greatest uplift in the southeast. This scenario is plausible, but it is not 
reflected in the observed patterns of pressure determinations; that is, there is no 
consistent increase in pressures toward the southeast. Furthermore, based on the lower 
Al-in-hornblende pressures to the north reported in this study and in Ague and Brimhall 
119881, uplift in the southernmost Sierra Nevada appears to have taken place on a longer 
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horizontal length scale (>75 km) than would be implied by block tilting within the confines 
of the Tejon embayment and the southern Tehachapi range. 
Role of low-angle faults -- These proposed temporal relations contrast with those 
deduced by Silver and Nourse 11 9861 for low-angle faulting affecting the Rand Schist in the 
Rand Mountains, which would lie about 50 km east-northeast of the Rand Schist 
exposures in the main study area after removing 50 km of left-lateral offset on the Garlock 
fault [Ross, 19891. Silver and Nourse [I9861 conclude that low-angle fault motion 
postdates metamorphism of the schist and emplacement of a 79 Ma pluton. Silver [ 19861 
correlates the multiple faulting events of the Rand Mountains with those observed on the 
north side of the Garlock fault, 50 km northeast of the present study area. This later date 
of faulting (post-79 Ma) could only hold for the Tehachapi Mountains if thrusting 
significantly post-dated the high-pressure metamorphism recorded on both sides of the 
thrust. This would be counter to the apparent contemporaneity of metamorphism and 
thrusting in the Tehachapi Mountains suggested by Sharry [ 19811. Resolution of these 
differing scenarios for probably correlative tectonic assemblages awaits better age control 
on faulting and thermal events. It does seem clear that in both the Rand and Tehachapi 
ranges, the Rand Schist was metamorphosed before 79 Ma. Perhaps initial thrusting in 
the Tehachapis, accompanied by this high-pressure metamorphism, actuaIly represents 
an event separated in time from a later, higher-level reactivation correlative with the 
faulting described by Silver [1983, 19861 and Silver and Nourse [1986]. Such a 
reactivation is proposed for the Rand Mountains by Postlethwaite and Jacobson [ 19871 and 
Nourse and Silver [ 19861, who describe multiple episodes of faulting with varying shear 
directions. Reactivation may be responsible for many of the lower-temperature 
deformational features in the Tehachapi Mountains, including the intense deformation and 
greenschist-grade retrograde metamorphism of the White Oak diorite gneiss along the 
north branch of the Garlock fault, cataclasis and mylonitization in the vicinity of the fault, 
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and scattered deformation elsewhere [Sams and Saleeby, 19881. 
The role of the Pastoria thrust [Crowell, 19641 in the tectonic history of the area is 
still open to question, particularly since its spatial relationship to the probable thrust of 
the north branch of the Garlock fault is not established. The Pastoria thrust (Figure 2.2) 
brings lower-pressure, undeformed Cretaceous granitic rocks of contrasting petrologic and 
isotopic character [Ross, 19891 over the Tehachapi rocks along an apparently south- 
dipping fault. Therefore, this faulting event must have postdated intrusion, deformation, 
metmorphism, and a large part of the uplift of the Tehachapi rocks. If the Rand Schist 
were thrust beneath the high-pressure Tehachapi rocks while they were still at great 
depths, this would imply that the Pastoria thrust also postdates the original thrust contact 
above the Rand Schist. Perhaps this fault is analogous to the later faults in the Rand 
Mountains described by Silver and Nourse [I9861 and Postlethwaite and Jacobson [ 19871. 
The rocks of the upper plate have affinities with younger, h i g l ~ e r - ~ ~ ~ r  / "Sr , more granitic 
plutons of the eastern Sierra Nevada, implying appreciable post-intrusion westward 
transport. From west of the Tehachapi Mountains, in the San Emigdio Mountains, James 
[ 19861 describes the Pastoria thrust as paralleling and structurally overlying the supposed 
fault contact between a possible Rand Schist-correlative sliver and high-grade rocks 
similar to those discussed in the present work; he also implies a later age for the Pastoria 
thrust as compared to the schist-gneiss fault. 
Conditions favorable for delamination -- The Tehachapi Mountains appear to 
represent a site of major deep-crustal delamination, manifested by underthrusting 
beneath, and uplift of, 30 km-deep Cretaceous batholithic rocks. Geophysical evidence 
suggests that the range has high seismic velocities at relatively shallow depths and no 
apparent root [Hearn and Clayton, 1986; Malin et dl., in review]. Regardless of the tectonic 
setting responsible for deformation and uplift of the deep-seated rocks, it is clear that at 
depths of -30 km, the southern Sierra Nevada batholith was susceptible to disruption. 
A s  pointed out above, the average composition of the intrusive rocks is approximately 
tonalitic with an appreciable proportion of granite; thus quartz is a significant wmponcnt. 
Combined with the prolonged high-temperature conditions, lasting at l a s t  from -1 15 Ma 
[earlier zircon ages) to -87 Ma (earliest biotite K/Ar ages), this would imply a weak, ductile 
middle crust susceptible for mi extended period of time to ductile deformation and 
delamination from the deeper crust. 
c. Similar mid-Cretaceous deep batholithic rocks in central and so~ithem California 
Similarities between the southcrn Sierra Nevada and plt~tonic and high-grade 
metamorphic rocks of the SaIinian block of the central California coast, and in particular 
between the Tehachiapi Mountains and the western Santa Lucia Range (inset in FYgure 
2.11, have hcen discussed in depth [e.g., Page, 1981; Ross, 1984, 1989; Mattinson and 
Jarncs, 1985; Silver and Mattinson, 1986; James and Mattinson, 19881. These include thc 
presence of orthopyroxene-bearing or "charnockitic" granitoids, uppcr amphibolite to 
granulite metamorphic grades, mid-Cretaceous timing of intrusion and metamorphism, 
and some textural and mi~~cralogical similarities. In thc Santa Lucia Range, Wicbe [ 19701 
estimated metamorphic conditions of 4-6 kbar at >650°C in the northern part, while 
Hansen and Stuk [I9891 determined 7.5-8.5 khar at 750-820°C krthcr to the soull~. 
These latter conditiorls are similar to those determined here for the Tchacl-iapi Mountains, 
although in the Santa Lucia range, truc granulite-facies assemblages are more comrnon 
ICompton, 19601. The deep-sealed rocks of the two areas may have followed similar uplift 
histories: Mattinson I19781 uscd U/Pb isotopic data to infer that 104 Ma plutons of the 
central Sank Ltxcia Rangc had remained at >500°C for -25 m.y., followed by rapid uplift 
and cooling. However, sane features of the Santa Lucia rocks have closer affinity to more 
castern components of the southern Sierra Nevada: marble and feldspathic qtlartzite 
compositioxls are more abundant than in the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mou~xtains, 
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mafic intrusive lithologies are less abundant, and initial s7~r/s6Sr and lh3Nd/ ' **~d  ratios 
are higher and lower, respectively (compare Mattinson [ 19901 with Saleeby et al. [I9871 
and Pickett and Saleeby [ 19891; see also Chapter 3). Therefore, it is not possible to draw 
a direct correlation between these two areas of high-pressure batholithic rocks; it is 
possible, however, that they represent exposures of similar depths from differing east-west 
positions within the regional Cretaceous batholithic belt. (Silver and Mattinson [ 19861 do 
note resemblances in radiogenic isotopic patterns between the two areas on a larger, 
regional scale.) Any correlations between these two areas would require an alternative 
interpretation of paleomagnetic data [Champion et al., 19841 which have formed the basis 
for calling on major (2500 km) relative transport of the Salinian block from the south. 
The San Gabriel Mountains of southern California (inset in Figure 2.1) also bear 
evidence for exposure of deep-seated (20-30 km) Cretaceous plutonic rocks, albeit in a 
quite different pre-batholithic framework [Barth 19901. These include rocks of the 
Cucamonga terrane of the southeastern San Gabriel Mountains, which consists of a 
narrow belt of granulite-grade orthogneisses and paragneisses which contrast 
compositionally, isotopically, and mineralogically with the Tehachapi rocks [May and 
Walker, 1989; Barth and May, in review; Barth et al., in review]. However, there are 
similarities in metamorphic histories. Barth and May [in review] estimate peak conditions 
at 105 Ma of 750°C and 8 kbar, followed by a period of isobaric cooling, then rapid 
decompression to conditions of 600°C and 5 kbar at 85 Ma. This pressure-temperature- 
time sequence is strikingly similar to the Tehachapi history discussed here. In the San 
Gabriels, uplift of the deep rocks is interpreted to precede underthrusting of the range by 
Pelona Schist [May and Walker, 1989; May, 19891, but in the Tehachapis evidence for the 
relationship between uplift and Rand Schist underthrusting is ambiguous. Better 
information about timing of tectonic events in the two areas is needed in order to try to 
discern any possible correlation of tectonism in the two areas. Of course, such a link is 
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made more difficult by the fact of their wide separation (-350 km) prior to San Andreas 
fault offset. 
d. Implications for batholith structure 
Character of the deeper batholith -- The first-order interpretation of the data 
presented in this paper is that the Sierra Nevada batholith extended to great depth, with 
voluminous magmas crystallizing at depths of at least 30 km. In overall compositional and 
isotopic terms [Sams, 1986; Saleeby et al., 1987; Sams and Saleeby, 1988; Pickett and 
Saleeby, 1989; Chapters 3 and 41 these magmas are not markedly different from those 
intruded at higher levels in the batholith. The average composition is roughly tonalitic to 
mafic tonalitic and the various lithologies, including the hypersthene tonalites and quartz 
diorites, have affinities with those along the western margin of the batholith to the north 
[Saleeby and Sharp, 19801 where shallower conditions are inferred [Ague and Brimhall, 
1988; Saleeby, 1990; Knott et al., 19901; thus the compositional character of the 
Tehachapi intrusive rocks may not necessarily reflect some intrinsic feature of the deeper 
reaches of a batholith. While it is true that there is an appreciable amount of gabbroic and 
dioritic rock at small and large scales, this component has perhaps been overemphasized 
at the expense of tonalitic to granitic lithologies [Hamilton, 1988; Ross, 19891. Even 
voluminous cumulate gabbros like those in the Tehachapi Mountains are well-represented 
in the western batholith at higher original levels [Saleeby and Sharp, 1980; Knott et al., 
19901. 
On the other hand, in order to make general statements about whether or not the 
compositional character of the rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains is a function of their 
location in the deep batholith, it is necessary to place the Tehachapi magmas in the 
context of the well-known west-to-east isotopic and petrologic variations in the main part 
of the batholith [e.g., Kistler and Peterman, 19781. Initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios and E,, values 
for the intrusive rocks of the main study area [Saleeby et al., 1987; Pickett and Saleeby, 
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1989; Chapter 31 range from 0.7042 to 0.7054 and +2.6 to -0.8, respectively, placing them 
within the isotopic range observed for west-central intrusives of the batholith (west of the 
0.706 isopleth), where tonalitic compositions prevail [Bateman et al., 1984; Saleeby et al., 
1986, and references therein]. In contrast, the gabbroic to tonalitic rocks of the 
westemmost batholith have lower s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and higher E, [Knott, et al., 19901 than those 
in the Tehachapi Mountains, implying that, despite lithologic similarities, the rocks of the 
two areas do not occupy equivalent lateral positions in the west-to-east batholithic pattern. 
The Tehachapi Mountains suites also have a smaller proportion of mafic lithologies than 
the westernmost batholith [Saleeby and Sharp, 19801. The affdty in isotopic character 
between the Tehachapi magmatic rocks and the west-central tonalitic belt also applies to 
the metamorphic frameworks of the intrusive rocks: in these two areas, the metamorphic 
pendants consist of thick continental margin sedimentary assemblages of the Kings 
sequence, with unknown basement [Saleeby et al., 1978, 19871. (In contrast, the 
westemmost gabbroic to tonalitic belt intrudes the Kings-Kaweah ophiolite belt with only 
a thin veneer of western distal Kings sequence strata.) However, chemical data from the 
west-central tonalitic belt [Bateman et al., 19841 show this belt, in. contrast to the 
Tehachapi igneous suites, to be more homogeneous and somewhat less mafic. Placed, 
then, in a proper context within the Sierra Nevada batholith, compositions of the intrusive 
rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains appear to reflect a deeper batholith which is more 
heterogeneous and somewhat more m&c than at higher levels. In addition, metamorphic 
framework rocks of the deep batholith are marked by high-temperature conditions 
throughout, with no decrease in grade away from intrusive rocks, and with common effects 
of partial melting. 
The Sr, Nd, 0, and zircon U/Pb isotopic systematics of the Tehachapi rocks 
[Saleeby et al., 1987; Pickett and Saleeby, 1989; Chapter 31 indicate that the entire 
compositional range of magmas shows evidence for mixing of depleted mantle-derived 
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agmas with appreciable components of old continental, probably metasedimentary, 
aterial. Extensive Illigmatization of metasedimentary rocks and the predominance of 
re refractory metasedimentary lithologies (quartzitic and calcareous) suggests that, at 
s level, much of the metamorphic framework of the batholith has been consumed by 
elting and mixing with the batholithic magmas. The rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains 
hus provide evidence for major reconstitution of the continental margm crust to great 
pths (>30 krn) during batholith construction. This further implies that the preintrusive 
st of the Sierra Nevada was already at least 30 km thick due to earlier episodes of 
tonic thickening. 
Other views of the deep Sierra Nevada batholith -- The batholithic rocks of the 
achapi Mountains can be compared with compositions predicted by seismic modeling 
r subsurface rocks in the central batholith [Saleeby et al, 19861. About 300 km to the 
rth of the Tehachapi Mountains, near the latitude of Fresno, seismic models of the 
tholith crust predict a zone down to depths of 20-25 km of rocks with a p-wave velocity 
6.1 km/s, underlain by a zone with a velocity of 6.9 km/s. Since the granitoids at the 
rface in this area represent original depths of 5- 15 km [Ague and Brimhall, 19881, this 
locity boundary corresponds to original batholithic depths of 30-40 km. Velocities for 
ehachapi rocks, which would lie at these depths in the batholith prior to uplift, can be 
estimated by referring to experimental velocities determined by Fountain et al. [ 19901 at 
6 kbar for deep crustal rocks. Garnet-free rocks having SiO, > 60% all yield velocities of 
around 6.5 km/ s, while garnet-bearing quartzofeldspathic rocks tended toward 6.9 kml s. 
Hornblende-rich mafic rocks, with and without garnet, lay mostly in the 7.1-7.4 kmls 
range. In the Tehachapi Mountains, garnet-free tonalites to granites predominate, but 
garnet-bearing felsic to mafic rocks are nevertheless found in appreciable numbers. 
Therefore, a rough estimate of the average p-wave velocity of Tehachapi rocks would lie 
somewhat above 6.5 kmls, perhaps as high as -6.7 km/ s. Such velocities are equivalent 
to those in the vicinity of the boundary between 6.1 and 6.9 kmf s as modcled in the 
central batholith, and this boundary lies at batholithic depths equivalcnt to those now 
o s d  in the Tehachapi Mountains. Thus, the Tehachapi rocks most likely havc seismic 
ity characteristics consistent with their original location 30 km deep in the Siema 
evada batholith. 
Samples of the crust and mantle beneath the central Sierra Nevada batholith are 
found as xenoliths in Tertiary volcanic racks [Domenick et al., 1983; Dodge et al., 1986, 
L 9881. At Chinese Peak [Dodge et al., 19861, along with pyroxerlite and peridotite, the 
xcnolith suite includes gabbros and "mafic granulites,"many of which show some bulk 
chernical similarities to gabbros and diorites of the Tehachapi Mountains [Chapter 41, as 
well as rocks with gneissic textures. However, a major distinction between these xenoliths 
and Tehachapi rocks is the paucity in the fomcr of hornblende and garnet and tonalitic 
lo granitic lithologies. Dodge et al. [ 19861 estimate equilibration of these xenoliths at less 
than 10 kbar, but they have clearly had a different history from the Tehachapi rocks. 
Xenoliths fi-om Big Creek [Domenick et al., 1983: Dodgc et a]., 19881 have more in common 
with rocks OF the Tehachapl Mountains. Included are numerous examples of plagiwlase 
rriblende * pyroxcne t garnet rocks similar in mineralogy and texture to more mafic 
varieties of the Tel-lachapi intrusive rocks. However, correlatives of the common tonalite 
to granite grlcisses of' the Tehachapis are few; granitoid xenoliths of Big Creek are 
described as typical of those exposed at the surface in the area, and garnet is not 
mentioned as a constituent, No pressure information is available for the Big Creek crustal 
xenoliths, making direct coxnparisor~s difficult. In summnary, these Sierran xenoliths share 
some cornpositior~al and textural features with the deep-batlolith rocks of the Tehachapi 
Mountains, but direct correlation is not possible. The predominance of more mafic 
litflologies in the xenolith suites may be due to preferential sampling of the batholith at 
dcpths cven greatcr than those now exposed in the Tehachapi Mountains [Saleeby et al., 
19861. 
Dodge and Bateman [ 19881 describe the batholith levels exposed in the Tehachapi 
Mountains as representing a "lens of metaigneous hornblende-rich rocks" lying in the 
lower part of the upper half of the crust, underlain by a more mafic (to ultramafic) lower 
crust. This scenario is consistent with the results of the present study, although it is not 
clear that rocks of this level throughout the batholith necessarily show the same 
metamorphic and deformational fabrics as the Tehachapi rocks. In the Dodge and 
Bateman model, this 30 krn-deep level would be the deepest part of the batholith with 
appreciable quartz contents; this is consistent with our view, discussed above, that syn- 
and post-intrusion conditions in the Tehachapi Mountains were favorable for delamination 
of the batholith crust. Such mid-batholithic levels may typically prove to be sites of major 
crustal disruption. 
Deep rocks of other Cordilleran batholiths -- Zen [I9881 summarizes information 
on deep-seated, epidote-bearing calcalkaline plutons from the Idaho and Coast batholiths 
of the northern Cordillera. These rocks are inferred to have crystallized at pressures of 6-8 
kbar with average geothermal gradients of -25-30°C /km, conditions similar to those in the 
Tehachapi Mountains. Lithologies, as in the Tehachapi Mountains, are dominantly quartz 
diorite to tonalite to granodiorite, and metamorphic framework rocks have supracrustal 
protoliths; gneissic foliation is not a ubiquitous feature. Relatively rapid average uplift 
rates (0.2 - 0.6 mm/yr) are responsible for exposure of these rocks, but apparently 
synplutonic deformation as observed in the Tehachapis is not a necessary component of 
the structural history. Zen [1988] emphasizes the necessity of thick (50-60 km) sialic 
crust for production of these deep plutons. Along with the results of this study, these 
occurrences show that, at least down to 30 km depths, Cordilleran batholiths and their 
framework rocks retain the basic lithologic character of the abundantly exposed higher 
levels of the batholiths. Apparently, variable but special tectonic circumstances are 
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necessary for exposure of such rocks. 
2.8. Summary and Conclusions 
1) The 115-100 Ma intrusive rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains were emplaced at 
depths of -25-30 krn, making them the deepest exposed members of the Cretaceous Sierra 
Nevada batholith. These rocks represent the culmination of a regional-scale, oblique 
section through the batholith in its southern half [Saleeby, 19901. 
2) Localized subsolidus metamorphism of these intrusive rocks, as well as 
metamorphism of framework sedimentary rocks, occurred at these same depths (i.e., -8 
kbar) at around 700°C and, in the area between Tunis and El Paso Creeks, after -15 km 
of uplift at -600°C. Garnet-forming reactions in the metaigneous rocks were caused by 
the action of channelized flow of generally C0,-rich fluids. However, volatile activities 
attendant on metamorphism were variable, precluding any pervasive fluid influx. The 
crystalline rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains do not properly constitute a "granulite" 
terrane, as most orthopyroxene occurrences are of igneous origin. 
3) Uplift from 30 to 15 km deep followed soon after intrusion and the 8 kbar 
metamorphism, and was probably completed by -87 Ma, implying a minimum uplift rate 
of 1.2 mmlyr. Uplift to surface conditions was completed by -52 Ma. Initial uplift may 
have followed underthrusting of the Rand Schist from what is now the southeast. 
Predominantly low-angle ductile deformation fabrics formed in response to underthrusting 
and to later reactivation in the vicinity of the t h ~ ~ s t ,  which, in its latest phase of activity, 
represents a strand of the high-angle, brittle Garlock fault system. 
4) These pressure-temperature conditions and inferred uplift history resemble those 
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in the high-pressure, high-temperature metamorphic and plutonic rocks of the Santa 
Lucia Range, Salinia. However, contrasts in other geologic and geochemical characteristics 
preclude direct correlation between the two areas. Granulite-grade rocks of contrasting 
character in the southeastern San Gabriel Mountains have the same pressure- 
temperature-time history as the Tehachapi gneisses, perhaps reflecting parallel processes 
responsible for arc disruption. 
5) As compared with higher levels of similar isotopic character, the deep Sierra Nevada 
batholith, as exposed in the Tehachapi Mountains, is lithologically more heterogeneous 
and somewhat more mafic in average composition. Cumulate rocks are common, though 
not predominant, and metasedimentary rocks are typically migrnatitic. The intrusive rocks 
at this deep level show the same isotopic evidence (see Chapter 3) for hybridization 
between mantle and continental crustal sources that is observed throughout the batholith. 
6) At 30 km depths, the Sierra Nevada batholith is still rich in qu-. This allows for 
a wide temperature range under which conditions are favorable for ductile deformation and 
possible delamination of the young batholithic crust. Thus, the middle to deep batholith 
may prove to be a common site of major tectonic disruption and transport. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Nd, Sr, and Pb isotopic characteristics of Cretaceous intrusive rocks of 
deep levels of the Sierra Nevada batholith, 
Tehachapi Mountains, California 
3.1. Introduction 
Geologic interest in the Phancrozoic continental margin batholithic belts of the 
world centers largcly on their importance to the study of the evolutior~ and growth of the 
continental crust. Many workers are interested in the extent to which the generatioxi and 
intrusion of the typically intermediate composition magmas of these belts reflect addition 
of new material to the crust versus recycling of pre-existing crust, and, isotopic ratios arc 
a useful tool for such estimations [Hurlcy et al., 1965; All6gre and Ben Othman, 1980; 
Hamilton et al., 19801. In the Mesozoic Sierra Nevada batholith of California, isotopic and 
petrologic studies [itistler and Pctcrman, 1 973, 1978; Masi et al., I 98 1 ; DePaob, 198 la; 
Ague and Brimhall, 1988; Chen and Tilton, 19911 have demonstrated with somc 
confidence the action of at least two generalized end-member components in the 
generation of batholithic magmas -- depleted rnantle-derived ar~d continental crustal 
material. Kistler 119901 and Chen and Tilton [I9911 argue that Uie nature of the 
continental end-membcr changes across the batholith -- from contincnt-derived 
mctascdin~entary rocks in tlic west to Proterozoic crystalline basement in the east. 
Differences of opinion persist, however, regarding whether the mixing of source end- 
members occurs largely within and throughout the batholith crust [e.g., DePaolo, 1981al 
or in deep-crustal or mantle source regions [c.g., Kistler, 19901. It would seem useful, 
then, to be able to probe more deeply into the Sierra Ncvada batholithic crust to search 
for cvidcxlce of such mUng processes. This paper reports the results of an isotopic study 
of the deepest exposed rocks of the batholith, those of the Tehachapi Mountains. 
The Tehachapi Mountains lic at the southern end of the Sierra Nevada range in 
central California (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). South and west of the Cretaceous tonalitc of Bear 
Valley Springs, the crystalline basement of the range is composed of gneisses representing 
Cretaceous calcalkalh~e intrusive rocks and their metamorphic country rocks IShany, 
1981; Ross, 1985, 1989; Sams, 1986; Saleeby et al., 1987; Sams and Saleeby, 19881. 
Pickett and Saleeby [1991] quantitatively demonstrated that thcse rocks represent 
batholithic magmas that were intruded at depths of -30 knl, making them the deepest 
exposed conlponents of the Sierra Nevada batholith. This is in line with the scenario of 
Salecby [ 19901 describing the southern half of the Sierra Nevada as an oblique section 
tlvough the batholith crust, and also with the same such suggestion from the regional 
scalc barometric data of Ague and Brimhall [ 19881. The crystalline rocks of the Tehachapi 
Mountains thexefore represent the culmination of this southward deepening; in fact, Ross 
[I9851 has referred to the Tehacl~api basement as a "batholitlzic root." Clearly, the 
Tehachapi rocks afford us  a unique opportunity to observe the products of rnagmatisnl at 
deepcr levels of the batholith. Here we discuss the Nd and Sr (and, to a lesser extent, Pb) 
isotopic characteristics of thc rocks and discuss their significance in the context of tlzc 
Sierra Nevada batholith as a whole. Preliminary results of this study have appraed in 
abstract form [Pickett and SaIeeby, 19891. 
3.2. Geologic ,Settinsf and Sampling 
The Tehachapi Mountains are underlain by variably foliated gabbroic to granitic 
rocks which have intruded chiefly psarnmitic and calcareous metasedinlentary 
assemblages (Figure 3.2). Sams and Saleeby [I9881 and Pickett and Saleeby [19911 
Figure 3 .1  - Basement geologic map of the southern Sierra Nevada with sample localities 
in the northern study area. Modified after Ross [ 19891, Sams I 2 9861, and Sharry I 1 98 1 I. 
Sample localities are from Saxns [1986]. 
., , , I,. I Tonalite of Bear 3 1 ,  Valley Springs Paragneiss and Migmatite 
ersthene Tonalite 
ison Peak 
of T~~ creek Rand Schist 
and Squirrel Spring 
Fig. 3. I 
Figure 3.2 - Basement geologic map of the main study area, Tehacllapi Mountains, with 
sample localities. Modified after Sharry [ 19811 and Sams [ 19861, supplemented by new 
mapping. Sample 1ocaIities for CMQ and PC175 from Sams [1986]. In the tcxt, sample 
CM9 is not Included in the "main study area." Units of the gneiss complex: of the 
Tehachapi Mountai~ls: T = torlalite gneiss of Tejon Creek, P = quartzofeldspathic gneiss of 
Pastoria Creek, W = diorite gneiss of White Oak, CP = paragneiss of Comanche Point, GP 
= migmatite of Grapevine Peak, GC = paragnciss of Grapevine Canyon. G = garnet-biotite 
tonalitc of Grapevine (of the intrusive suite of Bear Valley). Smaller, sub-map-scale 
paragneiss bodies are not shown. For clarity, map patterns are omitted for the granitic 
rocks south of the Pastoria thrust (Figure 3.1). 

discuss the structural and tectonic setting of the Cretaceous rocks, and Goodman and 
Malin [ 1991 1 describe the Cenozoic tectonic history. To summarize: the rocks are variably 
foliated syntecionic intrusive racks which, following intrusion, underwent localized 
subsolidus recrystallization and deformation at  -25-30 km depths, and were then uplifted 
to -15 km while still fairly hot (probably by -85 Ma). The rocks were uplifted, ercded, and 
exposed at the surface by mid-Eocene time (-50 Ma). A complex Cenozoic tectonic 
sequence, involvix~g faulting, folding of overlying strata, volcanism, and rotation, is 
responsible for the present exposure of the Cretaceous rocks at the surface in the "tail" of 
llie Sicma Nevada (Figure 3.1). The crystalline rocks of the Tchachapi range, as considered 
in this study, are bounded on the southeast by the Pastoria thrust a i d  Ihc north branch 
of the Garlock fault. 
The Tehacl~api crystalline rocks are weakly to strongly gncissic, showing effects of 
both high- and low-temperature deformation. They were dividcd by Salceby et al. I19871 
(with additions by Pickett and Saleeby [I 99 11) into Iwo suites: the gneiss complex of the 
Tehachapi Mountains (herein also termed the "Tehachapi suite") and the intrusive suite 
of Bear Valley (or the "Bcar Valley suite") (Figurcs 3.1 and 3.2). The lithologically diverse 
Tehachapi suite cor~tains three orthogneiss units -- the -1 15 Ma Tcjon Creek torialite 
g~idss, t l e  -1 15 Ma Pastoria Creek quartxofeldspathic gneiss, and the While Oak diorite 
gneiss -- as well as three paragneiss units -- the Comanche Point paragneiss, the 
Grapevine Canyon paragneiss, and the Grapevine Peak rnigmatite. The orthogneisses of 
the Tehachapi suite consist mainly of biotite and /or horriblendc tonalitcs grading to biotite 
granites, with small-scale lithologic heterogeneities, including common diorltic layers. The 
igneous rocks of the generally less-deformed intrusive suite of Bear Valley (- 100 Ma) are 
assigned to four units. The biotite- and/or hornblende-bearing tonalite of Bear Valley 
Springs constitutes a major batholith-scale pluton (Figure 3.1) which extends from the 
northern part of the main study area more than 60 krn to the vicinity of Lake Isabella. It 
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grades on the south into the Bison Peak hypersthenc tonalite; the northwestern portion 
of the Bear Valley Springs unit is termed the Mt. Adelaide phase (not distinguished on 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Also included in the Bear Valley suite are the gabbroids of Tunis 
ek (norite to hornblende gabbro, commonly recrystallized) and the garnct-biotite 
alite of Grapevine. 
The rnetasedimentary framework rocks consist of high-grade equivalents of quartz- 
clastic and calcareous, continental margin-type sedimentary assemblages with 
bordinate rnetavolcanic rocks. To thc north (Figure 3.1) thcse are termed Kings 
quence, after Saleeby et al. 119781, and are correlated with similar metasedimentary 
pendants exposed throughout the southern Sierra Nevada. The higher-grade, niore 
gneissic and migmatitic mctasedimentary rocks of thc main part of the study area (the 
Comanche Point and Grapevine Canyon paragneisses) arc compositionally similar. Thcsc: 
and similar rocks occur at many scales and arc always struchlrally concordant with thc 
intrusive rocks. The lnigmatite of Grapevine Peak is a major, mappable belt of migmatitic 
paragneiss sl~owing apparent effccts of both partial melting and magma injection. 
Sampling for Nd and Sr isotopic analysis (Figures 3.1 and 3.2; Table 3.1) was 
ted by the desire to rcprescnt the lithologic diversity of the igneous rocks of the two 
uites while allowing good areal coverage. Work was concentrated in areas south of the 
car Vallcy Springs tonalite batholith (Figure 3.1). Exposure is generally poor and surface 
weathering extensive, so many samples were collected from roadcut and canyon traverses. 
We also tried to avoid samples with extensive subsolidus deformation and alteration 
phases such a s  chlorite; this was most difficult to avoid .in sampling granitic lithologies. 
Rejection of highly sheared rocks explains the paucity of samples from near the north 
branch of the Garlock fault [Pickett and Saleeby, 199 11. While both suites are dominated 
by tondites, our desire for diversity has resulted in a collection which is not statistically 
representative of the proportions of each rock type. In addition, we collected a 
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disproportionate number of samples of the gabbroids of Tunis Creek, given our interest in 
possible interaction between mafic magmas and their country rocks. The isotopic 
acter of the framework metamorphic rocks is represented by five samples. Four of the 
les were obtained from the Caltech collection from the Ph.D. work of Sams [1986l; 
include CM640, CM9, TC42, and PC 175. Published U-Pb zircon age data for these 
other rocks from the area are reported in Sams [ 19861 and Saleeby et al. [ 19871. In 
ition to our whole-rock initial isotopic ratio data, we report here new zircon U-Pb ages 
o samples (Table 3.1) from Grapevine Canyon at the western edge of the study area, 
re previous age data were sparse. Four samples of intrusive rocks from the central 
area were chosen for whole-rock common Pb isotopic analysis. 
Sr and 0 isotope data for a number of rocks in the study area have been reported 
aleeby et al. [ 19871 and Kistler and Ross [1989]. Included in the Saleeby et al. [ 19871 
rt were data on three of the same samples used in the present study (CM640, CM9, 
TC-42); in addition, new samples were collected fi-om their localities for samples PC35 
(our PC35-P), CM630 (GC- 11, and WR643 (GC- 14). 
3.3. Analytical Proccd urcs 
The Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd data presented here are the first reported from this 
oratory. Four samples (GC- 1, GC-8, GC- 1 1, GC- 12) were analyzed in the laboratories 
rofessor G. J. Wasserburg using procedures summarized in Pickett and Wasserburg 
891. The procedures for the other samples are as follows, with more detailed 
escriptions outlined in Appendix 2. Whole-rock samples (typically 2-3 kg) were broken 
hammer into pieces a few cm across, splits of which were crushed into sand-sized 
ents in a tabletop jaw crusher. About 100 g of this material was ground into fine 
er in a WC shatterbox which was carefully cleaned between samples. 150-300 mg 
this powder was spiked with 8 7 ~ b ,  8 4 ~ r ,  and mixed 147~m-150~d  tracer solutions prior to 
unit' & litholog$ 
-
texture4 
bt-hb tonalite 
TC 102 hb gabbro 
TC 102 hy-hb gabbro 
BP 102 hy-bt-hb tonalite 
SS 102 hb gabbro 
(SS) 105 gt-hb metadiorite 
10 1 gt-bt tonalite 
(TC) 102 troctolite 
BP 102 ep-hb-bt tonalite 
BVS 98 bt-hb tonalite 
BP 102 hy-bt-hb qtz. diorite 
TC 102 cumm norite 
TJ 115 bt-hbtonalite 
1 17 ep-bt leucotonalite 
PC 1 13 ep-bt granodiorite 
PC 117 bt-hb tonalite 
PC? 112 bt-hb diorite 
PC 110 gt-bt granite 
TJ 115 bt granite 
TJ 115 bt tonalite 
gr-bt qzfsp 
gr-gt-mu-bt-pl-qz 
gr-gt-bt qzf~p 
protomylonitic 
massive 
massive 
massive 
syn-magmatic 
granoblastic 
syn-magmatic 
corona 
protomylonitic 
protomylonitic 
syn- magmatic 
massive 
layered 
granoblastic 
protomylonitic 
protomylonitic 
protomylonitic gneiss 
orthomylonitic gneiss 
gneiss or syn-magmatic? 
protomylonitic 
massive 
gneiss or syn-magmatic? 
gneiss 
gneiss 
gneiss 
gneiss 
gneiss 
BVS = tonalite of Bear Valley Springs; TC = gabbroids of Tunis Creek; BP = hypersthene 
tonalite of Bison Peak; SS = gabbroids of Squirrel Spring; G = garnet-biotite tonalite of 
Grapevine; TJ = tonalite gneiss of Tejon Creek; PC = quartzofeldspathic gneiss of Pastoria 
Creek; KS = Kings Sequence; CP = paragneiss of Comanche Point; GC = paragneiss of 
Grapevine Canyon. Parentheses = tentative assignment. ? = may be TC or SS (see text). 
Ma. Assigned by correlation with dated samples except CM9 and TC42, which are from 
the original geochronological field samples [Saleeby et al., 19871. 
bt = biotite, hb = hornblende, hy = hypersthene, gt = garnet, ep = epidote, cumm = 
cummingtonite with thin hb rims, gr = graphite, mu = muscovite, pl = plagioclase, qz = 
quartz, qzfsp = quartz + two feldspars. 
4 11 Protomylonitic gneiss" refers to a rock showing incipient mylonitic shear with textural 
evidence of a pre-existing gneissic fabric. "Gneiss" or "syn-magmatic" refers to 
metamorphic or igneous foliation, respectively, with an absence of finely recrystallized 
shear fabric. The distinction is often equivocal. 
From the thesis collection of D.B. Sams. 
New zircon and whole-rock isotope locality. 
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lution. Tiic spikes (obtained from the laboratory of G. J. Wasserburg, Caltech) were 
calibrated against N E T  SRM materials for Rb and Sr, and against a mixed Sm-Nd 
standard described in Wasserburg et al. [ 198 11, Dissolution procedures were of two types; 
the second tcchniquc eventually proved more dependable, although most samples were 
treated by the first. In 7-rnl screw-top Teflon vials, HF (1 -2 ml per 100 mg sample) and a 
small amount of HNO, were added after near-total evaporation of the tracer solutio~ls. The 
vials were placed on a hot plate with the lid tightly closed for 2-4 days. This was followed 
by a similar treatment in concentrated HNQ, sometimes followed by concentrated HCl. 
The sample was taken up in 1.5 N HC1 and cent&uged to check for u~idissolvcd residue; 
such residuc was then attacked in the same way. The other technique was analogous, but 
involved EIF and HClO, in open Tcflon beakers at room temperature. Chemical separation 
procedures were adapted from those described by DePaolo 119781. Separation of Rb, Sr, 
and the bulk rarc earth elerncnts (REE) was performed on an aliquot of the samplc using 
HCl elution in 1 cm-diameter, 15 cm-long columns of AAG50W-X8 (100-200 mesh) rcsin. 
Separation of Sm and Nd was carried out on pressurized 0.15 cm-diametcr, 30 cm-long 
calurnns of AG50W-X4 1-400 mesh) resin using 0.21 M 2-methyllactic acid with pHz4.65; 
automatic fraction collection was achieved with a turntable activated by a drop-counting 
sensor. The higl~est determined total procedural blanks were Rb - 12 pg, Sr - 220 pg, Srn - 
7 pg, Nd - 19 pg. 
Various filament loading techniques were cmployed bcfore the most efficient and 
reliable were determined. Rb (2 ng) was loaded as phosphate 011 a thin film of silica gel 
on a flat Re fflament, and Sr (300-500 ng) as chloride on a thick film of Ta&, powder on 
a flat Ta filament. For Sm, we employed the method of Noble et al. [ 19891, loadirlg 30-50 
ng of Sm as chloride on a thin film of platinizd (1 0%) graphite on a flat Re filament; this 
method was unreliable for Nd, although somc of the Nd measurements reported here were 
obtained in this way. The majority of Nd measurements reported in this paper were 
obtained fiom triple filament assemblies (Re center. Ta sides) with 150-250 ng of Nd loaded 
on one side in HC1 followed by H,P04. The final, most efficient Nd method we adopted 
followed Walker et al. [1989], loading In HCI on 20-30 beads of AG50W-X8 (100-200 mesh) 
resin in a narrow strip on a flat Re filament, followcd by a small amount of H,PQ,. This 
mcthod gave ionization efficiencies of greater than 1.2%. 
Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd concentrations were determined by isotope dilution, with 
isotopic compositions of Sr and Nd determined on thc spiked runs. Mass spectromctric 
analyses were carried out on an automated VG Sector rnulticollector instrument fitted with 
adjustable 10'' $2 Faraday collectors and a Daly photomultiplier. The latter was used only 
for signal preparation and for a few Rb single-collector nleasurements on gabbroic rocks 
when the signal was weak. The majority of Rb analyses were obtained by static two- 
collector measuring with "Rb signal intensities of -5~10"'" and 100 ratios taken. Sm 
was also measured statically, with four collectors measuring the signals from masses 147, 
148, 149, and 152, and with an exponential mass fractionation correction according to 
'48~m/'"~m=0,51686 [Wasserburg et al., 19811, 1 4 7 ~ m  intensity of -2.5x10-" A, and 100 
ratios taken. Sr was measured with a four-collector peak-switching scheme 
("multiclynamic") which obviates the need for precise knowledge of diffcrcnces in collector 
gains for measurement of 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r .  It ww necessary, however, to obtain 8 4 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  as a 
static, two-collector measurement in the same mcasurlng routine. The mass fractionation 
correction (power law) was according to 8%r/88~ra;0. 1194, "Sr intensities were typically 
4 x 1 ~ ~ '  A, Rb interference was monitored at mass 85, and 105 to 150 cycles wcrc obtairicd, 
each cycle in effect involving two measurements of 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r .  Nd was measured by way of 
a five-collector, multidynamic scheme described In Patchett and Ruiz 119871 which allows 
determination of fully corrected values for '"Nd / 14'~d, 1 4 3 ~ d  / I4"d, 145Nd / 1 4 4 ~ d ,  and 
1 5 0 ~ d / ' 4 4 ~ d .  Sm interference was monitored at mass 147, which necessitated a small, 
offline adjustment since 147 was also the mass of our Sm spike isotope. Fractionation 
was corrected (power law) according to 14'Nd / 144Nd~0.72 19, la4Nd intensjty was typically 
1xl@" A, and 105 to 150 cycles were obtained, each cycle in effect involving two 
measurements of '43Nd/144~d. For Sr, Sm, and Nd, thc grand means of the ratios of 
interest were corrected by an offline program which adjusts for the spike contributions to 
both the fractionation correction and each individual ratio, and performs isotapc dilution 
calculations. 
Table 3.2 shows the results of measurements of standards during the course of tllls 
study -- results of individual standard runs are tabulated in Appendix 2. The within-run 
2tr error for 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  is typically ~0.000014 (20 ppm), but external reproducibility, based 
on thc range of results from multiple runs of the NBS 987 standard with the two extreme 
results discarded, is estimated to be *0.000018 (25 pprn). For 1 4 3 ~ d /  144Nd, the within-run 
20 error is typically ~0.0000 10 (20 ppm), but runs of the L a  Jolla Nd standard suggest an 
external reproducibility of *0.0000 15 (30 pprn). A measurement of Caltech standard nNdP 
yielded E,=-13.97, in accord with values reported in Wasscrbwg et al. 119811. Some of 
the standards and samples were measurcd dwing a period when, due to inappropriate cup 
positioning, a number of thc measured lS0Nd / 144Nd ratios were around 2-3OA high. (The 
averagc ' 5 0 ~ d / ' 4 4 ~ d  in Table 3.2 docs not include these runs.) The cup positioning was 
subsequently corrected. Calculations dcmonstratc that such errors in ' " ~ d /  '"Nd in tflc 
spiked samplcs measured during that period do not yield significant errors in the small 
age corrections involved, nor in the spike correction to the 1 4 3 ~ d / ' " ~ d  ratio. 
Pb isotopic analyses were performed on whole-rock sarnplcs in the laboratory of 
Professor G.R. Tilton at U.C. Santa Barbara. Procedural details may be found in 
Griinenfelder ct al. 119861. Zircon U-Pb analyses were perfonned by J.B. Salceby at 
Caltech using procedures described in the footnotes to Table 3.3. 
3.4. Results 
a. Zircon ages 
The Grapevine zircon samples (Table 3.3, Figure 3.3) yield interpreted intrusion 
agcs of 101 and 105 Ma, which places them temporally in the intrusive suite of Bear 
Valley. This is somewhat surprising, given their location several km west of othcr 
members of the suite (Figure 3.2), and furthcr demo~istrates the lack of systematic age 
ation in the Tehachapi Mountains [Saleeby et at., 19871. Whilc the diorite (GV- la) agcs 
both concordant at 105 Ma, fractions from the tonalite (GV-3) show strong discordance 
h a well-defied intercepts of 1992 Ma and 101 Ma (Figure 3.3). Clearly, this rock 
tted or incorporated Proterozoic zircon, as  has been previously obscrved in sornc of 
hachapi intrusive rocks [Salccby et al., 19871. On the other hand, such inllcritancc 
not a ubiquitous indicator of the presence of old continental material in the intrusive 
ks, which always show Nd and Sr evidence for such a component (sce below). 
The diorite is intrusive into rocks which we correlate with thc oldcr (1 15 Ma1 
artzofeldspathic gneiss of Pastoria Creek, This 11ew age raises the possibility that all of 
c diorites commonly found intermfngli~ig with and intruding into the rocks of the gnciss 
complcx of the Tel~achapi Mountains, including perhaps Sr-Nd sample GC-60  able 3.11, 
belong to thc younger intrusive suite of Bear Valley. This is consistent with the overall 
more mafic conlpositlon of the younger suite. 
b. Initial isotope ratios 
Nd and Sr isotopic ratios of intrusive rocks from south of t l ~ e  Bear Valley Springs 
torialite fa11 in a fairly restricted range; initial EN, ranges from t2.9 to -0.9, while initial 
87 
~r / 8 6 ~ r  ranges from 0.704 10 to 0.70602 (Tables 3.4 and 3.5, Figure 3,4]. The two Bear 
Valley Springs tonalite samples, from north of the main study area, extend to lower EN, 
(- 1.9, -3.2) and Ngber 87Sr/s%r (0.70574,0.70641; see also Saleeby et al. l19871). Overall, 
the new Sr data are consistent with the range of ratios reported in Salceby et al. 119871. 
Table 3.2 - Results of analvsis of standards 
standard # runs ratio for fractionation ratios (+ 20 of mean) 
La Jolla Nd 33 1 4 6 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  1 0.72 19 1 4 2 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  = 1.14183 + 2 
1 4 3 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  = 0.5 1 1853 i 3 
1 4 5 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  = 0.348407 rt 1 
' 5 0 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  = 0.236448 i 13 
84~r/8%r average based on 18 runs only. 
Wasserburg et al. [ 198 11. 
l5'Nd/ 1 4 4 ~ d  average based on 10 runs only. 
Individual runs are tabulated in Appendix 2. 
Table 3.3 - Zircon U-Pb isotopic age data 
Concentrations (ppm) Atomic ratios Isotopic ages (Ma)§ 
Amount 
analyzed 238.0- 206pb* 206pb 206pb* 207pb * 207pb* 206pb* 2O7pb* 207pb* 
-- ---
Sample Fraction* (mg) 204pb 238u 235u 206pb* 2 3 8 ~  2 3 5 ~  206pb* 
* Radiogenic; nonradiogenic correction based on 40 picogram blank Pb ( 1 : 18.78: 15.6 1 :38.50) and initial Pb compositions of '06pb 1204pb k 
F 
= 18.84, 207~b/204Pb = 15.64, and 2 0 8 ~ b / 2 0 4 ~ b  = 38.60 from the data of Table 3.6. 
t Fractions separated by grain size and magnetic properties. Magnetic properties are given as nonmagnetic split at side/front slopes 
t3 
for 1.7 amps on Franz Isodynamic Separator. Samples hand-picked to 99.9% purity prior to dissolution. Dissolution and chemical 
extraction techniques modified from Eogh [ 19731. 
§ Decay constants used in age calculation: h 2 3 8 ~  = 1.55 125 10 -lo, h 2 3 5 ~  = 9.8485 10 -lo [Jaffey et al., 197 11; 2 3 8 ~ / 2 3 5 ~  atom = 137.88. 
Uncertainties in 2 0 6 ~ b * / 2 3 8 ~  and 2 0 7 ~ b * / 2 3 5 ~  are given as "2" in last two figures. Uncertainties calculated by quadratic sum of total 
derivatives of 2 3 8 ~  and '06pb* concentration and '07pb* lZo6pb* equations with error differentials defined as 1. isotope ratio determinations 
from standard errors (a/dn) of mass spectrometer runs plus uncertainties in fractionation corrections based on multiple runs of NBS 
98 1, 982, 983, and U500 standards; 2. spike concentrations from range of deviations in multiple calibrations with nonnal solutions; 
3. spike compositions from external precisions of multiple isotope ratio determinations; 4. uncertainty in natural 2 3 8 ~ / 2 3 5 ~  from Chen 
and Wasserburg [ 198 1 I ;  and 5. nonradiogenic Pb isotopic compositions from uncertainties in isotope ratio determinations of blank Pb 
and uncertainties in composition of initial Pb from estimates of regional variations and consideration of rock type. 
Figure 3.3 - Concordia plot of zircon fractions from sample GV-3. 
Fig. 3.3 
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most striking feature of the data as plotted in Figure 3.4 is the general negative 
elation between the two ratios, a feature common to rocks from continental margin 
oid batholiths [e.g., DePaolo, 1981a; McCulloch and Chappell, 1982; Pickett and 
serburg, 19891. The covariation is also reflected in the overall field of Nd and Sr 
opic ratios from throughout the Sierra Nevada batholith (Figure 3.4, into which most 
e present samples fit. Three of the samples from the Tehachapi suite, all granites or 
diorites, show a departure from this pattern toward high 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and/or E,,, 
titularly the two granites (TC-6 and PC35-P). This suggests the action of a distinct 
topic component in the genesis of the higher-SiO, rocks (see below). 
In general, however, variations in isotope ratios are not reflected in the lithologic 
ersity of the sample suite. The histograms of Figure 3.5 reveal no consistent tendency 
Nd or 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  to vary from one rock type to another. For instance, in the Bear Valley 
uite rocks (exclusive of the Bear Valley Springs tonalite samples), gabbros span the entire 
ge of EN,, overlapping values for the quartz diorite and tonalites. 
In light of the well-known regular variations in Sr isotope ratios in the Sierra 
ada batholith [Kistler and Peterman, 1973, 1978; Kistler and Ross, 19901, it is 
eresting that it was not possible to contour either E,, or 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  on maps (Figures 3.6 
and 3.7); ratios do not vary regularly with geographic position in the main study area 
south of the Bear Valley Springs tonalite. Figure 3.8 shows contours drawn in the north 
from the data of Kistler and Ross [ 19891, and it is clear that these cannot be extended into 
the main study area. The most that may be said about geographic variation within the 
main study area is that from the east to the west, there is a tendency for the lowest 
87 Srls6Sr ratio of a given subarea to decrease (Figure 3.8). 
The Pb isotope ratios for the four samples from the central study area define a 
rather small range (Table 3.6 and Figure 3.9). These ratios, along with the corresponding 
Sr values, fall plainly within data for the western province as defined by Chen and Tilton 
I1 99 11 based on Pb and Sr isotopic data &om further north in the southern Sierra Nevada. 
Nd and Sr i s o t o ~  ratios of the five metamorphic rocks span a very wide r a w .  Tlle 
quartzite from tbe north (CM640) and two of the paragneisses from the central study area 
(TC-8, GC- 12) have ratios reflective of a provenance of old continental crust (Tables 3.4 
and 3.5, Figure 3.10).  The other paragneisses (GC-2, GV- 14), however, have much higher 
F.N~ and lowcr s 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r ,  but with high s7~r/8%r for a @ven E,, relative to most igneous 
rocks, suggesting the influence of detritus fiom an arc volcanic source. It is thus possible 
that these particular metamorphic assemblages are roughly correlative wit11 Mesozoic 
volcanic-sedimentary rocks that form portions of the western facies of the Kings  sequence 
to the north [Saleeby et al,, 19781. Gneiss GC-2 has a 6180 of 6 . 0  (Table 3.41, which is 
quite distinct from the paragneisses of dcmonstrably continental provenance. In  spite of 
this apparent volcanic component, GC-2 and GV-14 are not distinct from the other 
paragneisses in terms of Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd abundances and metamorphic mineral 
assemblages. 
The ncw Rb-Sr data on samples CM640, CM9, and TC42 may be compared with 
the ratios reported on different pieces of the same samples in Saleeby et al. [ 19871. Our 
Rb concentrations differ by 3 to 4 1%, Sr by 0.9 to 2 1 %, and ' ' R ~ / ~ ~ s s ~  by 3 to 27%. Thesc 
rences can probably be attributed to the small size (probably 4300 g) of thc sa~nples 
le for each analysis, as well as to the rather high level of weathering (the original 
les were not chosen with whole-rock isotopic analysis In mind). For CM9 and TC42, 
tial 8 7 ~ r / s G ~ r  diffe  by 4.8 arid 0.6 parts in lo4 ( E  units), respectively, the former bcing 
well outside the estimated uncertainty. CM640 is a metasedimenlary rock, so the 
significance of 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  at 100 Ma is unclear; the two rncasuremcnts differ by 1 1 E units. 
For these three samples, we prefcr the new data because of the somewhat larger amount 
of sample used in crushing. For the three samples (GC- 1, GC- 14, and PC35-P) which are 
new field samples from locali tics in Salceby et al. [ 19871 (respectively, CM630, WR643, and 
Table 3.4 - Rb-Sr isotopic data 
Gneiss Complex of the Tehachapi Mts. 
49.44 299.3 0.4750 
GC- 14 26.1 1 377.3 
GC-32 36.29 374.6 
GC-55 44.95 326.9 
GC-60 2.20 415.3 
PC35-P 139.2 52.24 
TC-6 5 1.53 170.2 
TC-34 39.25 510.2 
Metamorphic framework rocks3 
CM640 45.42 108.9 
GC-2 67.27 169.2 
GC- 1 2 9 9 . 2 0  240.8 
GV- 14 79.95 194.8 
TC-8 105.5 188.8 
Estimated 2u uncertainties: 87~b/8%r=2%o, A 7 ~ r  /"~r=0.025%0. For initial ratio, this does 
not include the age uncertainty. A,= 1.42x10-"a-'. 
Saleeby et al. [ 19871, except * - new ar~alyses by D.C. Knott, Caltech. 
Analyzed by DAV in the laboratory of G. J. Wasserburg, Caltech. 
' ' ~ r / ~ ~ ~ r ( t ]  calculated at 100 Ma, 
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Table 3.5 - Sm-Nd isotopic data 
Sm - - Nd 1 4 7 ~ m / 1 4 4 ~ d  1 4 3 ~ d /  144~d(0)  %d& 
Intrusive suite of Bear Valley 
CM9 3.510 15.41 0.1377 
~ c - 8 ~  3.913 11.28 0.2098 
GC- 1 l2 3.000 11.16 0.1626 
GC- 17 3.594 15.13 0.1436 
GC-53 4.347 15.45 0.1701 
GV- la 4.961 17.11 0.1753 
GV- 3 2.834 14.56 0.1 177 
PC175 0.2 185 1.003 0.1317 
PTC-42 3.640 15.86 0.1387 
TC42 3.129 13.30 0.1423 
TC-45b 4.426 17.94 0.1491 
TC-47 2.396 10.81 0.1340 
TC-49b 2.959 8.390 0.2132 
TC-83 4.630 16.30 0.1717 
Gneiss Complex of the Tehachapi Mts. 
GC- l2 4.48 1 18.04 0.1502 
GC- 14 5.529 39.44 0.08475 
GC-32 0.7857 4.237 0.1121 
GC-55 5.216 21.36 0.1477 
GC-60 6.396 22.61 0.1710 
PC35-P 1.28 1 5.632 0.1375 
TC-6 3.543 24.85 0.08620 
TC-34 1.739 8.998 0.1168 
Metamorphic framework rocks3 
CM640 2.7 18 14.87 0.1 105 0.511735 -16.5 1.93 
GC-2 2.575 13.25 0.1 175 0.512828 +4.7 0.37 
GC- 1 2 ~  2.346 11.72 0.1210 0.512190 -7.8 1.41 
GV- 14 3.444 15.24 0.1366 0.512552 -0.9 0.98 
TC-8 5.62 1 28.10 0.1209 0.512272 -6.2 1.27 
Estimated 20 uncertainties: 14?srn/ 144~d=2%o; 1 4 3 ~ d /  144~d=0.03%~ (0.3 E). For initial 
ratio, this does not include the age uncertainty. 
gNd(t) calculated as in DePaolo and Wasserburg [1976], but with 
1 4 3 ~ d /  144~dCHUR(~)=0.5 12638, 14?sm/ 1 4 4 ~ d C H u R = ~ .  1966, &,=6.54~10-'~a-'. 
Method of DePaolo 1 198 1 b]. 
2 Analyzed by DAP in the laboratory of G.J. Wasserburg, Caltech; 20 uncertainty for 
1 4 3 ~ d /  144~d=0.05%~ (0.5 E). 1 4 3 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  recalculated to 1 4 6 ~ d /  144~d=0.72 19. 
~ ~ ~ ( t )  calculated at 100 Ma. 
Table 3.6 - Whole-rock Pb isotopic data 
Intrusive suite of Bear Valley 
TC-45b 0.382 0.85 4.145 18.930 15.637 38.635 18.838 15.633 38.568 
TC-47 0.080 0.17 1.070 18.934 15.665 38.716 18.859 15.661 38.664 
TC - 83 0.136 0.28 2.237 18.877 15.620 38.579 18.816 15.617 38.538 
Gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mts. 
TC-34 0.159 0.54 6.985 18.855 15.651 38.680 18.829 15.650 38.65 1 
Figure 3.4 - Initial s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  VS. initial E,, for the intrusive rocks with "bulk earth axes. 
Within the Bear Valley suite ("BV"), the two samples of the tonalite of Bear Valley Springs 
are distinguished ("BVS"), while within the Tehachapi suite ("TM"), granites and 
granodiorites are distinguished. Also shown is the field encompassing all published data 
on intrusive rocks of the Sierra Nevada batholith [DePaolo, 1981a; Domenick et al., 1983; 
Kistler et al., 1986; Dodge and Kistler, 1990; Knott et al., 19901. This field extends slightly 
beyond the lower right boundaries of the diagram. 
Fig. 3.4 
Figure 3.5 - Histograms of initial Sr and Nd isotopic ratios in intrusive rocks from the main 
study area. Bear Valley Springs tonalites are not included. The Sr figures include 
additional data from Saleeby et al. [ 19871 and Kistler and Ross [ 19901. 
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Fimre 3.6 - Map of initial E,, in the main study area. Values for metamorphic framework 
rocks are calculated at 100 Ma. Units as in Figure 3.2. 
Fig. 3.6 
Figure 3.7 - Map of initial s 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  in the main study area. Values for metamorphic 
framework rocks are calculated at 100 Ma. Units as in Figure 3.2. 
Fig. 3.7 
Figure 3.8 - Map of initial 87~r/86Sr in the southern Sierra Nevada. North of Tejon Creek, 
individual data localities from Kistler and Peterman [1978], Saleeby et al. [19871, and 
Kistler and Ross [1990] are shown, along with 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and eNd values (boxes) for two 
samples, a tonalite and quartzite, from the present study. Isopleths of 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  at 0.705 
and 0.706 are drawn, but are poorly constrained in the southeast. (It is possible that the 
seven samples at 0.7059 to 0.7064 in the center of the map represent a local maximum; 
note the 0.7049 value to the east.) South of Tejon Creek, isopleths cannot be constructed, 
but variations in 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  are shown for four different zones. Note the westward decrease 
in the lowest value in each zone. Ratios for granites are excluded because of possible 
secondary effects on 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r .  
Fig. 3.8 
Figure 3.9 - '08pb / '04pb VS. 2 0 6 ~ b / 2 0 4 ~ b  for the four Tehachapi samples, with fields (western 
and eastern) from Chen and Tilton [I9911 for feldspars from Cretaceous granitoids in the 
central Sierra Nevada batholith. Fields are dashed at high 2 0 6 ~ b / 2 0 4 ~ b  where western and 
eastern fields overlap. Also shown are fields for "primitive arc" Pb [Doe and Zartrnan, 
19791 and western U.S. area I1 metasedimentary Pb [Zartman, 19741. Chen and Tilton 
[I9911 attribute the western variation to interaction between "primitive arc" and 
metasedimentary components. 
Fig. 3.9 
Figure 3.10 - s 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  vs. E~~ for the intrusive rocks (initial ratios) and metamorphic 
framework rocks (at 100 Ma). Simple mixing curves are described in the text; tick marks 
are at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90% metasedimentary component. 
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PC351, such large concentration differences are more understandable. Rb differs by 7 to 
37%, Sr by 3 to 16%, and 8 7 ~ b  ls6sr by 12 to 2 1%. Agreement in s 7 ~ r  la6sr is very good for 
two samples (0.3 E for GC-14lWR643, and identical results for PC35-PlPC35) but worse 
for GC- 1 1 CM630 (7.0 E). Again, we prefer the new values, which are determined on larger, 
less altered samples. It is possible that some of the isotopic discrepancies are due to 
actual small-scale heterogeneity, but we have not sufficiently explored this possibility to 
be able to evaluate it. 
c. Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd concentrations 
Rb concentrations in the intrusive rocks are low to moderate, with the exception 
of granite PC35-P (139 ppm), and display a strong bimodal distribution between 
gabbrosldiorites and quartz diorites to granites (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.1 1). Tonalites (by 
far the most abundant lithology) in the main study area generally have lower Rb 
concentrations (Figure 3.1 1 ) and Rb /Sr ratios (Figure 3.12) than those in the Bear Valley 
Springs tonalite to the north. Sr concentrations in the main study area range, with the 
exception of the two granites (52 and 170 ppm), from 27 1 to 668 ppm. While the gabbros 
of the Bear Valley suite tend toward the highest Sr concentrations, tonalites from the two 
suites span similar ranges (overall 271-510 pprn). Rb and Sr concentrations and RbISr 
ratios do not show coherent variation patterns with Sr and Nd isotopic ratios (Figure 3.121, 
demonstrating again a lack of correspondence between isotopic and chemical features in 
these intrusive rocks. 
Nd concentrations (Table 3.5) are quite uniform in the Bear Valley suite, with all 
but one sample lying between 8.4 and 17.9 ppm. The one exception, PC175, is a 
recrystallized troctolite which probably owes its low Nd (1.0 ppm) to accumulation of 
olivine and plagioclase. Nd in the Bear Valley Springs tonalite to the north ranges to 
somewhat higher values (up to 26 ppm) [Ross, 19891. Samples of the Tehachapi suite are 
more varied in their Nd contents (4.2 to 39.4 ppm). 
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Sm/Nd ratios (Figure 3.13) for most samples are <0.325, indicative of LREE (light 
rare earth element) enrichment, with rocks &om the Tehachapi suite reaching the lowest 
Sm/Nd. Hornblende gabbros TC-49b and GC-8 have high Sm/Nd (0.353 and 0.347), 
reflective of LREE depletion. In fact, hornblende-bearing gabbros have the highest Sm/Nd 
among all samples, higher even than the more "primitive" troctolite PC175. This LREE 
depletion may be attributed to hornblende accumulation &om gabbroic magmas with more 
LREE enriched patterns. Because of hornblende's relatively high K,'s for the REE in mafic 
to intermediate systems [Schnetzler and Philpotts, 1970; Arth, 19761, it is the dominant 
solid phase controlling REE distribution in these gabbros. This is true despite the 
presence of apatite, which has very high K,'s for the REE, in many of the gabbros. Using 
relative REE concentrations in apatite and hornblende from a quartz diorite as 
ported by Fourcade and Allkgre [ 198 1 1 (Nd, /Nd,= 15.1 ; Sm, /Sm,,= 12.7), we calculate 
that for a rock containing 40% hornblende and 0.5% apatite with all Nd and Sm in these 
two phases, 84% of the Nd and 86% of the Sm will reside in hornblende. Combined with 
other major and trace-element data (see Chapter 4), these high Sm/Nd ratios, as well as 
the aforementioned bimodality in Rb and Rb/Sr, confirm the cumulate origin of the 
gabbros. Because of the low Sm/Nd ratios in the hornblende-free gabbros and all other 
rock-types, it is apparent that the two suites are essentially characterized by LREE 
enrichment. This is in accord with REE concentrations reported by Ross I19891 on two 
Tehachapi suite rocks and several samples of the tonalite of Bear Valley Springs. 
3.5. Discussion 
a, Isotopic constraints on sources 
The simplest interpretation of the covariation between E, and s 7 ~ r  seen in the 
intrusive rocks (exclusive of granites TC-6 and PC35-P) is that they contain contributions 
from two end-member components, one characterized by high E, and low 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r ,  the 
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other by low E, and high 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r .  In Figure 3.10 we model the isotopic trends resulting 
from mixtures between mantle-derived magmas and metasedimentary rocks. For the 
mantle end-member, we use ~,=+6.5 and s7~r/86~r=0.7032, which are the highest and 
lowest values, respectively, for Cretaceous Sierra Nevada intrusive rocks [Kistler and 
Peterman, 1973, 1978; DePaolo, 1981al. Nd and Sr concentrations (10 and 360 ppm, 
respectively) are averages for noncumulate mafic rocks intruded into oceanic wall rocks 
in the western Sierra Nevada [Knott et al., 19901. Two metasedimentary end-members are 
used: concentrations and ratios in one are averages of two paragneisses (TC-8 and GC- 12) 
from the Comanche Point unit (Nd=20 ppm, Sr=2 15 ppm, E,=-7.0, 87~r /86~r=0 .7  1 2 ), 
while the other uses values for the Kings sequence quartzite CM640 (Nd= 15 ppm, Sr= 109 
ppm, E,,=-16.5, s7~r/86Sr=0.72355). Both of these metasedimentary components contain 
Proterozoic continental material, as shown by Nd model ages (Table 3.5) and U/Pb zircon 
data [Saleeby et al., 19871. Both mixing curves pass near the data array, with the curve 
involving Comanche Point paragneisses fitting slightly better. In fact, the Comanche Point 
rocks are the more appropriate end-member for the majority of the intrusive rocks given 
their location in the main study area (Figure 3.2). The mixing curve to these gneisses 
indicates a 15-35% contribution from this component to the Nd and Sr in the intrusive 
rocks of the main study area, with the Bear Valley Springs tonalites to the north indicating 
around 50%. These percentages are loosely constrained given the possible variability in 
end-member Nd and Sr concentrations as well as in isotopic ratios. Therefore, the Nd and 
Sr isotopic data are consistent with the hypothesis that the magmas of the Tehachapi and 
Bear Valley suites are mixtures between mafic mantle-derived magmas and continentally- 
derived metasedimentary rocks represented by the Comanche Point paragneisses. The 
higher 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios of the Bear Valley Springs tonalites just north of the study area may 
be due to a larger component of metasedimentary material (also reflected in the higher 
tonalite Rb concentrations and Rb/Sr ratios -- see Figures 3.11 and 3.12) or to higher 
Figure 3.1  1 - Rb vs. Sr concentrations in ppm, with symbols as in Figure 3.4. Also shown 
is the field of data on the Bear Valley Springs tonalite [Kistler and Peterman, 1978; Saleeby 
et al., 1987; Kistler and Ross, 19901; note the overall higher Rb in BVS tonalites relative 
to tonalites from the main study area. 

Fimre 3.12 - a) Sr (ppm) vs. initial s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  for the intrusive rocks. 
b) Rb/Sr (weight) vs. initial s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  for the intrusive rocks, with the field of data for the 
Bear Valley Springs tonalite [Kistler and Peterman, 1978; Saleeby et al., 1987; Kistler and 
Ross, 19901. Note the overall higher s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and Rb/Sr in the BVS tonalites relative to 
tonalites in the main study area. Granite PC35-P (TM suite) plots off to the right of the 
diagram (Rb / Sr=2.67, 8 7 ~ r  ls6sr=0. 7060). Both diagrams display a lack of correspondence 
between isotopic and elemental parameters in the main study area. 
Fig. 3.12a 
Fig. 3.12b 
- SmINd (weight) vs. initial E,, for the intrusive rocks. Symbols as in Figure 
4, except hornblende-bearing gabbros of the BV suite are distinguished and TM granites 
granodiorite are not. Note the high SmINd in the hornblende-bearing gabbros; the 
gh-SmINd TM sample is a hornblende diorite (GC-60) which may actually belong to the 
suite. The two hornblende-free gabbros (PC 175 and TC-47) have low Sm/Nd like the 
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8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios in the metasedimentary component as represented by CM640 [Saleeby et 
al., 19871 (see below). 
The volcanic component apparent in the l o ~ e r - ~ ~ ~ r / ~ ~ ~ r ,  higher-&,, metamorphic 
rocks may be responsible for the relatively low 8 7 ~ r / s G ~ r  (-0.710) and high E,, (--7) of the 
metasedimentary rocks of the main study area relative to other framework rocks such as 
quartzite CM640 (0.7236, - 17), which is exposed in an area with higher-87~r/86~r, lower- 
EN, intrusive rocks (e.g., Bear Valley Springs tonalites CM9 and TC42). A s  suggested by 
Saleeby et al. 119871, this distinction in preintrusive materials may be partly responsible 
for the contrasting Sr (and Nd) isotopic ratios in intrusive rocks from the two areas. In 
fact, the involvement of these volcanic components in the main study area lends strength 
to the mixing argument by allowing for less mixing of high-SiO, material to reach the 
observed Nd and Sr ratios. It should be noted, however, that the isotopic array defined by 
the majority of the intrusive rocks does not show a distinct trend toward the apparently 
volcanic-rich metamorphic rocks (see below). 
This scenario involving mantle magma-metasediment mixing is consistent with the 
elevated 6180 values for many of the intrusive rocks (Table 3.4 and Saleeby et al. [ 19871) 
and with the presence in a number of the rocks of zircons displaying inheritance patterns 
with upper intercepts of 1400-2000 Ma (e.g., Figure 3.3), as origmdy suggested by 
Saleeby et al. [1987]. The Pb isotopic data are also consistent with this model. The Pb 
ratios for the four intrusive samples (Figure 3.9) fall among the "westernw values of Chen 
and Tilton [ 199 11, which they interpret as a mixing array between primitive arc magmas 
(less radiogenic Pb) and metasedimentary rocks (more radiogenic Pb). While overall the 
Pb data from the Sierra Nevada batholith require at least one additional end member 
(Silver, 1987; Silver and Chappell, 1988; Chen and Tilton, 199 11, the data for the "western" 
rocks, which include the Tehachapi samples, are satisfied by such a two-component 
mixture. 
Alternative explanations for the isotopic data must be considered. These include: 
1. The isotope ratios ref2ect mantle sources for the magmas. In this scenario, quartz 
dioritic to granitic magmas must all origmate by Eractional crystallization of mantle-derived 
gabbroic magmas derived from an isotopically (Nd and Sr) heterogeneous mantle. There 
is evidence for some isotopic variation in the mantle beneath the Sierra Nevada to the 
north, at  least during the Cenozoic [Van Kooten, 1981; Domenick et al., 1983; 
Mukhopadhyay et al., 19881. However, basalts showing this heterogeneity are typically of 
strongly alkaline character in contrast to the calcic-calcalkaline batholithic rocks of the 
present study, Furthermore, there is no evidence linking the basalts' highly unique 
enriched mantle sources, or the sources of xenoliths of inferred cumulate origin 
[Mukhopadhyay et al., 19881, to Mesozoic processes. The most significant argument 
against this model is the observed high 61s0 values for the rocks (up to 10.9), with even 
gabbros reaching as high as 8.6. Such values are well above typical 6180 for mantle- 
derived magmas (5-7; Kyser [ 19861) and are too high to be attributed solely to fractionation 
effects [Taylor, 19681. They require a component of material which has existed in a 
supracrustal environment at some point in its history. 
2. The ratios reflect variations in deep-crustal and/or upper mantle basaltic sources. This 
type of model has been invoked by Gromet and Silver 119871 and Silver and Chappell 
[ 19881 for the Peninsular Ranges batholith in southern California. In the Tehachapi rocks, 
the oxygen isotopic data (see above) show that this model must involve a component of 
basaltic material which existed at some point in time at the earth's surface, e.g., MORB. 
The 8180 values are not satisfied solely by sources originating as underplated deep-crustal 
gabbros. If the high-180 component were altered oceanic crust [McCulloch et al., 1981 I, 
this would explain the overall correlation between 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and 6180 observed in the area 
[Saleeby et al., 19871. However, since alteration of oceanic crust does not observably affect 
the Nd isotope ratios, this model does not explain the Nd-Sr covariation. Since the 
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hypothesized oceanic basaltic sources would most likely have originated from a depleted 
mantle source, any variation in ENd might reflect variation in the ages of the basalts. 
However, since MORB typically has LREE-depleted patterns [e.g., Sun et al., 19791, it 
would be difficult to generate the lower E,, values observed, even given large amounts of 
time. In summary, the 6180 data argue against mantle-derived gabbroic sources, and the 
eNd values and anticorrelation with 87Sr/86~r ratios argue against altered oceanic crustal 
sources. 
It is clear that the combined Nd, Sr, 0 ,  and Pb data are best explained by the 
mixing model discussed above. However, mixing is not demonstrated by isotope-element 
concentration plots such as Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The more silicic intrusive rocks do not 
in general have the highest 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and lowest E~~ expected had they originated as 
magmas richer in the higher-SiO, metasedimentary end member (Figure 3.5). Also, 
gabbros located closer to partially melted metasedimentary rocks do not show trends 
towards more "continental" isotopic ratios; in fact, the gabbro with the highest 87~r/86Sr 
and lowest E~~ (TC-49b) is from the deepest interior of the Tunis Creek body (Figures 3.6 
and 3.7). An important conclusion from these observations is that, while the isotopic data 
demonstrate a mantle-metasediment mixing origin for the intrusive rocks, the mixing is 
not reflected in the bulk chemistry of the magmas. That is, genesis of the more chemically 
evolved magmas of the Tehachapi Mountains was not contingent on nor accompanied by 
crustal interaction. It follows that mixing between mantle-derived maflc magmas and 
continental-afEnity metasedimentary materials must have taken place at levels deeper 
than 30 km, and that superposed crystal fractionation processes played the dominant role 
in producing the lithologic diversity observed in the Tehachapi igneous suites. Bulk-rock 
and mineral chemical data (see Chapter 4) support this conclusion and demonstrate that 
the magmas from which the gabbros accumulated were already quite evolved, making it 
more reasonable that they had mixed with large amounts of metasedimentary material 
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while maintaining their "gabbroic" character. (A metasedirnentary component in the 
gabbroic rocks is further supported by the zircon inheritance pattern of a Tunis Creek 
gabbro [Saleeby et al., 19871). Of course, had the mantle magmas had less "MORB-like" 
Nd and Sr isotopic ratios than the mantle component modeled above, the amount of 
metasedimentary component necessary to attain the ratios in the intrusive rocks would 
be lower [see also Saleeby et al., 19871. 
In a general way, this model for batholith magmatism shares much with the 
"MASH" hypothesis of Hildreth and Moorbath [1988] relating to Andean magmatism in 
what is probably a modern tectonic analogue for the Cretaceous Sierra Nevada batholith. 
They envision the deep crust as the primary site of hybridization of arc magmas as mantle- 
derived magmas mix with crustal melts. Apparently, the analogous zone in the Sierra 
Nevada batholith lay at levels deeper than 30 km. 
Dodge et al. [I9861 have identified possible analogues of the metasedimentary 
component in a suite of deep crustal xenoliths from a Neogene trachybasalt flow in the 
central Sierra Nevada. These "high-alumina granulitesn have the requisite high 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  
(0.7084-0.7 107) and high 6180 (7.7- 13.4), and other geochemical features suggest that 
they may be residues after partial melting of metasedimentary protoliths. Interestingly, 
the 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios (at 104 Ma) of ultramafic xenoliths which Dodge et al. [ 19861 ascribe 
to deep batholith accumulation span a range (0.7044-0.7054) similar to the deep 
batholithic rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains. It is apparent that crustal interaction has 
affected the deep mafic precursors to these cumulates to the same extent as  in the 
Tehachapi Mountains. (The higher 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  of the batholithic rocks exposed in the area 
(-0.7074) indicates that higher-level assimilation of continental materials may have taken 
place as well.) 
b. Isotopically "anomalousw granites 
The Nd and Sr isotopic ratios for the three granite/granodiorites, in particular for 
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TC-6 and PC35-P, do not fall within the mixing trend defmed by the other samples, but lie 
at relatively high s 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  for a given E, (Figure 3.4). This deviation could be due to 
either of two factors. First, the granitic magmas may have had primary Nd and Sr isotopic 
ratios lying in the main trend, and interaction with Sr-rich, Nd-poor fluids with high 
8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  caused an increase in 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  with E~~ unchanged. These fluids could have 
been similar to seawater, which has the appropriately large Sr/Nd and 8 7 ~ r  / 8 6 ~ r  ratios that 
would yield a horizontal mixing trajectory in plots such as Figure 3.4. The fluids could 
have partly originated in sedimentary rocks which were subjected to dehydration 
metamorphism. Thermodynamic estimates by Pickett and Saleeby [ 199 11 suggest that the 
intrusive rocks were subjected to a variety of metamorphic fluids in channelized flow 
regimes during the slow cooling expected in such a deep-seated environment. Studies 
concerned with the mobility of the REE in high-temperature fluids in the crust have failed 
to lead to consensus [summary in Grauch, 19891, but the evidence favors the rarity of 
mobility beyond the scale of a few centimeters [Seifert and Chadima, 19891. Thus, it is 
plausible that subsolidus fluid interaction with the granites could have caused Sr isotopic 
shifts with little or no effect on Nd ratios. The unusual chemistry of PC35-P, in particular 
(see Chapter 4), with very high SiO,, GO, and Rb, and low Ba and Sr, is suggestive of fluid 
involvement, as is evidence in this same rock for open-system, late-stage disturbance of 
zircon U/Pb systematics [PC35 in Saleeby et al., 19871. 'While the incipient mylonitic 
fabric in PC35-P is a possible indication of some amount of fluid interaction, TC-6 is 
undeformed. 
Alternatively, the distinct isotopic ratios of these rocks could reflect a high 
proportion of a source component from metamorphic rocks like GC-2 and GV-14 with a 
"volcanic" signature (i.e., relatively high 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  for a given E,, - see Figure 3. lo). This 
is plausible, but there is no a priori reason to expect that the more silicic magmas would 
result from interaction with this particular class of metamorphic rocks. It would be 
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expected that other granites would show a stronger proportion of the higher-87~r/86~r, 
lower-&,, metamorphic rocks (e.g., GC- 12 and TC-8), which are also exposed in the vicinity 
of the granites. The data here and the Sr isotopic data of Saleeby et al. 119871 on other 
granites of the Tehachapi Mountains suite show no evidence for a stronger proportion of 
such metasedimentary material. The first hypothesis calling on fluid exchange of Sr, 
probably under subsolidus conditions, is the simpler and more plausible alternative. 
These rocks represent departures from the main petrogenetic trends which favor the 
processes described in the previous section. 
c. Isotopic data within the context of batholith-wide variations 
As noted above, the Nd, Sr, and Pb isotopic ratios of the Tehachapi intrusive rocks 
support an affinity with the western part of the main Sierra Nevada batholith. (This 
excludes rocks from south of the Pastoria fault, which have been transported from 
relatively farther east [Ross, 19891.) Whereas early Sr isotopic studies of the batholith 
[Hurley et al., 1965; Kistler and Peterman, 1973, 19781 led to the view, promulgated by the 
Nd study of DePaolo [ 198 la], that two source components for the magmas were sufficient, 
later 0 and Pb isotopic studies have revealed more complexity. The 180/ 1 6 0  data of Masi 
et dl. [1981], as adapted by Taylor [I9881 and Kistler [1990], suggest that in the southern 
and western Sierra Nevada the continental component is metasedimentary (high 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r ,  
high 6180), while in the east-central batholith it is old crystalline igneous crust (high 
87 srla6sr, lower 6180). On the basis of this distinction, as well as other geochemical and 
geological observations, Kistler [ 19901 sharply divides the metamorphic framework of the 
Sierra Nevada into two prebatholithic lithosphere zones: the Panthalassan (south and west) 
and North American (central) zones. The Pb isotopic data of Silver [ 19871 and Chen and 
Tilton [ 199 11 show a peak in 206~b/204~b,  207~b/204~b,  and 208~b/204~b ratios along the 
middle of the batholith, roughly corresponding to Kistler's lithospheric boundary. Chen 
and Tilton [ 199 11 interpret this high-Pb-ratio line as a boundary between a western zone 
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where "primitive arc" or mantle-type low Pb isotope ratios increase to the east due to 
interaction with metasedimentary materials with high Pb ratios, and an eastern zone 
where lower 2 0 6 ~ b / 2 0 4 ~ b  and '07pb/ '04pb ratios reveal the presence of high-grade crystalline 
lower crust (Figure 3.9). The 0 and Pb isotopic data independently point to this 
generalized, spatially dependent, three-component model. Such spatial variations and 
sharp isotopic boundaries argue against the importance of sublithospheric mixing, such 
as in the subducted slab, in causing batholithic variability. 
This three-component hypothesis of batholith-wide petrogenesis is also consistent 
with the sulfur isotopic data of Ishihara and Sasaki [I9891 from the central batholith. 
They show that the western plutons, which, like the Tehachapi intrusive rocks, tend 
toward lesser magnetite abundance ("ilmenite series"), have low 6 3 4 ~  values suggestive of 
a contribution from sedimentary materials. They deduce that this sedimentary component 
was most likely incorporated at great depths. Eastern plutons ("magnetite series"), on the 
other hand, have higher 6 3 4 ~  values suggestive of purely "I-type" sources. 
Within the western segment of the batholith, the eastward increase in 87Sr/s6~r 
[Kistler and Peterman, 1973, 1978; Kistler and Ross, 19901 can be explained as resulting 
from an eastward increase in the metasedimentary component in the magmas. However, 
a major conclusion of the present study is that crustal interaction is not strongly manifest 
at 30 km depths and was active at lower levels. This implies that to attribute the eastward 
isotopic gradient to greater metasedimentary component requires an eastward thickening 
of the prebatholithic crust. While this is possible, it may be simpler to attribute the 
eastward gradient to a gradient in the average isotopic character of the prebatholithic 
crust. This gradient is implied in the isotopic data on the metamorphic rocks of the 
Tehachapi Mountains, which reveal a contribution of detritus Erom a volcanic arc-like 
source with lower s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and higher E, in the more western metamorphic rocks. If the 
isotopic ratios of quartzite CM640 (87~r/86~r=0.7236, E,,=-17) are representative of the 
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more "eastern" character of the western batholith framework, then the higher s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  and 
lower E~~ of the Bear Valley Springs tonalite [Saleeby et al., 1987; this study] to the 
northeast of the main study area could reflect these more "eastern" ratios. On the other 
hand, the higher Rb and Rb/Sr in Bear Valley Springs tonalites as compared to tonalites 
in the main study area (Figures 3.11 and 3.12) seems to imply a larger metasedimentary 
component rather than interaction with an isotopically dgeren t  component. (Note in Table 
3.4 that the metamorphic rocks with more tfvolcanic" component are not distinct in terms 
of Rb or Rb/Sr.) Throughout the batholith, data on framework rocks are insufficient to 
fully evaluate the idea of west-to-east gradients, but, as mentioned above, there is a higher 
proportion of mafic to intermediate volcanic strata in the western facies of the Kings 
sequence prebatholithic assemblage [Saleeby et al., 19781. 
In the context of the three-component batholith model, the intrusive rocks of the 
Tehachapi Mountains belong to that portion of the batholith where the evidence favors the 
mantle magma-metasediment mixing hypothesis. The lack of a west-to-east increase in 
the l ~ i g h - ~ ~ ~ r / ~ ~ s r ,  Iow-E~~  component in the main study area (Figures 3.6 and 3.71, in 
contrast to the fairly regular increase in same in the batholith to the north, may be 
attributed to several factors. 1) Fluid interaction such as that which may have affected the 
granites could have obliterated any map patterns of s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  variation. This could be a 
factor, but E~~ values also fail to show a pattern. 2) There may have been extensive 
tectonic shuffling of different fault slices during events related to the deformation andlor 
subsequent uplift of the Tehachapi rocks [Pickett and Saleeby, 19911. It is possible that 
some tectonic boundaries could remain unrecognized after extensive study because of poor 
exposure and lack of distinctive marker horizons, but zones of major relative motion within 
the boundaries of the study area have not been identified. 3) Proposed clockwise tectonic 
rotation of the Tehachapi Mountains block since the Cretaceous [McWilliams and Li, 19851 
implies that the present northeast-southwest trend of the range (Figure 3.2) originated in 
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a north-south alignment. Thus, the isotopic patterns would be viewed in the context of 
longitudinal variations, which may not be as regular as transverse variations. Structural 
orientations in the study area [Pickett and Saleeby, 1991 I are not completely consistent 
with the rotation hypothesis, which is partially subject to the uncertainties associated with 
paleomagnetic determinations on intrusive rocks. 4) It is possible that west-to-east 
isotopic variations are not present at these depths in the batholith. The geobarometric 
estimates of Pickett and Saleeby [1991] suggest that the h i g l ~ e r - ~ ~ ~ r / ~ ~ ~ r ,  lower-E,, 
tonalites of the Bear Valley Springs batholith were intruded at somewhat higher levels, 
limiting our knowledge of isotopic variability at the lowest levels observed (30 km). A lack 
of transverse gradients in the deep batholith is suggested by the xenolith study of Dodge 
et al. 119861 in the central Sierra Nevada, where deep-crustal, presumably syn-batholithic 
ultramafic cumulate rocks have less "evolved" Sr isotopic ratios than the corresponding 
upper crustal granodiorite (see above). The ultrarnafic rock 87~r/86Sr ratios, in fact, are 
similar to those in the Tehachapi rocks. This observation suggests the possibility that at 
least some of the isotopic variability in the upper batholith is inherited at levels higher 
than 30 km. Full evaluation of this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper. A major 
impediment to such speculation is the uncertainty of exactly where the Tehachapi magmas 
lie within the context of the transverse geochemical variations in the batholith. 
3.6. Conclusions 
1) Intrusive rocks of 10 1 - 105 Ma age reach farther west (to Grapevine Canyon) than 
previously recognized in the southernmost Sierra Nevada batholith. 
2) The Nd, Sr, Pb, and 0 isotopic ratios of the deep batholithic rocks of the Tehachapi 
Mountains, including cumulate gabbros, are consistent with an origin as mixtures between 
mafic mantle-derived magmas and metasedimentary rocks of continental provenance. 
There is also a possible metavolcanic component which could be responsible for keeping 
87~r/8%r relatively low and E,, high. 
3) The Tehacl~api rocks do not represent the actual sites of this hypothesized 
interaction, since chemical and isotopic characteristics do not vary systematically, 
Hybridization of these arc magmas took place in the decper batholith (230 km), and 
evolution of the varied intrusive lithologies is most strongly a ftmction of fractionation 
processes. 
4) Rocks of the torialite of Bear Valley Springs, to the north and east of the highest 
pressure rocks of the main study area, show isotopic and trace-elcmcnt evidence for a 
larger melasedirncntary component. It is unclear whether this is a function of vertical or 
lateral gradients in the batholith. 
5) The intrusive rocks display an affinity with the western segment of the main Sierra 
Nevada batholith, where other isotopic studies have suggested the involvement of the same 
two componeilts. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Major and trace element constraints on petrogenesis - of rocks of the deep 
Sierra Nevada batholitln, Tehachapi Mountains, California 
4.1. Introduction 
In Chapters 2 and 3, it was shown. that the Cretaceous intrusive rocks of the 
Tehachapi Mountains study area were intruded at great depths (30 km) and that their 
isotopic characteristics are suggestive of a hybrid origin. Here, we will examine the major 
and trace element concentrations of the rocks in an attempt to gain further understanding 
of the petrogenetic processes at work. 
We have seen that the variations in isotope ratios among the rocks cannot be 
related to chemical variation by way of processes involving either simple mixing or 
combined mixing and fractionation. In other words, most of the igneous rock samples 
cannot be considered strictly cogenetic because their isotopic variability implies that they 
originated from different sources (or similar sources with varying amounts of hybridization 
as described in Chapter 3).  Therefore, the consideration of petrogenetic pathways in this 
chapter is not meant to imply consanguinity among specific rocks. I am merely exploring 
possible pathways that affected the various magmatic systems to varying degrees. It is 
important to note that the igneous (and metaigneous) rocks as sampled here (Figures 4.1 
and 4.2, Table 4.1) are not meant to be statistically representative of the chemical 
variations present in the Tehachapi Mountains. As  noted in Chapters 2 and 3, while there 
is a larger proportion of mafic rocks in the younger Bear Valley suite and felsic rocks Ln 
the Tehachapi suite, both are dominated by tonalitic compositions. Sampling was oriented 
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variations present in the Tehachapi Mountains. As noted in Chapters 2 and 3, while there 
is a larger proportion of rnafic rocks in the younger Bear Valley suite and felsic rocks in 
the Tehachapi suite, both are dominated by tonalitic compositions. Sampling was oriented 
Figure 4.1 - Basement geologic map of the southern Sierra Nevada with one sample locality 
[Sams, 19861 in the northern study area. Mcdified after Ross [1989], Sams 119861, and 
Paragneiss and 
Migmatite 
Rand Schist 
Fig. 4.1 
19861, supplemented by new 
he text, sample 
gneiss complex of the 
feldspathic gneiss of 
f Grapevine Peak, G 
Grapevine (of the int r , sub-map-scale 
agneiss bodies are not shown. clarity, map patterns are omitted for the granitic 
ks south of the Pastoria thrust (Figure 3.1). 
Fig. 4.2 
Table 4.1 - Samples 
Intrusive suite of Bear Valley 
C M ~ *  BVS bt-hb tonalite 
GC-8 TC hb gabbro 
GC- 1 1 TC hy-hb gabbro 
GC- 17 BP hy-bt-hb tonalite 
GC-53 SS hb gabbro 
GV- 3 G gt-bt tonalite 
PC 1 754 (TC) troctolite 
PTC-42 BP ep-hb-bt tonalite 
TC-9 TC hy-hb gabbro 
TC- 19 TC hb gabbro 
~ ~ 4 2 '  BVS bt-hb tonalite 
TC-45b BP hy-bt-hb qtz. diorite 
TC-47 TC cumm norite 
TC-49b TC hb gabbro 
TC-83 TC gt-hb metagabbro 
Gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains 
GC- 1 TJ bt-hb tonalite 
GC- 14 TJ ep-bt leucotonalite 
GC-32 PC ep-bt granodiorite 
GC-33 PC hb-bt granodiorite 
GC-43 PC ep-bt granite 
GC-50 PC bt tonalite 
GC-55 PC bt-hb tonalite 
GC - 60 PC? bt-hb diorite 
PC35-P PC gt-bt granite 
TC-6 TJ b t granite 
TC- 12b TJ bt-hb diorite 
TC-34 T J bt tonalite 
Metamorphic framework rocks 
GC-2 CP gt-mu-bt qzfsp 
GC- 12 CP gr-bt qzfsp 
TC-8 CP gr-gt-bt qzfsp 
protomylonitic 
massive 
massive 
massive 
syn-magmatic 
syn-magmatic 
corona 
protomylonitic 
syn-magmatic 
syn-magmatic 
protomylonitic 
syn-magmatic 
massive 
layered 
granoblastic 
protomylonitic 
protomylonitic gneiss 
protomylonitic gneiss 
protomylonitic gneiss 
protornylonitic gneiss 
massive 
orthomylonitic gneiss 
gneiss or syn-magmatic? 
protomylonitic 
massive 
gneiss or syn-magmatic? 
gneiss or syn-magmatic? 
gneiss 
gneiss 
gneiss 
BVS = tonalite of Bear Valley Springs; TC = gabbroids of Tunis Creek; BP = hypersthene 
tonalite of Bison Peak; SS = gabbroids of Squirrel Spring; G = garnet-biotite tonalite of 
Grapevine; TJ = tonalite gneiss of Tejon Creek; PC = quartzofeldspathic gneiss of Pastoria 
Creek; KS = Kings Sequence; CP = paragneiss of Comanche Point; GC = paragneiss of 
Grapevine Canyon. Parentheses = tentative assignment. ? = may be TC or SS (see text). 
bt = biotite, hb = hornblende, hy = hypersthene, gt = garnet, ep = epidote, c u m  = 
cummingtonite with thin hb rims, gr = graphite, mu = muscovite, pl = plagioclase, qz = 
quartz, qzfsp = quartz + two feldspars. 
3 s Protomylonitic gneiss" refers to a rock showing incipient mylonitic shear with textural 
evidence of a pre-existing high-temperature fabric. "Gneissw or "syn-magmatic" refers to 
metamorphic or igneous foliation, respectively, with an absence of finely recrystallized 
shear fabric. The distinction is often equivocal. 
From the thesis collection of D.B. Sams. 
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toward examining litl~ologic variability, so gabbros and granites are as well-represented as 
tes. Descriptions of the geologic setting, structural features, and units of the rocks 
be round in Cliapters 2 and 3. 
a. Intrusive suite of Bear Valley 
More detailed descriptions of most units described in this paper may be found in 
Sams [ 19861. Lithalogics represented in the intrusive suitc of Bear Valley range from 
gabbro through tondite, and thcir ages are 98- I05 Ma, Mafic varieties are found in the 
gabbrolds of Tunis Creek arid Squirrel Spring, as well as in scattered smaller bd ics  of 
gabbro or diorite as represerltetl by samples PC 175 and GV- la (Figure 4.2). The two major 
units are dominated by hornblende hyperstherie gabbros variously bearing textural and 
structural evidence for crystal accu~nulation (rhythmic layering, poikilitic texture), 
annealing recrystallizatiori [ 120 grain boundaries, zoned plagioclasc rims), and near- 
solidus and subsolidus metamorpl~ism (curnmingtorlite rims on llypersthene, 
cummingtonitc exsolution patches in hornblende, fclsic-haloed garrlet -- Chapter 2). 
Ubiquitous acces,sories in the gabbros are ilnlenite and apatite. Some gabbros, 
particularly in tflc northcastern "tongue" of the Tunis Creek body [Figure 4.21, have a 
foliation defined by preferred orientation of elongate hornblcnde and plagioclasc grains, 
attributed by Sams [ 19861 and Sams a r 3  Saleeby I19881 to near-solidus magmatic flow. 
A few, small, isolated stocks intrusive into older grleisses (e.g., PC175 in Figure 4.2) 
contain troctolite with extcnsive reaction coronas between olivine and plagioclase 
containing or thopyroxerle, amphibole, and spinel. Widcsprcad, outcrop- scale bodies of 
hornblende gabbro and diorite intrusive into the older gldss complex of the Tehachapi 
Mountains may be correlative with these gabbros, as suggested by the zircon age data of 
Cliaptcr 3. Two biotite-honlblende diorites, GC-60 and TC- 12b (Table 4.11, are tentatively 
ssigned to the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains because they occur as 
ncordant, gneissose layers in the older tonalite gneisses and because of the presence of 
tite (albeit subordinate to hornblende). 
A distinctive intrusive unit of the Bear Valley suite is the hypersthene tonalite of 
on Peak (the "Bison Peak granuliteH of Sharry [1981]), characterized by hypersthene- 
tite-hornblende quartz diorites to tonalites with accessory ilmenite + apatite + zircon 
pidote. These rocks range texturally from unfoliated to gneissose (syn-magmatic 
n-ed orientation) to mildly protomylonitic. Hypersthene is typically found near the 
ters of mafic aggregates with biotite and hornblende, but is in apparent texturally 
ilibriurn with all phases. 
A. recently recognized unit of the Bear Valley suite, the garnet-biotite tonalite of 
e (Chapter 3), is found at the western end of the study area. The subtle foliation 
efined by biotite preferred orientation. Textural evidence for garnet paragenesis is 
ivocal, but a biotite-garnet temperature from the unit (sample GV-2 in Chapter 2) 
ggests a subsolidus origin. 
To the north of the main study area (Figure 4.2) lies the tonalite of Bear Valley 
prings, a major, batholith-scale unit coeval with the other members of the Bear Valley 
e. It consists mainly of tonalite with varying proportions of hornblende and biotite, 
occurrences of hypersthene-bearing tonalite in its southern reaches [Sams, 1986; 
s, 19891; accessory phases include apatite, epidote, sphene, zircon, ilmenite, and 
agnetite. While undeformed rocks with igneous flow fabrics predominate, textures 
flecting ductile deformation with dynamic recrystallization of quartz are also common. 
present study is concentrated on the rocks of the main study area, so only two 
rnples of the Bear Valley Springs tonalite are considered. 
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b. Gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains 
Two 1 10- 1 17 Ma orthogneiss units make up the bulk of this complex. The tonalite 
gneiss of Tejon Creek is a relatively homogeneous assemblage of biotite .- hornblende 
tonalites with very rare biotite granite. Accessory phases include those described above 
for the Bear Valley Springs tonalite, with prominent epidote, typically with allanite cores. 
The tonalites show a range of deformation fabrics, from apparently syn-magmatic flow 
foliation to protornylonitic shear. Biotite-hornblende diorites are common as outcrop-scale, 
concordant layers among the more abundant tonalite. Metamorphic garnet is formed 
locally (see Chapter 2). The quartzofeldspathic gneiss of Pastoria Creek has these same 
general characteristics, but granodioritic and granitic compositions are more abundant. 
The Pastoria Creek unit is thus quite heterogeneous, but tonalitic compositions prevail. 
Both granodiorite samples on Table 4.1 are on the border with tonalite in terms of feldspar 
proportions; in both cases, some of the alkali feldspar may have formed from subsolidus 
exsolution from plagioclase, suggesting that these were in fact primarily tonalites. In some 
of the granodiorite or granite gneisses, hornblende is present as  an accessory phase in 
highly resorbed grains. 
Also included in tlie gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains are paragneisses 
which occur scattered as small selvages within the two orthogneiss units and as mappable 
units themselves: the paragneisses of Comanche Point and Grapevine Canyon and the 
rnigmatite of Grapevine Peak. These are high-grade, commonly rnigmatized 
quartzofeldspathic gneisses with biotite .- graphite .- garnet; muscovite is present as a 
secondary phase. For the purposes of discussion, the "Tehachapi suite" will refer t.0 the 
igneous rocks of the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains to allow for comparison 
with the Bear Valley suite. 
4.3. Analvtical procedures 
Major elements for 15 samples (Table 4.2) were measured on solutions by direct 
current plasma spectrometry. Well-characterized rock samples were used for preparation 
of standard solutions, and drift and dilution corrections were applied. Major elements for 
the remaining 15 samples were measured at the University of Southern California by X-ray 
fluorescence on fused glass discs. Trace elements (except Rb and Sr) for 24 samples were 
measured also at U.S.C. by XRF using pressed powder pellets. Rb and Sr concentrations 
are by isotope dilution (Chapter 3), except for samples TC-9, TC- 19, GC-33, GC-43, GC-50, 
and TC-12b (XRF). For samples GC-2, GC-12, GC-11, GC-53, and GV-3. Ba was 
measured by DCP. 
Mineral compositions (Table 4.3) were determined on a scanning electron 
microscope with an energy dispersive spectrometer. Data manipulation utilized the Tracor 
Northern MICROQ program with linear least-squares peak-fitting, with correction factors 
after Bence and Albee [ 19681. Beam conditions were 15 keV and 100 pA, and count times 
were 100 seconds. Some mineral data are taken from electron microprobe analyses 
reported in Chapter 2. These include data from garnet-free zones in thin-sections showing 
the localized garnet crystallization described in Chapter 2; these are probably good 
estimates of primary igneous compositions. 
4.4. Results 
a. Major elements 
SiO, contents reach extreme values at the high and low ends, with gabbros as low 
as 42.1 and 43.8 %, and granites as high as 76.2 and 79.4 %. Tonalites, the most 
abundant rock type, range from 59.7 to 67.2 % with the exception of the quartz-rich 
leucotonalite (73.8 %). On oxide variation diagrams (Figure 4.3), there are gaps in SiO, 
concentration on either side of the quartz diorite/tonalite field, Many elements (e.g., CaO, 
Table 4.2. Major and trace element compositions 
Metamorphic rocks Intrusive suite of Bear Valley 
SiO2 
Ti@ 
M203 
Feo* 
MgO 
Mno 
CaO 
N a O  
K20 
p205 
LO1 
total 99.94 98.91 99.88 
Table 4.2 continued 
B.V. suite cont. Gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains 
total 100.10 99.93 100.20 100.24 100.59 100.35 99.88 101.00 100.00 99.06 99.58 100.94 100.36 100.66 
Rb 0.58 1.25 1.28 49.4 26.1 36.3 50.3 69.0 41.2 45.0 2.20 
Sr 668 523 544 299 377 375 267 173 391 327 415 
Ba 33.1 51.4 46.1 446 353 469 613 1076 569 532 74.2 
Y 4.9 15 2 1 27 9.5 5.5 39 11 7.7 32 41 
2r 56 57 67 125 123 99 168 102 128 184 131 
Nb 15 18 20 23 17 17 26 20 18 24 25 
Ta 1.2 1.2 2.3 W 2.8 6.2 4.2 2.4 W bd 6.7 
Hf 3.8 4.6 2.0 4.1 4.0 3.2 5.7 3.4 4.2 6.3 4.3 
La 9.9 9.6 17.1 25.2 45.5 10.6 27.2 17.9 8.3 21.2 14.6 
U 0.019 0.024 0.022 0.22 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.30 0.19 0.20 0.026 
Th W 0.08 bd 3 .O 11 M 0.07 7.5 W 1.3 W 
Pb 4.7 4.9 6.9 10.3 10.3 8.5 11.5 11.6 12.2 9.7 9.0 
Ni 6.5 6.1 2.6 30 bd W 23 W 0.81 2.1 3.8 
Cr 15 44 15 113 6.6 6.6 78 6.6 7.5 11 2 1 
bd = below detection limit; nd = not determined. 
t Major elements by DCP, other samples by XRF. 
Most Rb and Sr by isotope dilution (Chapter 3), most Ba by XRF; exceptions in text. Other trace elements by XRF. 
Figure 4.3 - Variations of selected major element oxides with SiO, (weight percent). Open 
squares are intrusive suite of Bear Valley, exclusive of Bear Valley Springs tonalite, which 
are open circles; closed squares are igneous rocks of the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi 
Mountains. On the MgO plot, troctolite PC 175 plots off the figure at 17.36 %. 
40 5 0  60  7 0  8 0 
Si02  Fig. 4.3 
10 
40 50  6 0  70  8 0  Si02 Fig. 4.3 (cont.) 
0 
4 0  5 0  60  70  8 0  
Si02  Fig. 4.3 (cont.) 
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FeO, TiO,, MgO, AkO,) show relatively smooth, though broad, variation patterns with SiO,, 
but &O and N+O do not (Figure 4.3). K,O is anomalously high in one diorite (at Si0,=49 
%), and at high SiO, there is an apparent bifurcation in concentration due to the low-GO, 
high-SiO, leucotonalite and granodiorite. Na,O follows a convex-up pattern peakmg at 4.8 
% (at Si0,=56.6 %). For CaO, A1,03, MgO, and FeO, there is a pronounced dispersion in 
gabbro concentrations, with troctolite PC175 showing the largest deviations from the 
overall trend (e.g., Mg0= 17.4 %). CaO and A&03 reach particularly high values in the 
other gabbros (up to 14.0 and 24.0 %, respectively). 
The suites are classified as calcic on the basis of an alkali-lime index of around 65. 
While the Bear Valley and Tehachapi suites obviously differ in the range of compositions 
(the former reaching more mafic rocks, the latter more felsic), they overlap completely in 
e tonalite fields, and both have similar patterns to those reported by Ross I19891 on 
any more samples from the tonalite of Bear Valley Springs. For nongabbro lithologies, 
th suites have major element variation patterns similar to Cretaceous batholithic rocks 
m the central Sierra Nevada [Bateman et al., 19841, which have similar age and isotopic 
aracteristics to the Tehachapi rocks (Chapter 3), except that the Tehachapi tonalites are 
nerally more sodic (Figure 4.4). Furthermore, the Tehachapi suites are more 
hologically heterogeneous than the more tonalite-dominated central Sierra group of 
b. Trace elements 
Trace element concentrations (Table 4.2) are highly variable in the suites and rarely 
regular, monotonic variation patterns with SiO,. Rb and Ba, for example (Figure 
), show a large increase in concentration between the gabbros and the more silicic 
s, and both show no pattern in the high-SiO, rocks; note the large spread in Rb and 
in rocks with Si0,>70 %. The gabbros are very poor in many large-ion lithophile 
ments (e.g., Ba, Rb, U, Th, Pb); in Chapter 3, I discussed their low Rb/Sr and high 
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SmINd ratios in terms of a cumulate origin. The tonalites have moderate Rb, Ba, and Sr 
contents, but Rb and Rb/Sr tend to be lower in tonalites of the main study area than in 
those in the Bear Valley Springs tonalite (Chapter 3). Zr concentrations, presumably 
controlled to some extent by zircon solubility in rocks with SiO, > 50 %, increase from low 
values in the gabbros and, with two exceptions, remain in the range 99- 184 ppm (Figure 
4.6). One exception is the high-SiO, granite PC35-P, which is marked not only by low Zr, 
but also low Sr, Ba, and Hf, and high Rb, U, Pb, Y, Nb, Ta, and SmINd (Chapter 3) relative 
to the other silicic rocks. Zr/Hf ratios (Figure 4.6) are remarkably constant for nongabbro 
lithologies, but the same may not be said for ratios involving Zr and Nb or Ta. Ni and Cr 
concentrations are fairly low throughout, even in the gabbros of probable cumulate origin; 
the obvious exception is the troctolite (Ni= 138 ppm, Cr=620 ppm). 
c. Mineral compositions 
Plagioclase (Table 4.3) shows a gradual change in composition with rock type. 
Troctolite PC 175 and hornblende gabbro TC-49b have very calcic plagioclase (An,,,,), while 
the other gabbros range from Arq,, to An,,. Tonalite plagioclase lies in the range An,,,,, 
while the most sodic examples are found in the granites and granodiorites (An,,,,). While 
these data are admittedly sparse, they serve to show the overall progression in plagioclase 
compositions. 
For hornblende compositions, the SEM-EDS data assume all Fe as F+e2', while the 
microprobe values use the "average Fe3"' option of the recalculation scheme of Spear and 
Kimbal1[1984]. It is possible, then, that actual Mg#'s are higher than shown on Table 4.3, 
particularly for SEM-EDS samples. For example, if ~ e ~ + / F e "  = 0.3 for TC-49b, the Mg# 
range becomes 64-58 rather than 58-51. The Fe3'/Fe2+ ratios are probably not so high, 
given the evidence for relatively low f, in the area (Chapter 2). Like plagioclase, 
hornblende shows a progression in composition with rock type, though less pronounced. 
Gabbros have the most Mg-rich hornblendes (Mg#=50-58), quartz dioriteltonalite Mg#'s 
- Comparison of N+O/(Na,O t K,O) vs. SiO, (wt. %) in Tehachapi Mountains 
eous rocks with those from the central Sierra Nevada batholith, west of the 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  
.706 isopleth. Central Sierra data from Bateman et al. [19841. 
Fig. 4.4 
Figure 4.5 - Variations of Ba and Rb (ppm) with SiO, (wt. %). Symbols as in Figure 4.3. 
Note the large spread at high SiO,. 
40 5 0  6 0  70  8 0  
Si02  Fig. 4.5 
Figure 4.6 - Variations in Zr and Zr/ Hf (ppm) with SiO, (wt. % ), with symbols as in Figure 
4.3. Square with dot is garnet-bearing metagabbro TC-83. 
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Table 4.3. Mean mineral compositional parameters from SEM-EDS analyses* and 
microprobe WDS analyses+ (Chapter 2) 
Quartz diorite, 
tonalite 
Granodiorite, 
granite 
GC-33+ 
GC- 16+ 
TC-6' 
A single value with (r) indicates rim composition, with (c) core composition, and with 
neither a mean composition from essentially unzoned minerals. Two values indicate core 
and rim compositions. 
TC-2 analysis from unpublished data of C. Gallup. 
01 = olivine, hb = hornblende, opx = orthopyroxene, pl = plagioclase 
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span a wide range from 29 to 53, and granodiorite/granite values are 33 and 35. 
Orthopyroxene in the troctolite is bronzite (Mg#=80); the measured grains are 
contained within the corona structure between plagioclase and olivine, but their 
composition is consistent with equilibrium with the Fo,, olivine in this rock using the 
formula of Medaris 119691 for 700-900°C. Orthopyroxenes in the gabbros to tonalites are 
much more Fe-rich, straddling the hypersthene-ferrohypersthene boundary. 
4.5. Discussion 
a. Gabbros 
The data presented here lend support to the idea, presented in Chapter 3 on the 
basis of Rb/Sr and SmlNd ratios, that the gabbroic rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains 
originated from accumulation of variable amounts of hornblende, calcic plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene, olivine, and ilrnenite. This is evident in the very low concentrations of 
incompatible elements such as Ba, Rb, Zr, Pb, and K, but also in the high Al,O,, CaO, 
MgO, and FeO. Because many of the hornblende ~t orthopyroxene gabbros have textures 
reflecting subsolidus recrystallization, there is some question whether these hornblende- 
rich rocks represent the primary cumulate igneous assemblages; after all, these rocks have 
been referred to as arnphibolites and granulites [Sharry, 198 1 ; Ross, 19891. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, the high Sm/Nd ratios of the hornblende-bearing gabbros substantiate the 
importance of hornblende as a primary cumulate phase. Figure 4.7 shows further 
evidence of the primary nature of the hornblende. In plots of A1,0, and CaO versus SiO,, 
the bulk compositions of hornblende gabbros lie in the area of mixtures between 
hornblende and calcic plagioclase, while orthopyroxene-bearing gabbros are shifted toward 
orthopyroxene-plagioclase mixture compositions. Plagioclase accumulation is supported 
by the rather high Sr concentrations in the gabbros (306 to 668 ppm). Another suggestion 
is in the high K/Rb ratios of hornblende-bearing gabbros (Figure 4.8), since K would be 
less incompatible in hornblende than Rb [Gill, 19781. The two gabbros lacking primary 
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hornblende (PC 175 and TC-47) have the lowest K/Rb ratios because K and Rb are equally 
incompatible in plagioclase, orthopyroxene, and olivine. Thus, it is clear that the primary 
igneous cumulate phases are preserved in the gabbros, and we may use the minerals in 
order to attempt to gain information about their parent magmas. 
For troctolite PC 175, the olivine Mg# should reflect that in the melt with which it 
was in equilibrium. Using a K, ((FeO/ MgO),,,/ (Fe0 /MgO),,,,) value of 0.3 [Roeder and 
Emslie, 19701 yields a quite evolved Mg# for the melt of 52. This is consistent with the 
implication of the isotopic data (Chapter 3) that this gabbro has a significant crustal 
component, and demonstrates that it did not crystallize from a primary mantle melt. The 
coexistence of Fo,, olivine with very calcic plagioclase (A%,) bears a resemblance to 
relationships in cumulate nodules from the Lesser Antilles island arc [Arculus and Wills, 
19801. The authors distinguish this association from those in gabbros in other 
tectonic/plutonic settings and attribute the very high A n  content of the plagioclase to high 
H,O activity. 
Plagioclase compositions in the other gabbros indicate that they crystallized from 
more evolved magmas. Estimates of melt Mg#'s may be made from hornblende and 
orthopyroxene cornpositions. For hornblende, the K, for Fe and Mg is apparently highly 
variable and sensitive to a number of parameters; we use a value of 0.375 based on a 
compilation by Gilbert et al. 1 19821. For the TC-49b core Mg# (58), we calculate a melt 
Mg# of 34; if the hornblende Fe3'/Fe2+ ratio is 0.3 (rather than zero), the hornblende Mg# 
is 64 and the calculated melt is 40. For a hornblende Mg# such as  46 in quartz diorite 
TC-45b, the melt value is 24; this corresponds to (FeO/MgO),, in the melt of 5.6, which 
is an unreasonably high value (the highest values among the samples are 3.51. We do not 
consider such calculations to be reliable without better constrained KD's. Calculations 
based an orthopyroxene compositions yield equally unreasonable melt Mg#'s; the KD is 
temperature dependent, and we use values from Barnes [ 19861 and calculated values fkom 
Figure 4.7 - Variations in CaO and A1,0, with SiO, in gabbros from the Tunis Creek unit. 
squares are hornblende-only gabbros, and triangles also contain orthopyroxene; the 
highest-SiO, gabbro has no hornblende. Also plotted as circles are average compositions 
of hornblende, orthopyroxene, and plagioclase (&,,,) from the unit (data of this Chapter 
and Chapter 2), showing that the gabbros may be described as cumulate mixtures of 
plagioclase and the appropriate mafic phase(s). 
Tunis gabbros 
4 2  4 4  4 6  48 50  5  2  
Si02  Fig. 4.7 
Fimre 4.8 - Log plot of K/Rb vs. K (ppm) which includes data from the area from Ross 
[ 19891 (including the Bear Valley Springs tonalite). "BV" = intrusive suite of Bear Valley, 
"TM" = igneous rocks of the gneiss complex of the Tehachapi Mountains. Note the 
deviation of the granites from the trend defined by the tonalites. "T" = TC-6; "P" = PC35-P. 
The low-K rocks are gabbros, with the two lowest-K being the hornblende-free samples 
(TC-47 and PC 175). 
Fig. 4.8 
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the data of Grove and Juster [ 19891. For norite TC-47, the calculated melt Mg# is 14 to 
20, depending on temperature. We cannot fully explain the reasons for these apparently 
erroneous calculated compositions, but a large part of the problem most likely lies in the 
inappropriateness of the experimental conditions for those in the batholith. Such low 
Mg#'s are not unusual for hornblendes and orthopyroxenes in mafic and intermediate 
magmas from island arcs [Arculus and Wills, 1980; Gill, 19811 or elsewhere in the Sierra 
Nevada batholith [Mack et al., 19791. Despite these uncertainties, it is clear that the 
Tehachapi gabbros accumulated from melts of rather evolved character, perhaps dioritic 
or quartz dioritic. The low Ni and Cr of the gabbros, exclusive of the troctolite, suggests 
that these magmas had previously undergone Ni and Cr depletion by olivine farctionation. 
Otherwise, the high partition coefficients for Ni and Cr in hornblende and orthopyroxene 
[e.g., Gill, 19781 would have resulted in higher concentrations. 
One of the gabbros, TC-83, contains dispersed metamorphic garnets, and there are 
some indications of possible open-system behavior during the metamorphic event. These 
include high Y and Zr/W (Figure 4.6) relative to the other gabbros. More metamorphic 
samples are needed to fully evaluate the extent of element mobility. 
b. Tonalites and granodiorites 
Intermediate rocks from the two suites overlap in all chemical parameters (e.g., 
Figures 4.3 and 4.5-4.8) and, as mentioned above, their major element characteristics are 
like those in the central part of the Sierra Nevada batholith, with the exception of being 
more sodic (Figure 4.4). The only significant distinction in primary character between the 
two suites is the presence in the lower-Si intermediate rocks of the Bear Valley suite of 
orthopyroxene. The orthopyroxene, the smooth major element variations, and the 
systematic mineral chemical variations help establish a link between the gabbros and the 
Bear Valley tonalites. It therefore is likely that the tonalites of the two suites had similar 
origins, which involved fractionation from more mafic magmas. The tonalites lack critical 
199 11, including a lack of HREE depletion in a few samples of tonalite gneiss and several 
from the Bear Valley Springs unit reported by Ross [ 19891. Furthermore, the experimental 
data of Carroll and Wyllie [I9901 preclude a garnet-bearing source for Sierra Nevada 
magmas in general, and the Tehachapi compositions follow the same general chemical 
trend (see Figure 7 in Carroll and Wyllie). In evaluating the hypothesis of a garnet-free 
gabbroic source for the tonalites, it is difficult to distinguish this process from fractional 
crystallization from such a gabbroic magma. The discussion of isotopic data in Chapter 
3, however, favors the presence of mafic magmas which mix with crustal materials and 
subsequently fractionate. 
The major and trace element data offer some clues pertaining to particular phases 
involved in this inferred fractionation. The lack of significant Rb enrichment in higher- 
SiO, members of the suites (Figure 4.5) implies that biotite must be a fractionating phase; 
no other mineral in these rocks has the sane capability to inhibit such enrichment. The 
unusual chemical characteristics of diorite TC- 12b (Table 4.2), including its high &O ( 1.3 
%) and Rb (38 ppm) for such low SiO, (49 %), reflect accumulation of biotite along with 
hornblende; this rock thus lends credence to the plausibility of biotite fractionation. The 
two low-K20, -Rb, and -Ba but high SiO, rocks (Figure 4.3) may have been formed as a 
result of more pronounced biotite fractionation. The relative &O depletion cannot be 
attributed solely to dilution by quartz enrichment, by magmatic or subsolidus means, 
because not all elements show a similar depletion. The convex-up N%O pattern (Figure 
4.3) is suggestive of fractionation of progressively more sodic plagioclase with higher SiO,. 
The progressive lowering of Sm/Nd with increasing SiO, (not shown) can be attributed, like 
the high Sm/Nd in the gabbros, to the sorting of hornblende; this fractionation effect could 
be enhanced by the increasing abundance in the tonalites of LREE-enriched accessory 
phases such as allanite. 
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In summary, the chemical data are compatible with an origin for the tonalites as 
fractionates from more mafic magmas. The isotopic data (Chapter 3) point to the 
heterogeneity of these mafic parents throughout the two suites, so that consanguinity 
among the various samples is not implied by these conclusions. In fact, features such as 
the low-&O leucotonalite and granodiorite reveal variations in the fractionation processes 
as well. 
c. Granites 
The three granites (GC-43, PC35-P, and TC-6) are quite distinctive, particularly 
considering that the granodiorites are low in alkali feldspar. On Figure 4.8, the granites 
lie in a distinct field of K/Rb and K, suggesting an origin that is discontinuous with 
tonalite and granodiorite genesis. Furthermore, TC-6 and PC35-P are shifted to higher 
8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  than the other igneous rocks without a corresponding decrease in E, which was 
taken as a possible indication of a contribution of Sr from a fluid source (Chapter 3). 
However, the granites have quite variable trace element characteristics (Table 4.2, Figures 
4.5 and 4.6). Using the methods and partition coefficients of Nabelek [1986], we fund that 
separation of a 30 % batch partial or residual melt from an average biotite tonalite yields 
Rb, Sr, and Ba concentrations (87, 161, and 780 ppm, respectively) reasonably close to 
those in TC-6 (52, 170, and 945) and GC-43 (69, 173, and 1076). However, modeling of 
PC35-P concentrations (139, 52, and 26 ppm) was not successful, mainly due to the 
unusually low Ba. Nevertheless, calculations suggest that the low Ba and Sr contents 
could result from partial melting or extreme fractionation of a granite, with Rb still 
behaving relatively incompatibly if biotite is not too abundant. The low Zr of this granite 
could result from the presence of zircon in the partial melt residue; calculations of zircon 
solubility [Watson and Harrison, 19831 in PC35-P show that its Zr concentration (57 ppml 
is appropriate for a zircon saturated melt at 720°C. The high Sm/Nd (0.227) of PC35-P 
compared to the other granitic rocks (Chapter 3) can be explained by the presence of 
allanite in the residue [e.g., Miller and Mittlefehldt, 19821. The unusual K/Rb ratios 
(Figure 4.8) cannot be easily explained by such models, but it is possible that K 
metasomatism may have been a factor; such fluid interaction could have resulted in the 
inferred isotopic shifts. However, such metasomatism would not likely cause the low Sr 
and Ba and high Rb in PC35-P, due to high mineral/fluid partition cofficients for Sr and 
Ba and low coefficients for Rb [e.g., Carron and Lagache, 19801. 
4.6. Summary and conclusions 
These discussions have illustrated the consistency of the chemical data for the 
Tehachapi igneous rocks with petrogenetic processes involving crystal sorting. We 
interpret fractionation to have acted on isotopically variable mafic to intermediate magmas 
which had formed from mixtures in the deepest batholith between mantle-derived magmas 
and metasedimentary rocks. It is the fractionation processes, rather than mixing, which 
have given rise to the various lithologies. Particular points of interest are as follows: 
-- The gabbros are cumulates with hornblende being of primary igneous origin; i.e., 
these are not amphibolites. Parent magmas to these cumulates were quite evolved, with 
Mg#'s of at most 52, and the hornblende-bearing cumulates crystallized from magmas 
which had most likely been previously subjected to olivine fractionation. 
- - Tonalites of the two suites are chemically similar, and are inferred, along with the 
granodiorites, to have formed from fractional crystallization of magmas analogous to the 
parents of the cumulates. Crystallization conditions may have been variable, yielding in 
some cases quartz-rich tonalites. 
-- Two of the granites appear to have formed by fractionation of the more evolved 
biotite tonalites. The origin of the high-SiO, g r d t e  is enigmatic, but it may have formed 
by partial melting of granites. An important role for fluid interaction cannot be ruled out. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY 
The objectives of this study were to investigate the evidence for a deep-batholith 
setting for the intrusive rocks of the Tehachapi Mountains, and then to discuss the 
isotopic and chemical features of the rocks in the context of this setting. In Chapter 2, it 
was shown that these rocks indeed crystallized at depths of 25-30 km, making them the 
deepest exposed rocks of the Cretaceous Sierra Nevada batholith. The rocks were 
subjected to syn-magmatic and subsolidus deformation and flow, as well as 
recrystallization, localized garnet-forming metamorphism (8 kbar), and lower-temperature 
retrograde metamorphism. Uplift is inferred to have followcd soon after intrusion, with a 
4 kbar garnet-forming event imprinted on the Tunis Creek area. Low-temperature ductile 
deformation affected much of the area throughout its subsolidus history. It is thus 
demonstrated that the deep Sierra Nevada batholith is a regime capable of extensive 
deformation (due to the abundance of quartz) and delamination from the deeper crust. 
This observation has implications for models of the tectonic history of the batholith, while 
the particular history of the Tehachapi Mountains block is important for models of the 
tectonic development of southern California. 
Isotopic and chemical characteristics of these intrusive rocks, which are 
dominantly tonalitic but range from gabbro to granite, are best explained by their sources 
having consisted of mixtures of mantle-derived m&c magmas and metasedimentary rocks 
of old continental and, possibly, earlier Mesozoic volcanic arc provenance. In this model, 
the gabbros are cumulates from relatively evolved gabbroic to tonalitic magmas which had 
risen from the deeper batholith regime of isotopic hybridization, and the tonalites to 
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granites are products of fractional crystallization without further assimilation. This 
implies that, in general, batholithic magmas obtain their "hybrid" isotopic character in the 
deepest crust and high-level crustal interaction is of minor importance. This conclusion 
is independent of the particular petrogenetic model employed. 
The deep (but not deepest) Sierra Nevada batholith as revealed in the Tehachapi 
Mountains is dominated by tonalite, but is apparently more heterogeneous than higher 
levels, with an appreciable amount of cumulate gabbros in bodies of considerable size (up 
to 4 x 7 krn) and as intermingled magmas at outcrop scale. These gabbros are probably 
more abundant at deeper levels, where we would also expect to find gabbroic rocks which 
have seen less interaction with the pre-existing crust. It appears, then, that the process 
of building higher levels of the batholith involves some amount of homogenization of these 
chemically, but not isotopically, distinct magma types but also, of course, a diminution in 
the abundance of residual cumulate material. 
These observations may have implications for the genesis of continental margin 
magmatic arcs in general. The mixing-type pattern exhibited by Sr and Nd isotopic ratios 
in the Tehachapi rocks is a common feature in such settings, and numerous workers have 
discussed the compelling evidence for a continental crustal component in arc magmas. 
What the Tehachapi study suggests is that this interaction is, by and large, a deep 
process, and that higher-level fractionation processes may obscure the chemical imprints 
while preserving the isotopic. 
In Appendix 1 is a study of batholithic intrusive rocks in New Zealand, in a tectonic 
setting analogous to that of the Sierra Nevada batholith. These rocks also bear the isotopic 
signature of crustal interaction, and detailed modeling, while suggestive of 
metasedimentary sources for the crustal component, reveals the difficulty of seeing 
through magmatic processes to the chemical character of the ultimate source. A n  
interesting result of the study is the recognition of isotopic differences between the two 
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major intrusive episodes that affected this portion of the New Zealand block. The Mesozoic 
episode appears to have involved a lesser input of crustal melts than in the Paleozoic 
magmas, possibly because the earlier episode depleted the crust in just those low-melting 
temperature materials which supply the crustal signature. Such a model does not appear 
applicable to the southern Sierra Nevada, where the association of plutonic rocks of vastly 
different ages is less pronounced; but it would be of interest to search for similar cases of 
juxtapositioning of plutonic belts throughout the world. 
Continental margin granitoid batholiths are typically emplaced in crustal settings 
of transitional character, where outboard craton edges give way to marginal sedimentary 
prisms which in turn give way to more ensimatic sedimentary and volcanic assemblages. 
Seen in this way, it is not surprising that the magmas generated and emplaced in this 
setting should reflect its hybrid character. 
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APPENDIX 1 
N e o d w u m  and strontium isotopic characteristics 
of New Zealand granitoids and related rocks 
Note: A revised and shortened version of this chapter, coauthored with Professor Gerald 
J. Wasserburg, was published as Pickett and Wasserburg (1989). 
A1 .l. Introduction 
New Zealand occupies a crustal block unique in its dimensions and isolation. It 
exhibits petrologic, tectonic, and stratigraphic associations typical of Phanerozoic mobile 
belts found in marginal regions of continents. However, New Zealand presently lacks a 
corresponding cr well as any exposed Precambrian basement rocks. 
Therefore, many questions remain regarding the age and nature of the underlying 
crystalline crust, and if and how such crust is distributed among the surrounding 
submerged plateaus. 
we have made a reconnaissance-scale isotopic study 
of New Ze s from this crustal block, as felsic magmatism has been shown 
commonly to reflect the character of the crust in which it has formed. We have 
attempted to ascertain the degree of involvement of recycled, remobilized crustal 
materials in felsic magmatism throughout New Zealand's history, and to 
constraints on the types of petrogenetic processes that may fac 
n. Comparison is made between sirnilar rock associations in New 
Australia, 
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Gondwitnaland. Preliminary results have appeared in abstract form (Pickett et al., 1986). 
A 1.2. Geologic setting 
Granitoids are exposed on the South Island and Stewart Island of New Zealand, 
and in the offshore region on the Snares, Auckland, and Bounty Islands (Figure A l .  1). 
On the South Island, granitoids are restricted to the western Tasman metamorphic belt 
(Landis and Coombs, 1967) or Foreland Province (Aronson, 1965), and are not found in 
the late Paleozoic to Mesozoic Wakatipu belt (Landis and Coombs, 1967) or Geosynclinal 
Province (Aronson, 1965) to the east. In West Nelson and Westland, the granitoids are 
intruded into three belts of Early Cambrian to Early Devonian sequences of continental 
margin sediments and volcanic rocks (Nathan, pp. 68-79, and Grindley, pp. 80-99, in 
Suggate et al., 1978). Exposures of paragneisses and orthogneisses of the Charleston 
Metamorphic Group (Nathan, 1975) are found mainly in the western coastal area. The 
rocks were long thought to represent the Precambrian basement to the Paleozoic strata, 
and Adams (1975) reported a 666 m.y. Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron on the unit. However, 
recent U-Pb zircon data (D. Kimbrough, pers. commun.) are more consistent with a 
Cretaceous igneous and metamorphic age for the gneisses. Thus, the question of the 
presence of Precambrian crystalline rocks remains unresolved. Aronson ( 1968), however, 
has reported a middle Proterozoic age (1.48 b.y.) on detrital zircons, demonstrating the 
existence of Precambrian sources for the sedimentary Greenland Group of the Foreland 
Province. 
Relationships are more complex and less understood in the remote Fiordland 
region (Grindley, pp. 100-1 10, in Suggate et al. 1978; Mattinson et al. 19861, which 
appears to represent deeper levels of exposure than the West Nelson-Westland region, 
which is offset from it along the Alpine Fault. Western Fiordland consists mainly of 
complexly deformed metaplutonic and metasedimentary rocks, while in the east the 
Fimre A l .  la. New Zealand and its associated submarine plateaus, defined by the 2000 
m isobath, after Cullen, p. 3, in Aronson (1965). Shown are localities for two samples 
from Campbell Plateau islands and two from the southern South Island. FL = Fiordland, 
WL = Westland, WN = West Nelson, TVZ = Taupo Volcanic Zone. On the South Island, 
the heavy line is the Alpine Fault, and the dashed line is the Median Tectonic Line 
(Landis and Coombs 1967). 
lb. Pre-Late Cretaceous geology of West Nelson and northern Westland, South 
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Island, after Tulloch and Brathwaite (1986) and Mason and Taylor (1987), showing 
sample localities. Despite the location of sample AR- 16 in the Karamea Suite unit, it is 
here considered to be Cretaceous in age (see text). The unpatterned patch between the 
Glenroy-Rotoroa unit and the Alpine Fault contains Permian strata. 
Fig. A l . l a  
0 Mid-Cret. & younger sed. rocks b 
E.K. Rahu Suite granitoids 
E.K. Separation Pt. Suite granitoids 
K.? Glenroy Meta. Complex + 
Rotoroa Mafic Complex 
0 Riwaka Mafic Complex 
D- C Karamea Ste. granitoids 
@ZJ Undiff. granitoids 
-6-0 Lower Pz. sed. rocks 
(Greenland Gp. shaded) 
p€?K?Charleston Meta. Gp. 
? and Fraser Fm.(in south) 
Fig. A l . l b  
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intrusives are relatively undeformed and appear to have been emplaced at  higher levels. 
Pre-granitoid rocks on Stewart Island and the Snares Islands (Watters, pp. 
11 1- 112, in Suggate et al. 1978) are represented by isolated schists and amphibolites. 
In the Auckland and Bounty Islands, no pre-intrusive rocks are exposed, although 
graywacke has been dredged from the shelf floor near the Bounty Islands (Wasserburg 
et al., 1963). 
Comprehensive summaries of the granitoids of New Zealand and pertinent 
geochronologic data may be found in Tulloch (1983), and in Tulloch and Brathwaite 
(1986). Although early Mesozoic ages have been reported, granitoid plutonism is 
dominated by two episodes: Devonian-Carboniferous (mainly 380-330 m.y.1 and 
Cretaceous (mainly 130-100 m.y.), in accord with the pioneering geochronologic work of 
Aronson (1965, 1968). With the exception of the 185 m.y.-old Bounty Islands 
granodiorite (BIG) (Wasserburg et al., 1963), the present study is confined to rocks from 
these two episodes. Tulloch (1983) classifies the majority of the granitoids into three 
groups based on petrography and geochemistry (Figure A l .  lb). The Karamea Suite 
(Devo-Carboniferous) is characterized by biotite and two-mica granites to tonalites. The 
Cretaceous Rahu Suite is dominated by biotite granite and granodiorite, with lesser 
muscovite occurrences. The Cretaceous Separation Point Batholith lies on the eastern 
margin of the Tasman belt and consists of an assemblage of biotite hornblende granites 
to quartz diorites. 
A 1.3. Samples and analytical procedures 
Samples were chosen to represent the spectrum of compositional types from the 
two main intrusive episodes and for wide geographic coverage (Figure A1 . l ,  Table A1 .I). 
In general, it was also desired that the units sampled have relatively well-established 
ages. Thus, in the north, the well-dated Rameka Gabbro (NE- 16) of the Riwaka Complex 
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and the Karamea two-mica granite exposed at the Oparara Quarry (NE-3) provide 
compositional end-members of the Paleozoic episode. In Westland, geographic diversity 
is provided by the Waitaha River biotite granite (AR-23G) and the two-mica granite near 
Mt. McLean (WL- 17) (associated with the "Quartz Hill" pegmatite, muscovite age of 357 
my., (Aronson, 1968)). These three granites are characteristic of the Karamea Suite. 
For the Cretaceous rocks, m&c members are represented by a 
hornblende-bearing mafic phase of the Pearse Granodiorite, Separation Point Batholith 
(NE- 13) and the Thirsty Creek metanorite (WL-2). This latter unit is probably Cretaceous 
in age, based on its undeformed nature in a Cretaceous mylonite zone (Tulloch and 
Brathwaite, 1986; Mason and Taylor, 1987). Three Cretaceous granites from West 
Nelson-Westland were studied. The two-mica Buckland Granite, Lower Buller Valley 
(NE-4) is constrained in age to between 110 and 99 m.y. by Adams and Nathan (1978), 
and preliminary U-Pb zircon work by D. Kimbrough (pers. cornmun.) suggests a 120 to 
100 m.y. age. AR- 16 is Aronson's ( 1968) "Buller Granite," a two-mica granite apparently 
correlative with the O'Sullivans Granite (Roder, 1984). Roder (1984) suggests a 
Carboniferous age for the O'Sullivans Granite, but Aronson (1968) obtained a 
well-defmed 1 10 m.y. Rb / Sr internal isochron on AR- 16. The two-mica Rotomanu 
granite (32-RO) has yielded a 70 m.y. K/Ar biotite age (Mason, 1961), reflecting uplift, 
and has been assigned by Tulloch and Brathwaite ( 1986) to the Cretaceous Rahu Suite. 
SF-4 is a sample of the biotite-bearing Pomona Granite, which lies in the eastern 
Fiordland belt of unmetamorphosed intrusives (Mattinson et al., 1986). 
In the interest of examining the extension of New Zealand crustal characteristics 
out onto its surrounding shelf, granites from islands on the Campbell Plateau were also 
studied. The Auckland Islands biotite microgranite (82242) is exposed over a small area 
at the base of a Miocene basaltic shield volcano (sample 30142/7779 of Gamble and 
Adams (1985)), and has yielded a K/Ar biotite age of 93 m.y. (Denison and Coombs, 
Table A1 .1 - Sample localities and ages 
N.Z. Grid Referencea 
Mesozoic Granites 
AR- 16 Whale Flat, Buller R. S25/63 1701 
NE-4 Lower Buller Gorge 53 1 / 1996 12 
at Ohikanui River 
32-RO Rotomanu, south of K321899383 
railroad station 
SF-4 Pomona Island, S 149 / 566088 
Lake Manapouri 
82242 Musgrave Point, 50°49.5'S, 
Auckland Island 166'02.5'E 
BIG Bounty Islands - 47"40'S, 179"E 
Mesozoic Mafic Rocks 
NE- 13 Motueka River near S131207348 
Pearse Stream 
WL-2 Inlier on Thirsty Cr., K321912374 
near Rotomanu 
Paleozoic Granites 
NE-3 Quarry, Oparara R. S121601384 
AR-23G Ellis Cr. Quarry, S641334139 
Waitdha River 
WL- 17 Mt. McLean, near S97160 1940 
Arawata River 
Age (m.v.) [ref. 1 
Cretaceous [7, 81 
345 (RbISr) [ 1 I 
351 (RbISr) [ l l  
Paleozoic Mafic Rock 
NE- 16 Pikikiruna Range, on S81270718 367 (K/Ar) P I  367 
Rarneka Track 
Metasediments 
NE- 19 Pikikiruna Range, S131243597 Ordovician [ 10 I 
near Takaka $1 107 (K/Ar meta.) 191 
12-RO Inlier on Thirsty Cr., K321922375 ? 355, 115 
near Rotomanu 
33-RO Hill south of K321911416 Cambro-Ordovician [ 1 1 1 355,115 
Kangaroo Lake 
"The two Campbell Plateau samples are located by latitude-longitude. The localities with 
the prefix K32 are from a 1:50,000 map grid; the others are from a 1:63,360 grid. 
The ages to which isotopic ratios were corrected. 
References: 1 - Aronson 1968; 2 - Adams and Nathan 1978; 3 - Mason 1961; 4 - 
Denison and Coombs 1977; 5 - Wasserburg et al. 1963; 6 - D. Kimbrough, pers. 
commun.; 7 - Tulloch and Brathwaite 1986; 8 - Mason and Taylor 1987; 9 - Harrison and 
McDougall 1980; 10 - Suggate et al. 1978; 11 - Adarns 1975. 
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1977). The Bounty Islands biotite granodiorite (BIG) has yielded biotite K/Ar and Rb/Sr 
ages of 185 m.y. (Wasserburg et dl., 1963) and thus is evidence for granitoid-bearing 
continental crust extending out to the eastern edge of the Campbell Plateau. 
It is of interest to isotopically characterize the crust through which the granitoids 
were intruded. Since the make-up of this crust is unknown, the best guess is 
represented by the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of the South Island. Sample 33-RO is 
a representative of the Cambrian(?)-Ordovician Greenland Group graywackes which 
underlie a major portion of the West Nelson-Westland region (Figure Al .  lb) (Suggate et 
al., 1978; Adams, 1975; Nathan, 1976). Sample 12-RO is a sillimanite-almandine-biotite 
gneiss from near Rotomanu, which has strong similarities to paragneisses in the 
Charleston Metamorphic Group. Mason and Taylor (1987) place this rock in the Fraser 
Formation. Finally, NE- 19 is a sample of the Pikikiruna Schist (quartz-muscovite-biotite- 
garnet), which is intruded by the Separation Point Batholith and has a probable protolith 
age of pre-Late Ordovician (Grindley, pp. 80-99, in Suggate et al. 1978) and a K/Ar 
metamorphic age of 107 m.y. (Harrison and McDougall, 1980). These sedimentary units 
(as exposed) may not directly participate in granite generation, but rather, may be 
representative of the material which comprises the crust of the region. 
Samples of up to 2 kg of rock were broken down to -0.5 em pieces and well-mixed 
splits of these were crushed with a stainless steel mortar and pestle to yield 20 g of 
powder. A 200-400 mg split of this powder was taken for analysis. To ensure complete 
dissolution, powders were either (1) dissolved in HF + HNO, in teflon bombs at 180°C, 
or (2) dissolved in HF + HC10, in open teflon beakers, with any residue from 
centrifugation of the solution then receiving the bomb treatment. Concentrations of Rb, 
Sr, Sm, and Nd were determined by isotope dilution, and Sr and Nd isotopic ratios were 
determined on the same runs as the concentration determinations. Procedural details 
are described elsewhere (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1973; Papanastasiou et al., 
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1977; DePaolo and Wasserburg, 1976). Splits of the powders (except for sample AR- 16) 
were analyzed by X-Ray Assay Laboratories, Inc. for elemental concentrations. Major 
elements, Zr, and Ba, were determined by x-ray fluorescence for all samples. For 
selected samples, REE (La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu), Sc, Cr, Cs, Th, and U were 
determined by neutron activation analysis, and V, Mn, Ni, Zn, and Pb by direct current 
plasma spectrometry. 
A1.4. Results 
The Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd isotopic and concentration data are presented in Tables 
A1.2 and A1.3. Following DePaolo and Wasserburg (1976), the isotopic data are 
presented in E notation. Correction to the initial isotopic composition at a "formation" 
time T (AE) is: E ~ ~ ( T )  - ~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  + ~ ~ ~ f f i ~ / ~ ~ ~ .  Here, fSmiNd - 
[(147~m/ '44~d), / ( '47~m/  144~d)CHUR] - 1. Analogous formulae hold for E~,(T). Decay 
constants used are Lm = 6.54~10-l2 yr-' and A, = 1 .42x10-l1 yr-'. Model system 
parameters used are: ( ' 43~d /  144~d)0CHUR = 0.5 11847;(147~m/ 144~d)0CHUR = 0.1967; QNd = 
25.13 AE-'; (s7~r/86~r)oU, = 0.7045; (s7~b/s6~r)0U, = 0.0827; Qs, = 16.67 AE-I. Initial 
( s7~r /86~r )T  values are also shown, calculated according to the standard decay equation. 
The T~~,,,, model age indicates the time when the material would have separated from 
a source with chondritic Sm/Nd ratio, assuming no change in its Sm/Nd ratio 
throughout its history since, calculated by: T~~,,,, (AE) = [ ( E ~ ~ ( o ) ) / Q ~ ~ ~ ~ " ' ~ ~ ) ]  (McCulloch 
and Wasserburg, 1978). The T ~ ~ , ,  indicates the time of separation from an evolving 
depleted mantle, and is calculated by determining T from the equation eNd(0) - QNdfNdlSmT 
= 0.25p - (3T + 8.5) (DePaolo, 1981a). 
The range in Nd isotopic values is roughly the same for both the Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic intrusive rocks, with E ~ ~ ( T )  = +2.7 to -1 1.0. This range is similar to many 
obtained from Phanerozoic granitoid batholiths (e.g. DePaolo, 1981b; McCulloch and 
Chappell, 1982), and clearly indicates the involvement of ancient, LREE-enriched 
continental crustal components. This is also consistent with the high range of E, values 
of -4 to +282 ( s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  = 0.70410-0.72390), with the Paleozoic granites all having higher 
values than the Mesozoic. Thus, the crustal components must have had elevated Rb/Sr 
ratios for long periods of time. On E ~ ~ - E ~ ~ .  plots (Figure A1.2), there is observed with the 
intrusive rocks a correlation between lower gNd and higher E,,, with the Mesozoic data 
lying near a mixing hyperbola between a model depleted mantle-derived magma and the 
Greenland Group sedimentary rock (see below). The Paleozoic rocks do not follow the 
mixing curve as well. 
The three Devo-Carboniferous granites all have s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  > 0.709, in accordance 
with the summary of data on some Karamea samples in Tulloch and Brathwaite ( 1986), 
while the Paleozoic mafic rock (ME-16) has distinctly lower E, and higher EN,. The 
Pearse Granodiorite (NE- 13) lies in the range of their Separation Point Batholith data 
(<0.7045), and the Pomona Granite (SF-4) lies near their boundary between the 
Separation Point samples and that of the Rahu Suite (0.7050-0.7085). The Pomona 
Granite, however, is unique among the granitoids in its high E,. The O'Sullivans and 
Buckland Granites (AR-16, NE-4) lie in the Rahu Suite range, while the Rotomanu 
granite (32-RO) at  0.7089, is beyond it. It is of interest to note that, if the O'Sullivans 
Granite is > 335 m.y. old as Roder (1984) concludes, its initial s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  would have to 
be < 0.702 1, which seems excessively low for a granite of any kind. Either AR- 16 is a 
different unit from that which Roder sampled, and is not O'Sullivans Granite, or his 
conclusion is erroneous. At any rate, it is clear that AR-16 is most probably a 
Cretaceous rock belonging to the Rahu Suite. 
The two granites dated only by K/Ar, Rotomanu (32-RO) and Auckland Islands 
(82242), have had their initial ratios calculated at 115 m.y. It is clear that they are not 
Paleozoic granites heated later during Cretaceous activity because their s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios 
Table A1.2 - Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd concentrations (ppm) and parent-daughter ratios 
M z  Granites 
AR-16 183.2 348.6 1.516 +17.3 4.36 23.35 0.1130 -0.426 
NE-4" 140.4 547.2 0.7402 +7.95 1.940 10.75 0.1092 -0.445 
136.7 526.2 0.7492 +8.06 1.747 9.790 0.1079 -0.451 
32-RO 191.9 297.9 1.858 +21.5 3.66 17.23 0.1285 -0.347 
SF-4 112.1 43.39 7.452 +89.1 2.971 16.54 0.1087 -0.448 
82242 193.4 74.37 7.502 +89.7 4.720 20.89 0.1366 -0.306 
BIG 176.0 135.3 3.753 +44.4 3.035 14.24 0.1289 -0.345 
Pz Granites 
NE-3 187.9 152.6 3.550 +41.9 8.031 37.71 0.1288-0.345 
" 2a error is smaller than 2%0, except "*". 
20 error is smaller than 3%0. 
" Replicate performed on different powder split. 
* Rb determined only from aliquot run. 20 error on 87~b/8%r is smaller than 1%, except 
12-RO and 33-RO, around 3%. 
Table A 1.3 - Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic data 
8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  8 7 ~ r  /"s~(T) %rs!l 
Mz Granites 
AR-16 0.7093 l(3) 0.70690 +35.9 0.51 1570(15) -5.4(0.3) -4.2 500 1030 
NE-4 0.70742(6) 0.70632 +27.6 0.51 1525(21) -6.3(0.4) -5.1 560 1060 
0.70746(3) 0.70634 +27.9 0.51 1535(21) -6.1(0.4) -4.9 540 1040 
32-RO 0.7 1200(3) 0.70896 +65.2 0.51 1431(16) -8.1(0.3) -7.1 930 1460 
SF-4 0.7 1703(4) 0.70485 +6.9 0.51 1920(21) +1.4(0.4) +2.7 500 
82242 0.72002(4) 0.70776 +48.3 0.51 1490(20) -7.0(0.4) -6.1 910 1500 
BIG 0.71802(3) 0.70815 +54.9 0.51 1538(2 1) -6.0(0.4) -4.4 690 1280 
Mz Mafic 
NE- 13 0.7041 l(3) 0.70410 
Pz Granites 
NE-3 0.72800(5) 0.7 1057(9) +92.5( 1.3) 0.51 1444(19) -7.9(0.4) -4.9 
AR-23G 0.7268 l(3) 0.7 1207 + 113.4 0.51 1224(18) -12.2(0.4) -8.6 1190 1610 
WL- 17* 0.75205(4) 0.72327 +273.4 0.51 1 179(20) - 13.1(0.4) -1 1.0 1450 1830 
Pz Mafic L 
NE- 16 0.7049 l(3) 0.70434 +3.8 0.51 1751(20) - l.g(O.4) +1.3 220 920 N 8 
Metasediments 
NE-19(115) 0.73800(3) 0.73093 +377.1 0.51 1080(22) - 15.0(0.4) - 13.9 1580 1960 
(355) 0.71614 +171.3 -11.6 
12-RO(115) 0.72754(3) 0.72 13(2) +240(3) 0.51 1260(17) - 11.5(0.3) - 10.3 1140 1570 
(355) 0.7082(7) +59(10) -7.9 
33-RO (1 15) 0.75004(4) 0.7425(2) +542(3) 0.51 1240(21) - 1 l.g(O.4) - 10.6 1110 1530 
(355) 0.7268(7) +323(10) -8.1 
Errors of measured ratios are 20 of the mean. 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  is normalized to s 6 ~ r / s 8 ~ r  = 0.1 194. 1 4 3 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  is normalized to 1 4 6 ~ d /  14'Nd 
= 0.636 15 1. Errors for time-corrected ratios are approximately the same as for measured values, with noted exceptions. Errors do not 
include age uncertainties. T's used are from Table A1 .l. 
* WL-17 has an unusually high Sm/Nd, which is not reflected in the overall REE pattern (Figure A1.4). This results in probably 
unrealistically high model ages (TcHuR = 2220 m.y., TDM = 2620 m.y. ). The model ages here were calculated by assuming fjmfNd = -0.4 
for the source prior to crystallization at 357 m.y. 
Fiffure A1.2. Initial E,, vs. E,, for all samples in the Devo-Carboniferous (a) and the 
Cretaceous (b). The three metasediments are represented on both diagrams. Shown are 
simple mixing curves between the Greenland Group graywacke (33-RO) and a model 
depleted mantle-derived magma (DM, see text) with tick marks representing percent 
graywacke. Note the exceptional position of the Mt. McLean granite on the 
Devo-Carboniferous plot. In the Cretaceous case, any of the metasediments could provide 
a suitable mixing end-member. 
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calculated for 355 m-y. are much too low (0.702 and 0.682, respectively). The metanorite 
(WL-2) was also calculated at 115 m.y., and gives surprisingly low E, and high E,,. 
The three metasediments display the high E, and low E, values reflecting a 
continental provenance. The TDM model age of 1530 m.y. for the Greenland Group bulk 
rock sample (33-RO) is similar to the detrital zircon age of 1480 m.y. reported by Aronson 
(1968) on the Greenland Group. The s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratio of 33-RO (0.75004) places it in the low 
end of the range of values previously reported for Greenland Group samples by Adams 
(1975) (0.734 to 0.986). The paragneiss (12-RO) has a virtually identical E, as the 
Greenland Group rock, but a much lower E,,. Nevertheless, a mixing curve between it and 
a mantle magma (not shown in Figure A1.2b) also passes near the array of Mesozoic 
intrusive rock data. Thus, both metasedimentary rocks from the Rotomanu area are 
acceptable from isotopic considerations as continental crustal components involved in 
Cretaceous granitoid genesis. The Pikikiruna Schist sample (NE- 19) has the least evolved 
~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  (- 15.0), and also is a suitable crustal component. The TDM model age of 1960 m.y. 
points to a rather ancient continental provenance, indicating that the sedimentary strata 
of the Eastern Belt of West Nelson, as well as the Western Belt sediments, formed in 
proximity to an exposed ancient craton. Since the Cretaceous mafic intrusives generally 
lie within the range of isotopic values for the granitoids, the degree of contribution to them 
from crustal sources is not grossly different. Thus, it is clear that the trace element 
characteristics of the maEc rocks are not dominated by a depleted mantle source. 
When the isotopic ratios of the metasediments are corrected to 355 m.y. (Figure 
A1.2a1, their relationship to the Devo-Carboniferous intrusives is unlike that observed in 
the Cretaceous. The mixing curve between 33-RO and a depleted mantle-derived m a m a  
does not follow the granite data, and none of the sediments alone could act as a suitable 
continental component involved in generation of all the granites. For example, the 
paragneiss ( 12 -RO) has too low an E,, to be representative of any major crustal component 
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active at  this time. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to imagine that there were continental 
sources available that could result in the observed isotopic ratios in the intrusive rocks. 
For example, the E, of NE-19 and the E,, of 33-RO are similar to the values for the Mt. 
McLean granite (WL- 17). It is apparent that the granites have a similar range of isotopic 
values as the pre-intrusive sedimentary rocks, in sharp contrast to the case in the 
Cretaceous. The Rameka Gabbro shows a stronger affinity with a depleted mantle source 
than the granites, but still must contain a substantial crustal component. 
Major and trace element data are shown in Table A1.4. The granitoids are 
generally high SiO,, low CaO rocks. Most lie near the alumina saturation boundary 
between peraluminous and metaluminous magma types [(A1,03)/(N+0 + GO + Ca0)mol. 
= 11, with the Rotomanu (32-RO) and Mt. McLean (WL-17) granites showing the most 
peraluminous characteristics (values of 1.15 and 1.04, respectively). All three 
Devo-Carboniferous granites have GO > N+O (wt.%), in accordance with Tulloch's ( 1983) 
Kararnea Suite classification. Three Mesozoic granitoids have N+O > GO (BIG, NE-4, 
SF-41, while two do not (32-RO, 882242). The two most peraluminous granites (32-RO, 
WL-17) are also the most potassic; these qualities may be indicative of a sedimentary 
influence on the source (Chappell and White 1974). The metanorite (WL-2) has major 
element features typical of an orthopyroxene-bearing magma, while the other two mafic 
rocks bear indications of a cumulate origin (consistent with textural evidence). These 
include the very low SiO, and high total Fe of the Rameka Gabbro (NE-16) and the high 
40, and N+O, perhaps indicative of plagioclase accumulation, in the mafic phase of the 
Pearse Granodiorite (NE-13). The three metasedirnents are strongly aluminous. 33-RO 
is quite similar in major and trace element composition to the average Greenland Group 
graywacke (Nathan 1976), while 12-RO is much more pelitic in chemistry. The chemistry 
of the Pikikiruna Schist (NE- 19) is dominated by quartz. 
There is considerable variation in trace element characteristics among the 
Table A 1.4 - Major and trace element concentrations (weight percent and ppm, respectively) 
NE-4 32-RO SF-4 82242 BIG NE-13 WZ-2 
- - - --
NE-3 AR23G WL-17 NE-16 
---- 
SiO, 72.1 71.5 73.1 75.2 75.0 52.2 48.6 70.6 68.8 72.8 42.9 
T~O; 
4 0 3  
F%O3* 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
N%O 
Kjo 
p20, 
L.O.I. 
Sum 
NE- 19 12-RO 33-RO 
--
87.8 61.0 74.9 
0.28 0.90 0.63 
5.56 16.5 11.3 
2.06 7.47 3.93 
0.30 0.05 0.02 
0.64 3.94 1.86 
0.24 1.56 0.27 
0.53 2.37 2.28 
1.47 3.69 2.12 
0.13 0.14 0.17 
0.85 1.70 2.23 
99.9 99.3 99.7 
Ba 1150 860 560 210 460 730 140 580 570 330 290 530 490 410 
Zr 50 60 230 110 90 50 30 180 170 80 40 30 180 260 
L a  24.2 50.2 40.6 23.3 - 32.4 10.3 40.3 - 55.3 45.1 
Ce 53 22 70 - 92 79 10 
Nd 34 11 25 - 39 31 '? 
Sm 7.44 2.35 7.60 - 8.60 7.35 
ELI 2.47 0.80 0.66 - 0.59 0.65 
Tb 0.7 - 1.0 - 1.2 1.2 
Yb 1.44 1.05 0.39 - 3.25 3.59 
LU 0.29 0.15 0.06 - 0.52 0.57 
CS 1.8 6.8 - 14.6 6.4 
Pb 2 2 64 - 12 14 
Th 0.4 1.5 18 - 16 13 
U 5.0 3.8 - 0.4 4.8 - 3.0 3.0 
Ni 44 140 27 - 61 37 
Cr 77 380 55 - 190 110 
SC 4.0 3.5 - 19 34 2.9 - 23 11 
V 150 300 4 130 58 
Zn 140 150 28 - 180 73 
Estimated ties for the major elements are generally < 2%; uncertainties are worse for those making up less than 1 weight 
percent. Estimated uncerta.inties for the trace elements are generally < lo%, but up to 15% for the REE. 
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granitoids. For example, Figure A1.3 shows the wide range in Ba and Sr. On the other 
hand, all of the granitoids have Rb in the relatively restricted range of 1 10-200 ppm. The 
four granites for which Cr and Ni were measured all show high concentrations for these 
two elements, while all but one (SF-4) have high Pb concentrations. The levels of these 
three elements are similar to those for Australian "S-type" granites (Chappell 1984). As 
expected, the transition metals are generally quite higher, and incompatible elements such 
as Th and U quite lower, in the mafic samples than in the granitoids. The unusually high 
Sr concentrations in mafic samples NE-13 and NE-16 partly reflect high plagioclase 
contents, but must also point to high Sr concentrations in their parent magmas. Similar 
high Sr contents have been reported from Cretaceous mafic rocks in Fiordland (McCulloch 
et al. 1987). 
The REE patterns for five granites, two metasediments and two mafic intrusives 
are shown in Figure A1.4. The two metasediments have very similar patterns, which are 
also similar to Nathan's ( 1976) Greenland Group average with the exception of their large 
Eu anomalies. Sample NE- 13 has rather high REE concentrations for a m&c rock, with 
a suggestion of middle REE enrichment related to its high hornblende content. WL-2 has 
low REE concentrations consistent with its basaltic character, and a LREE enrichment 
typical of arc basaltic magmas (Taylor 1977). The granites all have enriched, and roughly 
similar, LREE patterns, with concentrations lower than the metasediments. Three have 
strong Eu anomalies, one (32-RO) has a weaker Eu anomaly, and one (NE-4) has a positive 
Eu anomaly and significantly lower LREE. Feldspar accumulation could account for the 
features of the latter two granites, consistent with their high Ba and Sr concentrations (see 
Figure A1.3). The five granites show variable amounts of HREE depletion, with (Ce/Yb)n 
varying from 3.9 to 45. (Since the granites have roughly parallel LREE patterns, the 
(Ce/Yb)N ratio is taken here as an indicator of HREE depletion rather than LREE 
enrichment. ) 
A 1.5. Discussion 
a. Isotopic data 
The 1 4 3 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  ratios of the granitoids have implications for the crustal history of 
their source regions. The TCHUR model ages (Table A1.3) for the Mesozoic rocks range up 
to 930 m.y., with the Paleozoic rocks up to 1450 m.y. The TDM model ages are probably 
a better indicator of crustal residence times (DePaolo 198 la), and range up to 1500 m.y. 
for Mesozoic and 1830 m.y. for Paleozoic granitoids. Even considering the uncertainties 
implicit in the model age calculation, it is clear that the Nd in most of these igneous rocks 
is dominated by Proterozoic continental crustal Nd. This is evidence for large amounts of 
crustal recycling having taken place during batholith construction in New Zealand, as has 
been found elsewhere (e.g. DePaolo 1981b; Allegre and Ben Othman 1980). This 
observation is supported by the widespread evidence in New Zealand granitoids for 
inheritance of 1000-1500 m.y.-old zircons (U-Pb data of D. Kimbrough, pers. cornmun.). 
The covariation of initial Nd and Sr isotopic ratios (Figure A1.2), particularly in the 
Mesozoic rocks, is suggestive of generation of the rocks by mixing between two 
components. Figure A1.2b shows a curve generated by a simple mixture between a 
postulated magma derived from a depleted mantle (Sr = 450 ppm, 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  = 0.7028, Nd 
= 14 ppm, EN, = 8.2) and a Greenland Group sedimentary rock (Sr = 6 1 ppm, 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  = 
0.7425, Nd = 37 ppm, E, = - 10.6). Concentrations in the mantle component are typical 
for island arc volcanic rocks (Basaltic Volcanism Project 198 1 ; Von Drach et al. 1986) and 
are similar to values in McCulloch and Chappell's (1982) model for southeast Australian 
granites. Mantle isotopic ratios are calculated from DePaolo's (1981a) depleted mantle 
evolution model. The crustal end-member Sr and Nd concentrations are represented by 
average values for Greenland Group rocks (Nathan 1976) and are similar to sample 33-RO; 
E~~ and EN, used for this component are those measured on 33-RO. Clearly, the Mesozoic 
intrusives fall near this calculated curve, and their Nd and Sr isotopic ratios are thus 
Fimre A1.3. Ba and Sr concentrations of the rocks, with curves showing partial melting 
and assimilation-fractional crystallization (AFC) paths. Symbols are as in Figure A 1.2,with 
the closed square representing the average Greenland Group (Nathan 1976). The open 
square is 33-RO. The thick solid, dashed, and dotted lines show concentrations in 5 to 
30 percent equilibrium partial melts ("EPM") of the average Greenland Group rock 
according to models 1,2, and 3, respectively (Table A1.5). The curves labeled "mix" bound 
a region of mixtures between the metasediments or their partial melts and the DM magma; 
only a few intrusives lie in or near this region. The other curves show melt evolution paths 
resulting from AFC processes of varying parameters (DePaolo 1981c), as follows. a: r = 
r = 0.85, Dsr = 0.5, D,, = 0.25; e: r = 0.85, Ds, = D, = 0.1. Anexample of the effect of 
invoking higher assimilation/crystallization ratios (r) is seen by comparing curves c and 
e. 
Fig. A1.3 
Figure Al .4 .  Chondrite-normalized rare-earth element concentrations of selected granitic, 
mafic intrusive, and metasedimentary rocks. 
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consistent with simple mixing. The range in Nd model ages would then reflect this mixing, 
rather than real source ages. It seems unlikely that the variation in Mesozoic initial 
isotopic ratios reflects separate sources for each pluton, distinguished by varying crustal 
residence times. It would be fortuitous to produce a Nd-Sr mixing-type array from this 
process, as we would expect much scatter in the %, values due to the potentially high 
variability of Rb/Sr ratios in crustal sources. Only one of the granitoids, the 357 m.y.-old 
Mt. McLean granite (a- 17), indicates that it might be a pure melt product of old crustal 
sedimentary rocks, due to its markedly high E,, and low E,. 
However, simple mixing is inconsistent with other compositional parameters. 
There is no simple correlation between E,, and Nd concentration, for example, nor E,, with 
Sr (Figure A1.5). Since the two model end-members have quite distinct SiO, contents, one 
would expect a correlation between isotopic parameters and SiO, content. This is not 
observed. Trace element concentrations also do not show linear covariation, nor are 
granite REE patterns intermediate between the model end-members (see Figure A1.6b). 
There must be other variable processes at work. Constraints may be placed on granitoid 
evolutionary pathways by applying petrogenetic modeling to the intrusive rocks, with 
particular emphasis on the Mesozoic suite. 
b. Modeling 
A model of mixing between materials of mantle and crustal parentages to explain 
granitoid Sr isotopic ratios was proposed by Hurley et al. (1965). With the recognition of 
a depleted mantle source and the study of Nd isotopic systematics in igneous rocks, 
mixing models involving Nd and Sr were given by DePaolo and Wasserburg 4 1976, 1979). 
In these and many later isotopic approaches, bulk mixing of end members was proposed, 
but no consideration was given to the involvement in these mixing processes of partial 
melting with concomitant element fractionation. The simplest variation on a mixing model 
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would then be to involve only a partial melt of the crustal end-member as the component 
to be mixed with the mantle-derived magma. The most appropriate choice in New Zealand 
for the continental participant is the thick assemblage of early Paleozoic continental 
margin sedimentary rocks. The Greenland Group is the most widespread and the largest 
unit, consisting of a Lower Paleozoic turbiditic assemblage of graywacke and subordinate 
argillite. The average chemical composition of Greenland Group rocks as reported by 
Nathan (1976) was used in calculations. Two extreme scenarios for the behavior of the 
trace elements will be considered: (1) the partial melt is in complete chemical and isotopic 
equilibrium with the residual phases until it is removed for mixing with the mafic magma; 
and (2) the partial melt is separated from the residue on formation, and isotopic 
equilibrium between the melt and residue is not attained. Third, we will consider models 
combining bulk assimilation of a crustal melt with simultaneous fractional crystallization 
of the invading mafic magma. 
Equilibrium partial melting - To construct reasonable mineral assemblages for the 
starting sedimentary composition for possible melting conditions, we applied the AFM 
diagram as utilized by Reinhardt ( 1968) for high grade pelitic rocks. The minerals involved 
are quartz, alkali feldspar, plagioclase, and oxides (always present), plus sillimanite, 
cordierite, biotite, garnet, and hypersthene (Table A 1 5). Metamorphic reactions mainly 
result in diminution of the biotite field at higher grades. Thus, a range of relative 
abundances of the minerals can be ascertained, with biotite less important, and 
hypersthene more important, in "dryer," higher grade conditions. Furthermore, garnet will 
be favored over cordierite at higher pressures. Plagioclase would generally be subordinate 
to alkali feldspar because of the Greenland Group's relatively high &O and low N+O and 
CaO contents. Following Winkler (1979), the partial melt is produced essentially from the 
breakdown of roughly equivalent portions of quartz, alkali feldspar, and plagioclase. 
Biotite, if present, does not contribute to the melt until late in the melting sequence (i.e., 
Figure A1.5. E,, vs. Sr plot of Cretaceous intrusives, showing mixing and AFC curves 
resulting from interaction between DM and average Greenland Group graywacke (Nathan 
1976). Symbols are as in Figure A1.3. The range in possible Sr concentrations of 
graywacke equilibrium partial melts (Table A1.5) is shown extending from the average 
graywacke data point ("EPM"), and it can be seen that mixing curves to all possible melts 
will lie quite near the simple mixing curve shorn. Intrusive rock data points do not lie in 
this region. Also shown are mixing curves to nonequilibrium partial melts (NPM) for 
assemblages # 1 and #3. All mixing curves have tick marks at 70% sediment. Parameters 
of the four AFC curves are as follows. a: r = 0.85, D,, = 2; b: r = 1.5, Ds, = 0.1; c: r = 
0.85, D,, = 0.25; d: r = 0.85, D,, = 0.01. 
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after 30% melting). This melting model is similar to that of Clemens and Wall (198 1) for 
so-called "S-type" granites, except that they propose a possible biotite breakdown early in 
the melting sequence. Mineral-melt partition coefficients were chosen from a variety of 
sources (Arth 1976, Condie 1978, Hanson 1978, Irving and Frey 1978, Reid 1983, Giraud 
et al. 19861, and are assumed to be constant. Partition coefficients for sillimanite were 
assumed to be zero. Melting equations are from Shaw (1970) for equilibrium nonmodal 
melting. For this model, Es, and EN, in the melts are taken as equal to those in the 
starting material. These have been calculated at 1 15 m.y. ago (Table A1.3). 
Melting models were done for Rb, Sr, and Ba, as  their distribution is dominantly 
dependent on major phases. Table A1.6 shows the calculated concentrations in partial 
melts in equilibrium with three different mineral assemblages. The importance of biotite 
to the Rb concentration in the melts is clearly shown, with the model involving 23% biotite 
being the only one giving melt Rb concentrations similar to the starting concentration. 
Therefore, mixtures between a low Rb mafic magma and partial melts from a biotite-free 
residue would tend toward significantly higher Rb concentrations than would those 
involving partial melts with biotite in the residue (or, for that matter, bulk melts). Sr and 
Ba partial melt concentrations are not dramatically different from the starting material, 
particularly within the context of their ranges in the measured samples. Figures A1.3 and 
A1.5 show the ranges of Ba and Sr partial melt concentrations and arrays of mixtures 
between these equilibrium partial melts (labeled EPM) and the model m&c magma (DM). 
Models involving mixing between these components would constrain the Ba and Sr 
contents and E ~ ,  of the resultant rocks to rather limited ranges. 
The same melting models were also applied to the REE, but this is highly 
dependent on the behavior of accessory minerals. Despite recent zidvances in the 
understanding of solubility and diffusion characteristics of some accessories (Watson and 
Harrison 1984), it is still diEcult to predict how much of these phases were present and 
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whether or not they will behave as residual in a partial melt system. For each model 
residual assemblage, REE patterns were calculated with apatite and zircon as accessory 
residual phases (0.4 and 0.04%, respectively), with or without monazite as an additional 
phase (0.02%). Monazite, like allanite, partitions the LREE very strongly (Mittlefehldt and 
Miller 1983) and may be a common refractory phase in metasedimentary source rocks 
(Sawka et al. 1986). As seen in the calculated partial melt REE patterns of Figure A1.6, 
the presence and amount of monazite will affect whether there is a LREE enrichment or 
depletion on partial melting. The major minerals have a limited effect on the LREE melt 
pattern; i.e., all three model assemblages give similar results. 
The HREE patterns are more informative concerning source characteristics, since 
their distribution in melting systems is much less dependent on accessory phases (Figure 
A1.6a). The models involving garnet (assemblage #2, Figure A1.6b) show marked Yb 
depletions, virtually independent of the degree of melting, while the garnet-free assemblage 
(Figure A 1.6a) leaves the HREE relatively unaffected. Figure A 1.6b shows Taylor's ( 1977) 
REE pattern for an average island arc magma, which is here used for the REE pattern of 
the mantle mafic magma. The range of expected REE contents for mixtures between this 
model magma and a partial melt is highly dependent on the presence of monazite and 
garnet. Given the uncertainty in monazite (or allanite) behavior, we can only constrain the 
LREE values, for all three model residual assemblages, to between the island arc pattern 
and the stippled area on Figure A1.6b. For the HREE, the range in Yb is quite limited for 
garnet-free systems (between 10 and 25 times chondritic), but extends to markedly lower 
values (2 times chondritic) with garnet present. In sum, while LREE concentration 
patterns cannot be well-constrained by these models, the ElREE would be useful in 
illustrating a mixing origin for the granitoids if garnet were present as a residual phase 
during partial melting of the model sedimentary end-member. Granitoid HREE contents 
would then be limited to between the "island arc" pattern and the HREE depleted pattern 
Table A1.5 - Mineral assemblages (%) of three models of partial melting of graywacke 
Qz = quartz, Kf = alkali feldspar, P1 = plagioclase, Bt = biotite, Cd = cordierite, S1 = 
sillirnanite, Gt = garnet, Hy = hypersthene, Ap = apatite, Zr = zircon. 
Table A1.6 - Equilibrium partial melting calculations 
Starting concentration 159 6 1 5 10 
#1: B t + S l + C d  5% 185 50 244 
30% 151 108 28 1 
#2: C d + G t + B t  5% 551 36 303 
30% 331 58 363 
#3: Gt + Cd + Hy 5% 728 37 3 18 
30% 387 6 1 385 
Melt trace element concentrations (ppm) for three models of 5% and 30% partial melting 
of the average Greenland Group sediment (Nathan 1976). 
Table A1.7 - Nonequilibrium partial melting calculations 
Rb (ppm) Sr (ppm) 87Sr186Sr (1 15 Ma) 
Model 1 
Plagioclase 7.8 319 0.72 17 
Alkali feldspar 128 176 0.7310 
Melt 45 165 0.7250 
Model 3 
Plagioclase 35 240 0.7233 
Alkali feldspar 583 133 0.7797 
Melt 206 124 0.7434 
Figure A1.6a. REE pattern of the average Greenland Group rock (Nathan 1976) and 
calculated values for a 30% partial melt of this average in equilibrium with a garnet-absent 
residual assemblage (Table A1 5). LREE values for the melt are highly dependent on the 
presence or absence of monazite (or allanite). 
6b. REE diagram showing relationships between a calculated garnet-present 30% 
-
partial melt of the average Greenland Group rock (Table A1.5), a d e l  mantle-derived 
island arc magma (Taylor 1977) and the range of values reported here for granites 
(excluding NE-4). Note the similarity in HREE contents between the partial melt and the 
low end of the granite range. It appears possible to produce most of the granite range from 
mixing between the partial melt and the island arc magma. 
200 
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in Figure A1.6b. Without the influence of garnet, the partial melts would have HREE 
contents similar to the "island arc" magma. 
Nonequilibriurn partial melting - In the preceding discussion, it was assumed that 
crystal-melt equilibrium was fully maintained, and that this resulted in isotopic 
equilibrium. We now consider a scenario in which equilibrium is not attained. The 
extreme end-member model would assume that the trace elements in a partial melt come 
only from those materials that are melted, i.e., from plagmclase and alkali feldspar (the 
trace element contents of quartz are taken as negligible). Thus, for the case of Sr, the Sr 
concentration and s 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratio of a partial melt (up to 30%, after which other minerals 
become involved in melting) result only from a combination of these parameters in the two 
feldspars. It is necessary, then, to derive reasonable values for Rb and Sr concentrations 
in these two minerals for the model metagraywacke. Since such values can be quite 
variable, it is necessary to calculate the distribution of these two elements as reflecting 
equilibrium at the time of formation of the two feldspars. Thus, mineral Rb and Sr 
concentrations were calculated for Models 1 and 3 with the same distribution coefficients 
used above for equilibrium melting, given the same starting whole-rock concentrations. 
The resulting concentrations for the feldspars are shown in Table A1.7. These values 
compare favorably with literature values (e.g. Aronson 1968). The lower Rb contents in 
Model 1 reflect the presence in that assemblage (Table A1.5) of biotite, which strongly 
concentrates Rb. The lower Sr in Model 3 reflects the abundance of feldspars in that 
assemblage (Table A1.5), diluting the feldspar Sr concentrations. 
If the two feldspars existed in the model source rock for a long time without 
isotopic equilibration, they would have quite different 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  values. The oldest possible 
metamorphic event in Westland and West Nelson which could have formed the two 
minerals in metamorphosed Greenland Group graywackes and initiated their disparate Sr 
evolution paths was at 438 m.y. ago (Adams et al. 1975). 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  in our graywacke 
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(33-RO) at that date is calculated as 0.72 13. Calculated values for 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  for the 
feldspars and resulting melts are shown in Table A1.7 and Figure A1.5 (NPM). Model 1, 
the "wetter," biotite-rich assemblage, gives a lower melt 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratio because of the lower 
Rb/Sr of the feldspars. The "dryer," more alkali feldspar-rich Model 3 gives a higher 
87 
~ r / " ~ r  (similar to the equilibrium case) because of the absence of a Rb-enriched phase 
like biotite and the resulting high Rb/Sr in the feldspars. Both models give Sr 
concentrations higher, and Rb concentrations lower, than equilibrium partial melts. 
Shown in Figure A1.5 are calculated mixing curves between these two partial melts 
and the DM magma. These are similar to the mixing curve to the equilibrium partial melt, 
but are shifted to higher Sr concentrations. Indicated on the curves for comparison are 
Sr and E ~ ,  values for mixtures containing 70% of the sedimentary partial melt 
end-member. These show that, for a given amount of mixing between the two 
end-members, the nonequilibrium models give E, values similar to, or higher than, 
mixtures in the equilibrium case (despite the much lower E, of the Model 1 
nonequilibrium end-member melt). 
Analogous calculations were performed for the REE, and no significant differences 
between the three model assemblages were found. As would be expected due to the 
relatively low affinity of the REE for the feldspars, with the exception of Eu (Arth 1976), the 
partial melts arising from the feldspars and quartz would be low in most REE (e.g., less 
than 8 ppm in Nd), but would have marked positive Eu anomalies. In addition, there 
would be no significant change in slope in the HREE pattern as a result of melting. Any 
mixture between these postulated melts and the DM magma should reflect these REE 
characteristics. The E,, (1 15 m.y.) values of the calculated melt 3 range between -10.4 
and - 13.4, in comparison to the whole-rock value of - 10.6 of our Greenland Group sample 
(Table A1.3). 
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Assimilation-fractional crystallization - As  Taylor (1980) and DePaolo ( 198 1c) have 
pointed out, the model of a simple mixture between a m&c magma and a crustal melt is 
merely an end-member case for the more realistic and general process of combined 
assimilation-fractional crystallization (AFC). Figures A1.3 and A1.5 show curves for the 
results of AFC involving the DM magma and the average Greenland Group sediment, 
representing widely varying conditions and partitioning of Ba and Sr, using the equations 
of DePaolo (1981~). For the Sr-E,, diagram, involvement of a partial, rather than total, 
melt of the sedimentary component will leave the curves only slightly changed, with a shift 
to lower E, if the fractional melting model is employed; on the Ba-Sr plot, all the curves 
will be rotated counterclockwise, toward the partial melt compositions. This will not affect 
the general conclusions. 
It is apparent that any number of pathways on these diagrams may be obtained 
by choice of appropriate values for r (the rate of assimilation divided by the rate of 
crystallization) and D (bulk partition coefficient for the element on crystallization); however, 
there are factors at work which place constraints on these variables. For example, lower 
in the crust where the contaminant sedimentary rock may be at high temperatures 
previous to assimilation, r is likely to be around 1 and D, will be low (DePaolo 1981~1, 
resulting in pathways, such as curves "c" and "d" in Figure A1.5, leading to increased Sr 
concentration over the starting mafic magma. To get decreasing Sr on assimilation, it is 
necessary to have either high r - low D,, or low r - high D,, (curves "a" and "b" in both 
Figures A1.3 and A1.5). Further, to maintain a mixing-type path on an E,~-E,, plot (Figure 
A1.2b) requires either that D,, and D,, be of similar magnitude or that r be high (DePaolo 
198 lc). A high DNd is not likely unless hornblende or LREE-enriched accessories such as 
monazite are fractionally crystallizing from the magma. Higher in the crust, where more 
heat is necessary to melt the metasediments and plagioclase fractionation is more likely 
to be important, low r and high D,, may result. For Rb, AFC calculations with r < 1 will 
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always give large Rb enrichments, since D, will likely remain relatively small throughout 
most of the assimilation process. 
c. Comparison with data 
Equilibrium partial melting - It is clear from Figures A1.3 and A1.5 that Ba and Sr 
concentrations and Sr isotopic ratios do not follow any mixing curves, and the addition of 
the partial melt consideration (rather than bulk melting) does not help the mixing 
hypothesis to explain the data. The array of mixing curves to partial melts is still too 
narrow. This does not imply that partial melting was never at work in the genesis of these 
rocks. In fact, the location of the Mt. McLean granite (WL- 17) in Figure A1.3 is consistent 
with its having been produced by about 30% partial melting of a metasedimentary 
assemblage intermediate between models 1 and 2. This is consistent with its very high 
87 S r / " ~ r  (Figure A1.2a). The Rb content of WL- 17 (196 ppm) is most consistent with the 
model involving 23% biotite in the residue (# 1). The other models, with 3 and 0% biotite, 
respectively, gave Rb values in the melt that were much higher (see Table A1.6). Since it 
is apparent that WL-17 is the granite with the most "sedimentary" character, and since 
almost all granites have Rb contents restricted to below 200 ppm, it seems likely that, in 
general, any partial melting involved 10-20% biotite as a residual phase. This is because 
biotite is the only likely phase that will concentrate Rb relative to a melt, and keep the melt 
Rb concentration down to the levels observed. 
The range of granite LREE data (Figure A1.6b) is ambiguous. As  the granites 
generally have Ce, Nd, and Sm lower than the Greenland Group average, this is suggestive 
that monazite or allanite may be present and residual during partial melting of the model 
metasedimentary end-member. However, L a  and Ce depletion would be expected to exceed 
Nd depletion, since distribution coefficients for these phases increase dramatically toward 
La. Since this is not observed in the granites, it is more likely that LREE-enriched 
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accessory phases, if present, have not been significantly separated from the partial melt, 
resulting in largely unaffected LREE patterns. None of the melting models explain the 
marked Eu anomaIies observed in the granites compared with the average sediment, 
suggesting either that the average Greenland Group composition may be too deficient in 
feldspar components to serve as the sedimentary end-member source rock, or that the 
granites have experienced later feldspar fractionation. 
The granites show a large range in HREE patterns, with some showing the low Yb 
characteristic of the garnet-present partial melt models. The Mt. McLean granite (WL- 17) 
has a Yb depletion identical to the melt in equilibrium with 12% garnet, which further 
supports the idea that it is entirely a partial melt of sedimentary rocks. The marked 
depletion of Yb relative to Tb argues against hornblende as a major residual or fractionated 
phase. Most of the granites have HREE patterns between Taylor's (1977) island arc values 
(representing magmas rising from the mantle and interacting with the crust) and the 
garnet-partial melt values (Figure A1.6b), supportive of the partial melt-mixing hypothesis. 
This is illustrated further in Figure A1.7, where the Ce/Yb ratio is used as an indication 
of the involvement of garnet, and thus of the contribution of the sediment- partial melt. 
Sample WL- 17 is used as the partial melt end-member in Figure A1.7, which shows a 
general decrease in sNd with increased Ce/Yb in the granites, along a calculated mixing 
curve. (Although WL- 17 is Paleozoic, its E,, of - 1 1 is appropriate as a model of a 
sedimentary melt in the Cretaceous.) The Auckland Islands sample (82242) is an 
exception. It is notable that all these granites have similar SiO, contents. Thus, if the 
mixing hypothesis is correct, later evolution of these mixtures to granite compositions has 
not significantly affected Ce/Yb ratios. Similar Eu- and HREE-depleted patterns have 
been obtained on undated granitoids from Westland (Mason and Taylor 1987), including 
rocks from the complex Fraser Formation, as well as from west of the Fraser Fault. 
Overall, the REE patterns of the granites are consistent with their having been 
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produced from mixtures between an island arc-type magma and a partial melt of 
Greenland Group-type sedimentary rocks with at least 12% residual garnet, indicative of 
moderate to high pressures. The LREE abundances suggest either only &or amounts 
of LREE-enriched accessory phases in the residue (but sufficient to prevent LREE 
enrichment in the melt relative to the original sedimentary rock) or retention of these 
phases in the separated melt. The restriction of Rb to less than 200 ppm in the intrusive 
rocks requires the presence in such a model system of about 10-20% biotite as a residual 
phase. Patterns of Ba and Sr concentrations and Sr isotopic ratios in the intrusive rocks 
are not, in general, satisfied by this partial melt-mix model. 
Nonequilibrium partial melting - The ST-&,, mixing arrays produced by this model 
(Figure A 1.5), like that for the equilibrium case, do not fit the data any better than the 
simple mixing case, particularly considering the high Sr concentrations of the calculated 
melts. This is true despite the wide range in possible E,, values for the partial melt 
end-member. For the REE, there is no indication of the involvement of low-REE, high-Eu, 
flat-HREE melts as calculated. In fact, the granitoids show LREE concentrations similar 
to the sediments, generally have negative Eu anomalies, and display some HREE depletion 
(Figure A 1.6). 
Assimilation-fractional crystallization - It is not surprising that the intrusive rocks 
(Figures A1.3 and A1.5) do not follow any particular AFC pathway, but constraints may 
be placed on the involvement of this process in petrogenesis. Only one granitoid and the 
three mafic samples have higher Sr contents than the model mafic end-member, showing 
AFC conditions probable deep in the crust (curves "c" and "d" in Figure A1.5). The granite, 
the Buckland Granite (NE-4), along with the Rotomanu granite (32-RO) may have had their 
trace element characteristics affected by feldspar accumulation, as discussed above. The 
other five granites in Figure A1.3 lie in the vicinity of simple mixtures and high r trends 
(curve "b"). Alternatively, they could reflect lower r, higher D,, conditions (curve "a"). 
Figure A1.7. E, vs. chondrite-normalized Ce/Yb ratio for four Cretaceous granites and 
the Early Carbonjferous Mt. McLean granite (m-17), showing partial melt-mixing 
pathways. Partial melting of the average graywacke (closed square) results in a large 
increase in Ce/Yb in the melt at constant E, due to Yb depletion resulting from 
separation of refractory garnet. Despite its age, the Mt. McLean granite (closed circle) is 
taken to represent the resulting partial melt because of its appropriate isotopic and REE 
characteristics (see text). Shown is the curve followed by mixtures between such a melt 
and the model mantle melt (DM). 
Fig. A1.7 
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The four granites in Figure A1.5, excluding NE-4 and 32-RO, show no pattern at 
all, except that they all lie to lower Sr concentrations and higher E, than the model mantle 
magma. The granites with the lowest Sr concentrations are suggestive of low r (< 0.85), 
but high Ds, (-2), reasonable values for higher level crustal interaction (DePaolo 1981~). 
However, the simple mixture-type array on the E ~ ~ - E , ,  plot (Figure A1.2b) does not allow 
such a high Ds, unless DNd is also very high (-2). This is unreasonable, particularly since 
the granite REE patterns show no evidence of major hornblende fractionation, and do not 
show the LREE depletion that would result from, say, monazite fractionation. Thus, the 
ENd-ESr array seems to require high assimilation rates (i.e., high values for r), which result 
in magmas approaching the chemical and isotopic characteristics of simple mixtures. 
Also, the high Rb contents that would result from low-r AFC are not observed, further 
supporting the call for high assimilationlcrystallization ratios. This would be likely for the 
situation of an already rather warm middle to lower crust further heated by injection of 
basaltic magmas. The inconsistency of the Sr concentrations with this model (Figure Al.5) 
could be due to wide variations in the Sr contents of the mantle magmas, or to alteration 
of Sr contents by post-mixing fractionation. 
The three mafic rocks (WL-2, NE-13, NE-16) show evidence for AFC at lower 
assimilation rates (r < 0.85) with low D,, (< 0. I), but the possibility of a cumulate origin 
for NE-13 and NE-16 limits interpretation. Although NE-13 does lie on the E ~ ~ - E ~ ,  
apparent simple mixing curve (Figure A1.2b), its high Nd concentration also indicates 
possible AFC activity. The Thirsty Creek metanorite (WL-2) is more puzzling in that Figure 
A1.5 supports an AFC origin, but its low Nd concentration is not consistent with its quite 
low ENd value of -5.9. Also, this rock must have received significant amounts of crustal Sr 
and Nd without significantly altering its whole-rock chemistry. Perhaps it began with 
extremely low REE contents, underwent AFC with a high Nd crustal melt, and had its 
1 4 3 ~ d /  1 4 4 ~ d  ratio easily pulled down. Contamination of this basaltic magma is supported 
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by the presence of xenoliths of mylonitized grandiorite (Tulloch and Brathwaite 1986). 
d. Petrogenesis 
It can be seen that the chemical and isotopic characteristics of the Cretaceous 
intrusive rocks may be explained by AFC processes, of varying parameters but probably 
having high assimilation rates, acting on island arc-type mafic magmas ascending into the 
middle or lower crust and interacting with partial melts of the thick, lower Paleozoic 
sedimentary assemblages. It is difficult to infer a more detailed petrogenesis consistent 
with all the isotopic and trace-element data. Although trace element contents may have 
been altered by later fractional crystallization, it is clear that simple mixing alone fails to 
explain the data; both major and trace element features of the intrusives (e.g., Sr in Figure 
A1.5) are too removed from simple mixing trajectories to have resulted solely from 
post-mixing fractionation. The Rb and HREE concentrations of the intrusive rocks, 
however, do suggest the presence of biotite and garnet in the partial melt source. 
Although not discussed in detail, the few Paleozoic intrusives studied are also 
consistent with such a partial melting-mixing scenario (with the Mt. McLean granite, in 
fact, appearing to be formed solely from a partial melt), but may require more variation in 
the crustal end-member isotopic ratios (Figure A1.2a). This leads to an interesting 
question regarding the Cretaceous rocks. In his Rb-Sr study of the Greenland Group, 
Adams (1975) reports wide variation in the Rb/Sr and 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios of the sediments. 
If his 87Sr/86~r ratios are calculated back to 1 15 m.y. ago, there is a large range in values, 
mostly from 0.73 1 to 0.840, with an average of 0.785 (E,, = 1150). It is not clear whether 
Adams' samples are representative of the unit, or if samples were chosen for a large range 
of Rb/Sr ratios. Thus, the significance of this average is unclear; it may be too high. A 
mixing curve in ENd-ES, space from this average does not lie near the intrusive rock values. 
It would seem that, had sediments of such a large range of 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios been involved 
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in the mixing giving way to the Cretaceous intrusives, these intrusives would show much 
more dispersion from the simple mixing line of Figure A1.2b. It appears that the crustal 
end-member had Sr isotopic ratios more uniform than, and in the lower range of, the 
Greenland Group sediments. It is possible that metasediments in the mix regions had 
undergone some sort of Sr isotopic homogenization prior to or during the melting episode, 
possibly involving large amounts of fluid transport of Sr. 
It is possible that the continental component involved in granite genesis actually 
consists of ancient crystalline rocks, rather than just sediments derived from such crust. 
However, the sedimentary involvement is suggested by the generally low CaO and high Cr 
and Ni of the granites (Chappell 1984), and the presence of garnet in the source. A few of 
the granites do lend themselves to Chappell and White's (1974) division of I- and S-types 
(e.g. 32-RO and WL- 17 would clearly be termed S-types), but the classification does not 
generally appear to apply. Rather, the observed isotopic variation is here proposed to 
represent a continuum resulting from mixing-type processes. The data do not suggest a 
clear-cut "I" versus "S" distinction. 
The existence in New Zealand of sediments derived from Precambrian sources is 
evident, but the question of the involvement of ancient crystalline rocks beneath the South 
Island cannot be completely addressed. If there are no primary Proterozoic crystalline 
rocks in New Zealand, then the Antarctic and Australian cratons, which were adjacent, 
would provide appropriate sources for the Proterozoic source material evident in New 
Zealand sediments and in the later derived igneous rocks. 
The superimposition of the Cretaceous batholith over the older Paleozoic belt raises 
the question of the involvement of remobilized Paleozoic intrusives in Cretaceous 
plutonism. The few Paleozoic samples studied here have a wide range in initial EM and 
E ~ ~ ,  and these would be even more dispersed in Cretaceous time. The regular covariation 
of the Cretaceous Nd and Sr isotopes reported here argue against major contributions by 
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individual Paleozoic intrusives, which would have resulted in a larger scatter of the 
Cretaceous data. Perhaps the Paleozoic magmas had so completely migrated upward out 
of what would become the middle to lower crust zones in the Cretaceous that they would 
have left little or no imprint on the later plutonism, either as sources or contaminants. 
In addition, it is unlikely that the Cretaceous granitoids could have been derived from 
further melting of the residues of the Paleozoic source rocks. These depleted residues 
would still have E,, values much higher than the Cretaceous granitoids. 
A n  extensive Early Cretaceous calc-alkaline orthogneiss terrane (the Wester 
Fiordland Orthogneiss-WFO) is exposed on the South Island in Fiordland, and may 
represent a deeper level of exposure than the sample localities of the present work 
(Mattinson et al. 1986). McCulloch et al. (1987) report E,, and E, on six 120 m.y.-old 
(magmatic age) dioritic orthogneisses from the WFO, as we11 as on two gabbronorites from 
the Early Cretaceous Darran Complex to the northeast. These are shown with the results 
from this study in Figure A1.8. McCulloch et al. (1987) explain the Sr isotopic 
homogeneity and Nd isotopic heterogeneity as resulting from the extraction of the WFO 
magmas frorn low Rb/Sr, mafic sources with crustal residence times ranging from 100 to 
300 m.y. before formation of the WFO magmas. It is notable, however, that their array lies 
across the mixing curve invoked in the present work. To place the WFO magmas with the 
model framework of this work implies that the vertical Nd-Sr array is a fortuitous result 
of data scatter due to variations in mixing end-members. Resolution of these differences 
awaits further study. The similarities in isotopic ratios and Sr and REE concentrations 
between our diorite sample from the Pearse Granodiorite (NE- 13) and the WFO dioritic 
orthogneisses (Figure A1.8) may point to an affmity between the Separation Point batholith 
intrusives and the 7NFO magmas. On the other hand, the Pomona Granite (SF-4) from the 
Eastern Fiordland Belt shows little evidence for kinship with the Western Fiordland rocks. 
High pressure metamorphism in the WFO records a rapid post-magmatic (-120 
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m.y.1 crustal thickening event which may have contributed to production of crustal melts. 
These melts may then have mixed at structural levels above the Fiordland levels, resulting 
in granitoids of the type in the present study. The melting process is hinted at by the 
occurrence of migmatized metapelitic bodies in the WFO (Mattinson et al. 1986). 
Comparison of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic reveals that the older granites all have 
significantly higher E,, and extend to lower values of E, (Figure A1.2). This distinction 
is made all the more striking by the fact that the continental participants available in the 
Mesozoic had 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios ranging to much higher values than they had during the 
Paleozoic magmatism. Perhaps there was a fundamental difference in the overall 
mechanisms of granite generation between the two episodes. The Cretaceous episode may 
have involved a more significant input of mantle-derived mafic magmas which mixed with 
crustal melts, whereas the Devo-Carboniferous plutonisrn was dominated by crustal 
melting. This distinction may be analogous to that espoused by Chappell(1984) between 
Paleozoic southeastern Australian and Mesozoic Cordilleran plutonism. It must be 
mentioned, however, that McCulloch and Chappell (1982) obtained a nicely covariant, 
mixing-type Nd and Sr isotopic data set (typical of Mesozoic plutonism, e.g. New Zealand) 
for rocks from two Paleozoic Australian granite batholiths, suggesting that perhaps such 
a distinction need not be so sharp. In fact, their data appear to argue more against an "I" 
versus "S" dichotomy, and more for a mixing-dominated scenario (Gray 1984). 
e. Comparisons with Australia and Antarctica 
The New Zealand crustal block is generally believed to have been connected to 
Western Antarctica and Australia as part of the Gondwanaland supercontinent (Figure 
A1.9). The separation of New Zealand from the main Gondwana mass is estimated to have 
begun about 80 m.y. ago, according to studies of sea-floor magnetic anomaly patterns 
(Molnar et al. 1975). There are major episodes of granitic plutonism identified in Marie 
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Byrd Land and northern Victoria Land during the Devo-Carboniferous and the Cretaceous 
(Grindley and Davey 1982; Cooper et al. 1982), but published Nd and Sr isotopic data are 
sparse. For the Paleozoic rocks, Vetter et al. (1983) give ratios of 0.710 to 0.718 on 360 
m.y.-old granites in northern Victoria Land. Recently, Borg et al. (1987) have reported 
Nd-Sr isotopic data on northern Victoria Land granitoids; two of New Zealand Paleozoic 
granitoids lie within their reported isotopic ranges, suggestive of similar source 
characteristics. In particular, the northern Karamea granite (NE-3) shows more affinity 
with the Admiralty inh-usives, while the Waitaha River granite (AR-23G) resembles the 
older Granite Harbor intrusives. From Marie Byrd Land (Figure A1.9), Adams (1987) 
reports Sr initial ratios of 0.704-0.706 for 345-380 m.y.-old granitoids in the Ford Ranges. 
These ratios are distinctly lower than those in New Zealand and northern Victoria Land, 
suggesting different granitoid sources and/or petrogeneses in Paleozoic Marie Byrd Land. 
The New Zealand Paleozoic results also lie near the Nd-Sr isotopic pattern for the Paleozoic 
granites of the Lachlan Fold Belt, Australia (McCulloch and Chappell 1982). The Mt. 
McLean granite (WL-17) has quite higher E,, and lower E,,, but lies roughly on an 
extrapolation of the Australian pattern. These similarities support the proximity of New 
Zealand to Gondwanaland in Paleozoic times, as shown in reconstructions such as that 
of Kamp (1986) (Figure A1.9). Although the alignment of pre-rift tectonic belts between 
New Zealand, S.E. Australia, and northern Victoria Land is problematic due to the 
outboard position of New Zealand, there are strong similarities in pre-intrusive histories 
(Grindley and Davey 1982; Cooper et al. 1982), as well as in granitoid isotopic signatures. 
Cretaceous granitoids are not found in the adjacent sections of Australia and 
Victoria Land, but are common in Marie Byrd Land, West Antarctica (Cooper et al. 1982). 
Once again, the Antarctic isotopic data are sparse, with reported initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios 
ranging between 0.7054 and 0.7061 (Halpern 1968; Halpern and Wade 1979; Adams 
1987), easily within the range of New Zealand values. As suggested by Halpern (1968), 
Figure A 1.8. Comparison of E ~ ~ - E ~ ,  values for the New Zealand Cretaceous intrusives to 
the range of values for basaltic to rhyolitic Quaternary extrusives of the Taupo Volcanic 
Zone (TVZ) (McCulloch et al. 1986) and to Early Cretaceous intrusives of the Western 
Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO) and the Darran Complex (DC) (McCulloch et al. 1987). 
Symbols as in Figure A1.2b. The mixing curve is the same as that shown in Figure A 1.2b. 
Fig. A1.8 
Figure A1.9. Pre-drift reconstruction of New Zealand, Australia, and Antarctica of Kamp 
(1986), with known areas of granitoid occurrence shaded. The dotted line represents the 
Campbell Magnetic Anomaly System (Davey and Christoffel 1978), thought to represent 
a major tectonic boundary. LFB = Lachlan Fold Belt, A1 = Auckland Islands, BI = Bounty 
Islands. Other abbreviations as in Figure A l .  1. 
Fig. A1.9 
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it appears that New Zealand can be placed within the belt of Cretaceous "Andean" 
plutonism that sweeps through West Antarctica, up the Antarctic Peninsula, and into 
South America. 
The fact that the Auckland Islands and Bounty Islands granites have similar 
isotopic characteristics to the New Zealand granitoids suggests that they formed within the 
same type of crust and by similar processes, consistent with the extension of New Zealand 
crustal geologic characteristics to the broad surrounding submerged plateaus. An 
inconsistency arises with the position of the Bounty Islands granodiorite north of the 
Campbell Magnetic Anomaly System (Figure A1.9) which Davey and Christoffel (1978) 
equate with part of the tectonic boundary between the two major crustal provinces of New 
Zealand, the Foreland and Geosynclinal (Aronson 1965) or the Tasman and Wakatipu 
metamorphic belts (Landis and Coombs 1967), respectively. All the other New Zealand 
granitoids are intruded into the Foreland Province, the pre-intrusive sedimentary rocks of 
which generally appear to have lower Nd isotopic ratios, indicative of an older crustal 
history, compared to sediments from the "Geosynclinal" Province (McCulloch 1986). The 
position of the Bounty Islands granodiorite, with its low E, on the "geosynclinal" side of 
the anomaly system appears to be inconsistent with the model of Davey and Christoflel 
( 1978). 
f. Comparison with later felsic magmatism 
As all the New Zealand granitoid plutonism occurred prior to separation from 
Gondwanaland, it is of interest to compare the isotopic characteristics of the granitoids 
with those of post-separation felsic magmas. McCulloch et al. (1986) report Sr and Nd 
isotopic data on basaltic to rhyolitic Quaternary eruptives of the Taupo Volcanic Zone of 
the North Island (Figure A1 . la); these are compared with the Cretaceous intrusive data in 
Figure A1.8. These magmas are decidedly more "oceanic" in isotopic character as 
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compared to the pre-rift magmas of the South Island. This is possibly due to a difference 
in the isotopic character of the crustal end-member involved in petrogenesis, since two 
samples of Taupo country rock give E, of - 1 and + 1, while the granitoids of the South 
Island may have seen crust with much lower E,, values. But this increase in oceanic 
character from the Mesozoic to the Cenozoic may have broader implications for the 
evolution of the New Zealand crust. The thinning and foundering of the crust that have 
accompanied its rifting and isolation since the late Cretaceous may have resulted in 
increased infiltration into the lower crust of mafic magmas that lead to chemical insulation 
of, and thus to lessening interaction with, old continental crustal materials. This trend 
is analogous to one observed in andesites on the margin of the Japan Sea over the past 
30 m.y. (Nohda and Wasserburg 1986). The aforementioned contrast between the 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic granitoids, the former being more "continental" in character, may 
push the trend in a general way farther back in time. In addition to chemical insulation, 
another factor involved may be the progressive decrease in the amount of old material in 
the lower crust available to later magmatic episodes, as it is continually remobilized to 
higher crustal levels. Thus, the isotopic character of Phanerozoic felsic magmas in New 
Zealand may reflect a progressive transition in the overall chemical character and average 
"age" of the lower to middle crust, toward a younger and more mafic identity. 
A1.6. Conclusions 
( 1) The Nd and Sr isotopic ratios of New Zealand granitoids and sedimentary rocks 
reflect the presence and remobilization of large amounts of Proterozoic continental crustal 
material in the crust of the South Island and the Campbell Plateau during the 
Phanerozoic. 
(2) These granitoids resulted from mixtures of mantle-derived magmas and 
continental crustal materials. The Mesozoic data are generally consistent with 
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assimilation-fractional crystallization processes acting on island arc-type mafic magmas 
at high assimilation rates, involving mixing with partial melts of biotite- and garnet-bearing 
metasedimentary rocks, perhaps followed by fractional crystallization towards granite 
compositions. This later fractionation may have, in some cases, altered trace element 
patterns, obscuring evidence for the formational process. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
simple mixing fails to explain the data. Regional-scale isotopic variations in the crustal 
end-member must have been limited, as evidenced by the lack of wide dispersion from the 
e N d - E ~ ~  mixing trajectory of data from widely spaced sample locations. Crustal melting 
may have been facilitated by high thermal conditions promoted by crustal thickening, as 
well as by heat transfer via the mantle-derived magmas. The data do not rule out the 
possible involvement of primary crystalline Proterozoic crustal rocks. 
(3) Despite these generalized petrogenetic conclusions, the data clearly point to the 
difficulty of reconciling isotope and chemical data into a coherent, consistent model for 
granitoid genesis, particularly in terms of the large range of concentrations of some trace 
elements (e.g., Ba and Sr). This is a pervasive, fundamental problem in igneous petrology. 
(4) Models of Sr behavior during melting-mixing processes show that 
nonequilibrium partial melting can result in melts with 8 7 ~ r / s 6 ~ r  ratios significantly lower 
than the starting whole rock. These models do not, however, provide a better fit to the 
data. 
(5) New Zealand granitoids have source regions similar to those in southeastern 
Australia, and in northern Victoria Land and Marie Byrd Land in Antarctica, supportive 
of their pre-rift proximity on the margin of Gondwanaland. 
(6) Isotopic data suggest a general diminution of "continental" influence in felsic 
magmatism from the Paleozoic to the Mesozoic and, perhaps, to the Cenozoic, possibly 
reflecting the changing character of the New Zealand lower to middle crust. Continual 
mafic infiltration and underplating and remobilization of less refractory continental 
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materials to the upper crust may be responsible for this contrast. 
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I. Rb-Sr AND Sm-Nd CHEMISTRY 
Note: These procedures are modified after those described in DePaolo (1978) and Russ 
(1974). 
A. Spiking Samples 
(1) Make calculations of amounts of spikes needed for a reasonable weight of 
particular sample (usually less than 200 mg). First must estimate concentrations of Rb, 
Sr, and Nd in the sample based on previous runs, chemical analyses of other rocks in the 
same suite, or guesswork. If know concentrations of some REE (say, Ce and La), you can 
normalize these to chondritic values and assume straight REE slope from La to Nd. 
Calculate the normalized Nd concentration, then unnormalize in order to make a guess of 
ppm Nd in the sample. 
Try to choose a sample size such that you dissolve approximately 2000 ng of Nd 
(e.g., 200 mg of a sample with 10 ppm Nd; this is a comfortable maximum amount of 
sample to dissolve). With your estimates for concentrations of Rb, Sr, and Nd use the 
following equations to determine the amount (in nmol) of spike isotope desired. W = weight 
of sample in grams; C = estimated concentration of element. 
8 7 ~ b  = 18.41 x W (g) x C (pprn) [satisfies spiked (85/87), = 0.41 
8 4 ~ r  = 0.172 x W (g) x C (ppm) [satisfies spiked (88/84), = 401 
150 Nd = 0.39 x W (g) x C (ppm) [satisfies 150, = 150,l 
1 4 7 ~ m  = 2.99 x W (g) x C (ppm) [satisfies 147, = 3 x (1 47),1 
Subscript notation: M = measured; T = tracerlspike; S = sample. 
Since we generally are using mixed spikes for Sm and Nd, there is no need to do the Sm 
calculation - optimize ody for Nd. 
Then look at the concentrations of available spikes (Table A2.1) and choose a spike 
such that you need on the order of 1 g of spike to give you the desired number of nmol. 
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At this writing, there is only one spike for Sr. You may need to adjust the amount of 
sample to optimize the amounts of spikes used. Try to avoid having to weigh out less than 
0.5 g of spike solution. 
Convert nmol of spike isotope to grams of spike solution, then convert desired g of 
spike to ml (using rough estimate of 1 rnl = 1.05 g). Record desired weights and volumes 
of each spike on a separate piece of paper. Repeat process for all other spikes. 
(2) In clean lab, get a clean teflon beaker or screw-top vial (round-bottomed), rinse 
once with 2xH20 and once with 1.5N HC1, picking up excess water drops. Rinse acid down 
sink. If using a beaker, make a parafilm cover from a 1.5 wide section of parafilm, cut off 
corners, write sample number on a colored dot, stick dot on par- cover, and cover 
beaker with clean side down. Alternatively, write directly on parafilm or on screw-top lid. 
Screw-top vials can be used instead of beakers if the total volume of spikes is less than 
about 6 ml. In this case make sure to rinse the lid as well. Add a squirt of 1.5N HCl to 
the beaker until the bottom is half covered (bottom of screw-top vial would be almost 
covered). 
(3) Using the pass-through, pass beaker and 1.5N HCl squirt bottle into center lab. 
Bring sample vial into center lab (i.e., do not bring vial of powder into clean lab). Place a 
large kirnwipe on clean work surface next to balance. 
(4) Wear gloves. Label a page of notebook with the sample number, leaving an extra 
page between samples. Pour contents of vial (or about 3 Tbs) onto weighing paper and roll 
sample around. It is reasonable to assume powder homogeneity if the shatterbox was 
used. However, if worried about powder heterogeneity make splits by quartering pile, 
taking two opposite quarters, making a new pile, rolling this around, quartering again and 
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Table A2.1 - Spike Concentrations 
Rb: - sRb(1) 87~b=402.10nmol/g 85/87 = 0.0089 
sRb(2) 8 7 ~ b  = 220.45 nmollg 85/87 = 0.0089 
sRb(3) 8 7 ~ b  = 5.8218 nmollg 85/87 = 0.0089 
Blank Spike: BS- 1 (calculated by gravimetry only; 24-Aug-88) 
8 7 ~ b  = 1.79~10-* nmollg 
s 4 ~ r  = 2.74~10-~ nmollg 
150Nd = 5 . 2 1 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  nmollg 
1 4 7 ~ m  = 1.42x10a4 nmollg 
These values should be recalibrated annually (see separate section). 
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so on until you have the desired amount of sample. Put a clean piece of weighing paper 
on the balance pan. Make a "s diagonally creased piece of weighing paper 
or use a metal spatula. e paper (knob on balance 
backwards /countercloc at weight of paper plus sample should 
be. Scoop sample o le watching scale. Each time scoop from a 
different section er until proper weight is achieved. Now 
close the balance sample plus paper, turn balance off and on 
again and check we eset zeros, and pour sample into clean labeled 
beaker or vial. Do de of the beaker. Use enough drops of 1.5N 
HC1 to rinse s a p  r, then swirl; if using vial, screw closed and 
swirl to rinse w aper (and any clinging sample) and take the 
difference as the act dissolved. Turn balance off, then reweigh. 
sired sample weight, recalculate the weights 
of spikes to be adde 
(5) Return rem and clean work surface. If weighmg more 
than one sample, u 
(6) Pass beaker, not clean lab. In the clean lab, get the 
ean pipet tips held in the lid of their 
container, and move all to ipet container mouth with a kimwipe 
e end of each ti 
(7) Remove plastic box co and weighmg vials from the acid 
"bread box". For first spike, set pipet of ml and gently pipet up spike 
from larger working vial. No bubbles to the small labeled weighing 
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vial, eject last drop from pipet, close weighing vial, and weigh (first on xlOO scale - lever 
CCW - in order to set fine scale). Then weigh on fine scale (lever CW) adjusting zeros in 
last two decimal places with knob on right-hand side. Turn off scale, reweigh, record 
weight, turn off scale and reset right-hand knob to zero. Pour spike into sample vial 
without touching the two vials and swirl gently to mix with the powder. Weigh the empty 
vial (twice, as always) and subtract from first weight in order to get weight of spike added 
to sample. Screw on spike vial lids as tight as possible and return vials to clear plastic 
box. Discard pipet tip. Repeat procedure with remaining spikes (usually in the order Rb, 
Sr, Sm/Nd). In order to reduce the number of pipet tips used, spike all samples requiring 
the same spike simultaneously but carefully. When finished, replace plastic balance cover. 
Keep track of sample and spike weights and other calculations on a "sample sheet." 
B. Dissolution of Samples 
Note: The details of these procedures are frequently in a state of flux. Check with an 
-
experienced user before proceeding. 
(1) Begin evaporation. After swirling, put uncovered beakers (vials) on hot plates in 
evaporation hood, one sample per 1/2 of each hot plate. Turn on hot plates to 
approximately the 2.5 setting (center hot plate needs to be set about one unit higher). 
Place lids/labels on ledge in front of the corresponding sample on a piece of paraElm. Heat 
to near dryness, but still fluid - try to avoid completely drying as sample will form crust 
on the beaker which could flake off (from static electricity) and be blown away. One way 
to avoid losing sample in this way is to carefully add a few drops of J ! F  to the dried sample 
before removing it from the hot plate. 1 ml takes about 1 hour to evaporate when starting 
with a cool hot plate. 
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(2) Begin dissolution. Wear gloves and glasses, and be careful with these dangerous 
acids. Remove samples from evaporation hood and turn off hot plates. At this time, 
transfer any sample in a beaker to a screw-top vial. Clean and label the vial as described 
in step A.421, carefully pour sample into the vial while under the evaporation hood, rinse 
the beaker with 1.5N HCl, and pour rinse into screw-top vial. (You may now need to dry 
down some more.) Go to hood nest to acid "bread box". Add approximately 1-2 ml 
concentrated HF per 100 mg of sample or fill to base of raised square pattern on side of 
vial. Do not touch squirt bottle to sample vial and do not set down lid to vial during this 
time. Add a "long" squirt of conc. HNO,. Put a piece of parafilm on the base of the vial, 
tightly screw on lid, remove par*, shake vigorously and place sample on teflon sheet 
on hot plate (setting = 2) under hood for approximately two days. During this period, 
check often and shake vigorously. If you have a Si-rich sample may decide to dissolve for 
one day, dry down sample, and repeat HF + HNO, dissolution procedure. Alternative 
method: after adding HF, add half this amount of conc. HC10, (& HNO,). Use a 30 ml 
beaker with parafilm lid, or if using vial, do not tightly close lid. Let sample sit at room 
temperature a few days, checking and swirling periodically. 
(3) Let the vial cool before opening. Before opening, swirl to get acid off inside walls 
and lid. When first opening vial, hold base with a kimwipe to catch any drops of acid 
which may have condensed on the threads. If there are drops on the inside walls of the 
vial, gently tap the vial on the counter or rinse down the drops with some 1.5N HC1. 
Evaporate sample under laminar flow hood so that the fluorides can escape. Note that the 
hot plate does not produce an even temperature so samples may not evaporate at the same 
rate. The color of the dried sample should be orange to brown; whiteness indicates the 
possible presence of fluorides or other residues. If the sample is white, you may repeat the 
HF plus HNO, step. After the sample has completely evaporated, and while still in the 
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evaporation hood, add a few drops of HNO, to wet sample. Remove sample and place in 
acid hood. Redissolve sample in 2-3 ml of conc. HNO,. Let dissolve on hot plate for a few 
days, tightly covered. Periodically shake sample. This step should attack any solid or gel 
residues which may have formed. Alternative method: dry down HF-HC10, solution in 
beaker after a few days at room temperature. Add HClO, and HF in reverse proportions 
(say, 1 ml HC10, and 0.5 ml HF per 100 mg sample), let sit for 1-2 days, swirling 
periodically. 
(4) Dry sample down in the evaporation hood. Measure 5 ml of 1.5N HC1 using the 10 
ml graduated cylinder which is kept in the CAT column hood. (Make sure to rinse the 
cylinder with 1.5N HC1 before use.) Add to sample. Tightly screw on vial lid, shake well 
and place on the hot plate for one hour. Cool to room temperature. To speed up cooling, 
remove the lid and place sample in the evaporation hood on a cool hot plate. If using open 
beaker, only heat 1.5N HC1 solution for about 15 min. so as not to evaporate acid. 
(5) Clean work surface and lay down a fresh sheet of quilted paper. Set out a clean 
quartz pipet, bulb, and pipet stand as well as a clean 30 ml PE (polyethylene) bottle and 
a clean, large plastic centrifuge tube for each sample. Label the stand, bottle, and tube 
with colored dots; cover dots with clear tape. Rinse pipet three times with 2x H20 - after 
each rinse, wipe top with kimwipe and push liquid out with bulb. Rinse centrifuge tube 
twice with H20 and once with 1.5N HC1. 
(6) Shake or swirl sample to suspend residue, if any. Pour suspension into the labeled 
centrifuge tube. Rinse vial with 1 ml 1.5N HC1 and pour into centrifuge tube (skip this if 
you know you will have to go through another dissolution step). Screw lids on tightly and 
repeat for other sample. 
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(7) Visually chcck that the two centrifuge tubes contain Identical volumes of solution. 
Add 1.5N HC1 to balance volumes as needed. 
(8) Place tubes in opposite positions in centrifuge. Close and slowly raise to full power 
setting, and let run for 5 mn.  Watch for wobbles. Meanwhile, weigh the PE bottles and 
record weight in notcbaok under heading "TR soln # 1" (TR = total rock). 
(9) Very gently remove tubes ftom centrifuge (using blue forceps If necessary) and set 
in rack. Move lo work surface. With quartz pipet, carefully transfer clear supernate from 
centrifuge tube to PE bottle without disturbing any residue in the bottom of the tube. 
Close PE bottle and weigh, Difference in weight equals TR solution #. 1. Look carefully at 
the bottom of the centrifuge tube for any undissolved residue. If you see any, proceed with 
step (101. If the sample is totally dissolved, skip to step (13). 
( 1  0) Attackhg the residue: Under the hood, pour approximately 2 ml of conc. HNO, into 
centrifuge tube with residue, Close and shakc to suspend residue. Pour into original 
teflon screw-top W. Rinse centrifuge tube with about 1 rnl HNO, and add rinse to vial 
(you may want to pipet it into the vial]. Tightly screw lid on vial. Shake vial and placc on 
hot plate on setting #2. Continue heating and shaking overnight. Meanwhile, store 
sample pipets in glass lubes: rinse tube twice with 2x H,O, cover base with one square of 
parafilm, labcl tube wit11 colored dot then insert pipet. Store this In the glass cabinet until 
it is next needed. Alternalivc: Transfer residue from centrifuge tube to vial or beaker with 
1.5N HCl. Heat to neax dryness, then add 1-2 ml conc. HCIO,. Let sit at room 
temperature for most of a day, swirling occasionally. 
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(1 1 ) Dry down sample (HNO, or HClO,) and redissolve in 3 ml1.5N HCI. Heat in closed 
vial for one hour ( 15 min. If in open beaker) and cool to room temperature. Inspect to see 
whether all residue has dissolved, 
(1 2) Repeat steps (6) through (9), except label thc weights as "T.R. soln #2". Hopefully 
no residue remains at this point, If, howevcr, there is still residue, repeat steps (10) and 
(1 1) then steps 16) through (9) labeling thew weights as "T.R. soln #3". This makes a 
maximum of thrce dissolutions in HNO, or HCIO,. You may decide it is necessary to 
attack again with HF. Add to rest of dissolved sample and weigh again. 
( 13) Calculate how much sample you want to put through the column. (Meanwhile, you 
should be preparing the columns for use - see below.) This calculation is usually based 
on the Nd content and usually equals about one third to one half of the total dissolved 
sample, Roughly, you want 600-1000 ng Nd (1000 ng is optimal) and 15,000 to 30,000 
ng Sr (e.g., if T.R. =ZOO rng sample at 10 ppm Nd, take 1 12 sample for column). If you are 
only doing Rb-Sr on the sample, you only need 1000 ng Sr and a few ng Rb: however, 
increasing the amount of sample decreases the amount of Sr solution you will have to 
evaporate for filament loading. Estimate the volume needed and weigh the T.R. solution 
in its bottle before aliquoting (it may havc changed since you last weighcd it). Shake the 
T.R. solution well to ensure homogeneity and use the cdibrated pipet to measure the 
proper amount of sample into a beaker or vial (you may use the original dissolution vessel 
if it is clean and frcc of residue). You may carefully pour solution from the bottle to the 
vlal or beaker instead - it is not important to aliquot exactly the correct amount. Weigh 
the T.R. solution after removing the aliquot to get a precise weight of sample used. Dry 
the aliquot down in the evaporation h d .  Redissolve in 2 ml 1.5N HCI, using the small 
graduated cylinder. Close tightly and heat 1/2 hour (15 min, if open beaker) to aid 
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dissolution, and cool to room temperature with the lid tightly screwed on. For the sake 
of efficiency, you should be completing these steps on the morning of Day 2 in the 
procedure for cation column elution (see below). 
(14) Since you never change the resin in the cation columns you want to be 
exceptionally careful that you never put any solid residue on the resin, as this could affect 
the elution and/or the blank. To avoid this possibility, we centrifuge the 2 ml sample 
solution before loading on the a tapered, narrow, quartz glass centrifuge 
cap it with a small square of parafilm. CarefuLly 
pour the 2 ml solution into ge tube and centrifuge for 5 rnin. (perform on two 
samples at a time to m ge balance). You should be completing this step 
while the 10 ml 1.5 ugh the cation columns - see Day 2 below. 
(1) Itisbesttop ons in pairs. Label CAT columns with colored dots 
corresponding to s ure you have enough 1.5N, 2.5N, and 4N HCl for the 
elution. Move portab columns against hood containing quartz acid still, 
clear front panel half-way. 
tion, place the large waste beaker under the column and 
run approximately C1 through each column. This corresponds to filling the 
column reservoir b pour the acid directly into column. Position beaker and 
adjust column he t drops run smoothly down inside wall of bedcer (no 
splashing), but don tip touch the beaker. Always replace the cap on the top 
of the column when you are not adding acid or sample to the column. Record in notebook 
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as shown in Table A2.2. You will want to check off time and date as each step is 
completed. 
Day 2 
(3) The next morning, completely remove the clear front hood panel. Empty the used 
6N HC1 into waste bottle kept under acid still hood. Place waste beaker back under 
column. With 1X &O wipe the work surface and lay down a quilted Crew Wipe in front 
of the column stand. Use the small graduated cylinder and add 10 ml of 1.5N HC1 to each 
column. 
(4) Rinse the quartz pipet used in the dissolution procedure twice with 2X H20. When 
all the 1.5N HC1 has passed into the resin, pipet the centrifuged sample from quartz 
centrifuge tube (from step B.( 14) above) into the column. Try to avoid getting any sample 
in the reservoir or high on the walls of the column. Gently press the pipet tip against the 
wall less than a couple of inches above the resin and let the sample run down from this 
point. This procedure minimizes disruption of the top surface of the resin. 
(5) Put 2 ml of 1.5N HC1 in each centrifuge tube as a rinse and run for 5 min. in the 
centrifuge. After the sample solution has passed completely into the resin, pipet the rinse 
acid into each column, simultaneously rinsing the walls of the column by moving the pipet 
tip around while expelling the acid 
(6) Get the sample beakers or vials that were used for weighing and dissolution, as 
long as they are free of residue. Rinse with 2x K O ,  followed by 1.5N HC1. Clean pipets 
by rinsing 3 times with 2x H20 (use squirt bottle to fill pipet, dry around the top of the 
pipet with a kimwipe, and use the bulb to force the water out). Put a few ml of 1.5N HCl 
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into the beaker, take up in pipet as a final rinse, and discard acid into waste beaker under 
column. 
(7) Note: acid measurements in the following steps are correct only for CAT column # 1 
and are subject to change (see section on column calibration). Measure 42 ml of 2.5N HC1 
in the large graduated cylinder. Pour some of this into the sample beaker, replace lid on 
graduated cylinder, and carefully pipet some of the acid from the beaker into the column, 
washing down the walls of the column and avoiding disturbance of the top of the resin as 
before. Replace cap on top of the column and let all acid pass through the resin. Repeat 
twice to ensure that all sample is washed off the walls and is in the resin. Pipet in enough 
acid to fill the column to within 2 inches of the reservoir and pour the remainder of the 42 
ml from the sample beaker and the graduated cylinder into the column. Adjust waste 
beaker so that drops run down the side of the beaker in order to avoid splashing. Then 
wait about one hour for all acid to sink beneath the top of the resin. Meanwhile, label two 
60 1111 PE bottles (for Sr, REE) and one 30 ml PE bottle (for Rb) per sample. These should 
be dry; do not rinse them. If you wish to check yields (see section on column calibration), 
weigh these bottles before and after elution. 
(8 )  After all acid has passed into resin, rinse off the outside of the lower end of the 
cation column with 2x H,O into waste beaker. Position Rb collection bottle (30 ml 
polyethylene) under column. Raise the column by holding the reservoir, place inverted 
glass cover beaker (with hole in base) over PE collection bottle, and lower column through 
hole into neck of collection bottle (do not touch the cover beaker with the column tip). The 
tapered tip of the column should only be partially below the rim of the bottle so that air 
can escape easily. 
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Table A2.2: Example of lab book record for Rb and Sr elution 
CAT- 1 
6-Au~-89 
18: 00 6N HC1 100 ml [cleans column1 
7-Au~-89 
10: 08 1.5NHC1 10ml [conditions column] 
10:24 (2) ml "Sample number" 
10:30 2ml [sample rinse / column rinse] 
11: 12 2.5N HC1 42 ml 
12:Ol 22ml - Rb 
12:32 16 ml [20 ml for CAT-21 
13:04 50ml - Sr 
14:11 4N HC1 25 ml 
15: 16 60ml - REE 
17:30 6N HCl 100 ml [cleans column] 
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(9) Using large graduated cylinder, pour 22 ml of 2.5N HC1 into top of column. You 
do not need to pipet in this fraction as sample is far within resin column by now. 
( 10) Wait approximately 1 /2  hour. When the acid has all passed through the resin, 
raise the column and remove and cap the Rb collection bottle. Replace with waste beaker. 
Pour in 16 ml of 2.5N HC1. 
( 1 1) When this fraction has all passed through the resin, remove waste beaker and 
insert Sr collection bottle (60 ml PE). Use inverted cover beaker and position column as 
in step (8). Pour in 50 ml of 2.5N HCI. 
(12) Put 2.5N bottle back into "bread box" and remove squeeze bottle of 4N HC1 (this 
keeps you from using the wrong acid). When acid has all passed through the resin, 
remove and cover Sr collection bottle. Reposition waste beaker under column and pour 
25 ml of 4N HCl into column. 
( 13) When acid has all passed through the resin, position REE collection bottle (60 ml 
PE) underneath column as for Rb and Sr. Pour in 60 ml of 4N HC1. 
(14) When acid is beneath top of resin, remove and cover REE collection bottle; the 
elution is completed. Place waste beaker under column. To clean the column, ffl the 
reservoir bulb with approximately 100 ml 6N HC1. This step will be repeated the night 
before you next use the column. 
( 15) When acid is through column, place 30 ml bottle of 2x H,O below column and lower 
column tip into bottle. This keeps the resin from drying. Empty out and rinse the waste 
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beakers. Replace front cover of portable hood, close back, and roll back into place away 
from acid hood. 
D. Elution of Sm and Nd 
Day 1 
(1) Prepare the REE solution (from the cation column) for separation of Srn and Nd. 
The usual amount of sample to use corresponds to 500 ng Nd, although smaller amounts 
could be fine (down to about 150 ng). Rinse a 30 ml teflon beaker with 2X H20 and 1.5N 
HC1, and cover with parafilm. Weigh the REE bottle, record, and pour desired proportion 
(often ) into beaker. Weigh bottle and calculate difference; this is the amount of sample 
to be dried down and eluted in the REE column. Place beaker in the evaporation hood and 
evaporate until nearly dry (small yellow drop remaining). Try to let it m s h  drying in air 
(covered) so that sample is not overdry and hard; the sample should be easy to redissolve. 
(2) Begin preparing the REE column early enough in the day so that you can complete 
the process 6 1 /2 hours later. Wipe REE column work area, including column holder and 
turntable with 1X H20. Place quilted Crew Wipe on work counter next to column. Place 
a pipet holder on wipe. Wear gloves. 
(3) Loosen bolts holding the column holder to the stand, raise holder, and place plastic 
waste beaker underneath. Remove top and bottom flanges. Rinse bottom flange with 1X 
H20 followed by 2X H20, especially around the nipple hole, and place on top of the inverted 
top flange (both on wipe) 
(4) Remove REE column from large acid-filled storage tube. To do this, hold the tube 
with a kimwipe, slightly below and away from the label, and carefully pour acid into the 
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labelled bottle (we recycle this acid -- it is diluted to concentrated). Make sure you don't 
lose the teflon nipple. In order to get dl the acid out of the column, hold the tube upright 
and then drain again. Repeat as needed. 
(5) Rinse column in the tube three times with 1X H20. Again, don't lose the nipple. 
Make sure that during each rinse the column fills with water and is properly rinsed. 
(6) Get a clean glove with which to handle the column and nipple (don't wear the 
glove). Remove both pieces from the acid tube by holding the glove over the open end and 
tipping the tube: catch the nipple in the clean glove, let the column slide approximately 
eight inches out, then place the glove and nipple on the Crew Wipe. Pull the column out 
of the tube, taking care not to touch the bottom of the column with your gloved hand. 
(7) Rinse the column once with 1X H,O then three times with 2X H20. Hold column 
horizontally and rotate around axis in order to ensure that the capillary and reservoir are 
rinsed. Dry the outside with a kimwipe, paying special attention to the ground glass ball 
joint at the top of the column; do not dry the lower end of the column. Mark with a black 
pen the scratch on the capillary 3 em down from the reservoir. 
(8) Rinse the blue plastic forceps with 2X H,O. Gently pick up the nipple with the 
forceps and rinse with 2X H20. Place nipple firmly in the well in the bottom flange of the 
column holder, with the tip protruding out the bottom. Get the plastic box containing filter 
paper from the cabinet. If necessary, cut a circle of paper using the metal tool and plastic 
guide. With the white tweezers, place a piece of filter paper in the nipple. Wet this with 
one drop of 2X H20. Screw the bottom flange containing the nipple onto the column 
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holder, not letting the protruding nipple tip touch any surfaces (do not screw on completely 
for column REE-2 because this column is slightly too long for the holder). 
(9) Insert column into the holder from the top, being careful not to touch the tip of the 
column to anything (it helps to guide the column with a finger while you hold it with the 
other hand). Press column to seat in the nipple and gently screw on top flange; the black 
mark should be in front. Lower column assembly onto drop sensor bracket, and place the 
waste beaker under the column; this may require raising the column assembly and drop 
sensor. 
( 10) Fill the column reservoir approximately 213 full with 2X H,O from a squeeze bottle. 
Keep the ball joint dry. With the corner of a folded kimwipe, apply a small dot of silicone 
grease around the base of the ball joint in a thin but continuous swath. Check that the 
pressure line is ready, i.e. that the bottom bottle is less than 1 /2 full. If not, lower the top 
bottle to be below the other and open the stopcock until the bottom bottle is nearly empty. 
Close the stopcock and return the bottles to their normal positions, securing the cord 
which holds them in place. 
(1 1) Attach pressure line socket joint to ball joint on column and move it around to 
spread out the grease. Attach the holding clamp and open stopcock to apply pressure 
until all air is forced from beneath the water in the column capillary. Close stopcock and 
remove the socket joint from the column (always remember to close the stopcock first). 
(12) Get the adjustable pipet, the labeled PE bottle containing the "REE pipet tip," and 
the screw-top vial containing the REE resin (larger resin stock bottle is in the "bread box"). 
Swirl resin and fill pipet with 1.2 ml of resin. Steadying the pipet with the opposite hand, 
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expel resin into the reservoir. The tip of the pipet does not need to be inserted into the 
reservoir. Completely fill the reservoir with 2X H20 from the squeeze bottle so that all 
resin is washed from the walls. Return pipet tip to labeled bottle. 
(13) Cover top of column with inverted beaker cap and let resin settle for one hour. Put 
away all equipment except 2X H,O and pipet stand. 
( 14) Find a quartz pipet with a relatively small reservoir and long capillary. Rinse this 
with 2X H20. By this time the resin should have settled so that the upper level is above 
the top of the capillary. (If the resin level is below the top of the capillary, add a little more 
resin and let settle again.) Using the pipet, remove excess resin to just above the top of 
the capillary and discard excess into waste beaker. Then pipet out excess water from 
reservoir until it is even with the top of the resin. Rinse down the sides of the reservoir 
with a few drops id) from the dropper bottle, and then remove 
this acid with the p 
(15) Usingthe pour approximately 1 1 ml of MLA into 
reservoir and re s to condition the resin for the elution. 
Remember to keep th 
(16) Remove t , turn on power on drop counter 
control, and depre ble position until you reach the " H  
position and the "Ho e both on. At these settings, the turntable 
will not move in . (Note: If the proper combination of lights 
won't turn on, chec r off, and try again.) Place waste 
beaker back under c n the LCD counter display. Attach 
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the pressure line socket joint, open the stopcock, and record "time, 0 ml, MLA - pressure 
on" in lab book (Table A2.3). (Write out the format before beginning so all you have to do 
later is record the drops and the time at the appropriate points.) Leave for five hours. 
(17) After five hours the counter should read at least 130 drops. Do not leave the 
pressure on for much longer, as the resin will dry out if the reservoir is drained of all the 
MLA. You may have trouble if more than 200 drops have come out at this point; if so, add 
more MLA to reservoir. Remove pressure line as before, put cover beaker on column, 
replace parafilm on pressure line socket, and let column sit overnight. 
Day 2 
(18) Record the number of drops - it should be near 200 at this point. If much lower, 
apply more pressure provided that there is sufficient MLA in the column to avoid drying 
the resin. Check numbers on thumbwheel switches on drop counter control box (e.g., so 
that Sm is collected in the second position on REE-1 between drops 30 and 39, etc.). 
Replace the plastic waste beaker under the column with the 7 ml waste vial, which fits in 
the well in the turntable in the "H" (home) position. Lower the column holder assembly 
so that the drop sensor is just above the level of the plexiglass turntable cover. 
(19) Using the pipet, remove resin from the column until the top of the resin is even 
with the marked scratch. Hopefully there won't be any residue in the reservoir. If so, you 
can wash this down with more MLA. Remove MLA to top of resin. 
(20) Rinse the pipet you used the previous day three times with 2X H20, ensuring that 
there is no resin inside the pipet. With the pipet, frll capillary of column above resin with 
2X H20 from small vial. This is a delicate procedure which requires practice to perform 
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Table A2,3: Example of Lab Book Record for Sm and Nd Elution 
REE - 1 
Sample # 
11-Jan-89 12:30 0 MLA - pressure on 
17:38 127 Pressure off 
12-Jan-89 9:39 192 resin to mark 
9:44 193 Hz0 
9:49 195 Sample [in 2 drops HCll 
9:54 197 2 drops 0.75N HC1 
9:59 19 
10: 00 0 
30-39 Sm 
59-72 Nd 
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smoothly (see step 22). Apply pressure to the column until water level is approximately 
1 mrn above top of resin (after 1-2 drops have passed). Don't let the resin go dry. Remove 
pressure. 
(2 1) Meanwhile, put 2 drops of 0.75N HCl on dried REE sample in beaker. Ideally these 
drops should always be the same size: invert the bottle at a 45"angle and put a drop or 
two in the waste beaker before adding the drops to the sample. Note that the sample 
should not be excessively dried and hard. Stir with the tip of the pipet to help dissolve the 
sample. 
(22) Add sample to e the resin with pipet. Confine the sample to 
the capillary; if som does not enter the resin with the rest of the 
ut, decreasing your yield and increasing Sm 
interference. the pipet tip just above the resin, then squeeze 
out sample gen pipet up through capillary. Ensure that no air 
bubbles are in t s not enough room to fit all sample solution in the 
ressure to column until the solution is just 
above the resin. 
s of 0.75N HC1 to the beaker on the spot where the 
an. When the last of the sample is near the top of 
ipet in the rinse HC1 from the beaker into the 
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(24) Thoroughly clean beaker and pipet with 2X H,O, followed by a few drops of MLA. 
Meanwhile, keep an eye on the column. Remove pressure when the HCl is just above the 
top of the resin. 
(25) Place a few drops (5-6) of MLA in the beaker on the side opposite to where the dried 
sample was (you should not be putting any traces of sample in the column now). Fill 
capillary with MLA using pipet. Apply pressure. Watch for the next drop. After it has 
fallen, reset the LCD counter to zero. Push the "Start" button and the red light next to the 
first thumbwheel should come on. At this point, the "Start" light should be off and the 
"Home" light should remain on. The turntable should be oriented so that the "H" position 
is below the column. Drop counter control of the turntable is now activated and the 
elution has begun. Record the time. Keeping an eye on the column, get two clean snap- 
cap vials, empty and rinse them, label the lids with sample name and "Smn or "Nd", and 
place in the appropriate turntable wells. Position #2 = Sm, #4 = Nd; there should be a 
reusable waste vial in #3. 
(26) When the MLA is just above the resin, remove the pressure, put a few drops of MLA 
into the beaker, and again fill capillary using pipet. You can add a little extra MLA to rinse 
down any resin or sample that might have splashed into the reservoir. Apply pressure 
until acid is just above resin. 
(27) Fill capillary with MLA a third time in the s 
Apply pressure. Elution continues for 2-3 ho 
Turntable will move in response to the 
control box. It is alright to leave the 
resin doesn't go dry. 
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(28) When elution is complete, remove pressure and correctly cap the Sm and Nd vials 
as you remove them from the turntable. Empty vials from "H" and #3 positions into waste 
beaker. 
(29) Unscrew top flange and remove column from holder. Holding the column in your 
hand with the lower end over the waste beaker, apply pressure until the resin is expelled 
into waste beaker, quickly turning off the pressure as the column is emptied. Wipe the 
grease off the ball joint. Rinse the column three times, inside and out, with 1X H20. 
Remove the ink mark with acetone. Gently place the column, inverted, into the 
appropriate storage tube (hold tube horizontal and push the column to the bottom). Screw 
the top flange back on the column holder. Raise the column holder off the drop sensor 
bracket, unscrew the bottom flange, and remove the nipple with the blue forceps. Remove 
the filter paper and discard. Rinse nipple with 1X H20 and drop into storage tube with 
column. Rinse the bottom flange with 1X H20 and screw on base of column support. 
(30) Fill acid tube with the reserved recycled HNO, &om the labelled bottle. Place 
inverted beaker over tube and stand tube in large beaker to store. 
(31) Put away all equipment and dirty ware and turn off control box. Rinse waste 
beakers with 1X H,O. 
11. FILAMENT LOADING 
A. Loading Rb 
(1) Calculate how much Rb sample solution you need in order to load 2 ng Rb on the 
filament. If this is more than -10 microliter (yl), dry it down in a snap-cap vial to a small 
drop. Otherwise, you will load it directly from the bottle. 
(2) Work in center lab under hood. Pass hat and samples into center lab. 
(3) Place bead with a single Re filament in center pair of sockets of loading stage. 
Adjust pipet to a volume of 1 pl greater than the sample, but at least 5 p1. Clean a new 
pipet tip by pipeting this volume of the following solutions, discarding each into waste 
beaker and gently knocking off any excess drops: (a) concentrated HNO,; (b) Wl (water); 
(c) repeat W 1 ; (d) W2. 
(4) Load 2 p1 of silica gel suspension on filament. You want a short (3 mm), even layer 
in the center of the filament. Turn on the power source and push the button for the center 
socket. Move the dial so that the power setting is at 1.5. Put a small amount of gel on the 
filament and let this partially dry for a few seconds; try to avoid touching the filament with 
the pipet tip. If desired, support the pipet with the opposite hand. Repeat until finished. 
(5) Shake the sample bottle. Using pipet, put 2.0 yl of 0.5N H,PO, on the inside lid of 
the sample bottle or vial in a position where it can be distinguished from sample drops. 
Put 1 p1 of this on the gel on the filament, drying between drops. 
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(6) Take up the appropriate volume of Rb solution from drops on the inside of the lid 
(or from the vial in 1 y1 1.5N HC1 if evaporation was necessary) and dry on filament drop 
by drop. 
(7) Load the 1 yl of 0.5N H,PO, left on the lid on the filament and dry. Never put a 
pipet tip which has touched sample into any other container, such as those for acids or 
loading media. To avoid confusion, immediately discard tip when finished with sample. 
(8) Turn off room and hood lights. Turn up the power source slowly until the center 
of the filament begins to glow orange. Immediately turn the power down to zero. The 
filament is ready for analysis. 
(9) The Rb standard is in the PE bottle labeled "nRb(AAA)" in hood. Load 1.2 y1 
(equivalent to 2 ng Rb) directly onto filament in same way. 
B. Loading Sr 
( 1) Dry down in a snap-cap vial an amount of the Sr solution equivalent to about 1000 
ng Sr. 
(2) Inspect Ta single filament bead from the side. The Ta is stiff and may have warped. 
Push with pipet tip to straighten if necessary (and discard pipet tip). 
(3) Clean a pipet tip as for Rb. Turn on the filament power and set to about 1.5. 
Shake up container of T+O, powder (suspended in water), and take approximately 0.5 yl 
(depending on suspension concentration) and load this on the fiiament. This will be a 
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more solid white than the silica gel spot on the Rb filament. The dried powder should be 
quite thin; if not, use clean water from the pipet to take up and discard the excess. 
(4) Put a drop of 1.5N HC1 on the lid of the Sr sample vial. Put 3 p1 on the dried 
sample, stir with pipet tip to dissolve, and load 1-1.5 p1 of this (330-500 ng Sr) onto the 
filament in small increments. Take filament to 2.0 to complete loading. 
(5) The Sr standard is "987 Sr". Dry down approximately 150 p1 in the labeled 
snap-cap vial in the evaporation hood. Dissolve this in HCl as in (4) and load on filament. 
C. Loading Sm 
( 1) Dry down Sm sample in evaporation hood, checking for condensed drops of MLA 
on walls of vial. Make sure the sample and vial walls are completely dry; mixing MLA and 
HC1 produces a white substance which is difficult to dissolve. 
(2) Loading is on platinized (10%) carbon on a single Re filament. Clean a pipet tip as 
always. Shake Pt-C vial and pipet 0.5 pl Pt-C slurry onto filament. Dry at 1.3. You 
should have an even, thin layer confiied to the center 3 mm or so of the fiarnent. To 
remove excess, take up a little 3x H20 (in the unlabelled squeeze bottle) in the pipet, place 
on the filament, and take up some of the Pt-C. 
(3) Place a drop of 1.5N HCl on the inside lid of the Sm vial and pipet 3 ~1 onto the 
dried sample. Help it dissolve by stirring with the pipet tip and sucking the solution in 
and out of the pipet. Set pipet to 1.5 pl (so that you are loading the sample) and 
incrementally dry this amount on the Pt-C on the filament. Final drying is at 2.0. Save 
the remaining sample. 
D. Loading Nd 
( 1 ) Evaporate Nd sample as in Sm step ( 1). 
(2) Loading is on resin beads (AG50W-X8, 100-200 mesh; i.e., that used in the cation 
columns) on a Re filament. After cleaning pipet tip, dry 0.5 p1 of resin suspension on 
filament with current at 1.3. Should have a thin strip of -20 beads in a single layer along 
the center of the filament. 
(3) Pipet 1 pl0.5N H3P04 onto the inside lid of the Nd vial. 
(4) Place a drop of 1.5N HCI on the inside lid of the Nd vial, away from the H3P04 drop, 
and pipet 3 p1 onto the dried sample. Help it dissolve by stirring with the pipet tip and 
sucking the solution in and out of the pipet. Set pipet to 1.5 p1 (so that you are loading 
the sample) and incrementally dry this amount on the resin. 
(5) Pipet H3P04 from lid onto sample. Dry at 2.0. Save remaining sample. 
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111. MASS SPECTROMETER ANALYSIS 
m: As runs can vary in quality, these are rough guidelines. With experience, the user 
will gain the flexibility necessary to get the most from each sample. 
A. Rb 
(1) Rb is run in the static mode with mass 85 in Low 1 and 87 in High 1. It is 
therefore necessary to precede the analysis with a cup setup to "Rb Static," followed by a 
cup calibration with "Ll-Hl." One cup calibration should suffice for a day. 
(2) Preheat to 1.35 A with the task " 1.35 A, 12 rnin - Rb." Aiming intensity for mass 
87 is usually 5E- 12 A (0.5 V), and is normally attained with the filament at 1.5 - 1.7 A. 
d 
(3) The measuring routine is "Rb Static - spiked" in the "Static Multi-Coll" task 
directory, measuring 100 ratios. Since there is no normalizing ratio, it is best to use the 
unfiltered ("before rejection") grand mean in subsequent calculations. 
(4) For standard runs, use routine "Rb Static - normal," which uses mass 85 for the 
aiming intensity (usually 5E- 12 A) instead of 87. 
(5) Results of runs of standard nRb(AAA1 are shown in Table A2.4. 
B. Sr 
-
(1) Sr is run multidynamically in cups L2 to H1 (set to "Sr Quad"), except that the 
84/86 ratio (cups L2 and Ax) is static. It is therefore necessary to run a cup calibration 
with "L2-H 1" prior to analysis. 
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(2) Preheat slowly to 3 A. Attempt to analyze with the aiming intensity for mass 88 at 
3E- 1 1 A (3.0 V), which is usually attained with the filament set to 3.3 - 3.7 A. 
(3) The measuring routine is "Sr Quadruple Coll" - file "Sr Quad," which measures 150 
cycles (although peak precision may be attained with fewer, say 105). You can probably 
use the filtered data, although a large discrepancy between the two different grand means 
is cause for concern. The percent standard error on 87/86 should be in the vicinity of 
0.001 (la). 
(4) Offline data manipulation is by means of the Basic program "SRDATA," which 
determines Rb and Sr concentrations by isotope dilution, spike-corrects all ratios by 
iteration, and performs age corrections. Note that the query for "uncorrected" ratios refers 
to your run results, filtered or unfiltered. Be sure that spike concentrations, spike ratios, 
and normal ratios are updated to the preferred values. It is assumed that fractionation 
corrections were made during data collection according to the standard ratios (e.g., 
86~r/88Sr = 0.1 194). 
(5) Results of runs of standard 987 Sr are shown in Table A2.5. 
C. Sm 
(1) Sm is run statically (cups at "Sm Static , ,111 
Ax, and 152 in H3. You must therefore run a cup calibration with "L2,Ll ,Ax,H3" prior to 
analysis. 
(2) Preheat fairly slowly to 2.5 A. Try to analyze with aiming intensity on mass 147 set 
to 2.53- 12 (0.25 V), which is normally attained with the filament set to 2.7 - 3.0 V. Sm 
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runs are quite variable, probably owing to varying thickness of the Pt-C layer on the 
fdament, so use care when bringing up the filament. You may need to take data at 
considerably lower intensities. 
(3) Measuring routine is "Sm Static" in the "Static Multi-Coll" task directory, measuring 
100 cycles (you may have to settle for fewer). You can probably safely use the filtered data. 
(4) Results of runs of standard nSmp (Wasserburg et al., 1981) are shown in Table 
A2.6. 
D. Nd 
(1 Nd is run multidynarnically on cups L2 to H2 (set up with "Nd 140- 150"). It is not 
necessary to perform a cup calibration. 
(2) Preheat slowly to 3.0 A for 30-90 minutes and always treat gently. Aiming intensity 
on mass 144 is 1E-11 (1.0 V), usually achieved at filament current 3.3-3.7 A. 
(3) Measuring routine is "Nd 4cycle dynamic" - file "Nd 4 cycle," which includes mass 
150. 150 cycles are measured and the percent standard error on 1431 144 should be 
<0.001; 105 cycles may be sufficient. The filtered data are normally best, but use caution 
if the unfiltered results are markedly different. 
(4) Offline data manipulation is by means of the Basic program "NDDATA," which 
determines Sm and Nd concentrations by isotope dilution, spike-corrects all ratios by 
iteration, and performs age corrections. You can also adjust the Sm interference 
correction if (1471144) > 0.000010; this is necessary because the online correction 
assumed aspiked Sm. Note that the query for "uncorrectedn ratios refers to your run 
results, filtered or unfiltered. Be sure that spike concentrations, spike ratios, and normal 
ratios are updated to the preferred values. It is assumed that fractionation corrections 
were made during data collection according to the standard ratios (e.g., 146~d1144~d = 
0.72 19). Note that the T, calculation is according to DePaolo ( 198 1 ). 
(5) Results of runs of standard La Jolla Nd are shown in Table A2.7. 
Table A2.4 - Rb standard runs (nRbAAA1 
date 
-
mean 
2.6128 
2.6120 
2.6197 
2.6 153 
2.6173 
2.6172 
2.6194 
2.6188 
2.6175 
2.6198 
2.6159 
2.6093 
2.6163 +. 0.0019 (20 of the mean) 
Table A2.5 - Sr standard runs (987 Sr) 
Normalized to 8 6 ~ r / 8 8 ~ r  H 0.1 194 
date 
-
mean 0.710244 -F 0.000005 0.056514 * 0.000010 
Table A2.6 - Sm standard runs (nSmP) 
Normalized to ' 4 9 ~ m /  ' 52~m - 0.5 1686 
date 
-
3/11/89 
31 19/89 
5 /  10/89 
9/11/89 
9 /  13/89 
1/31/90 
2/9/90 
2/  10/90 
2/21/90 
3/2/90 
3/31/90 
4/ 13/90 
4/ 17/90 
4/25/90 
11/23/90 
3/9/91 
5 /  17/91 
mean 0.74964 +. 0.00019 0.42049 +. 0.00005 
Table A2.7 - Nd standard runs (La Jolla Nd) 
Normalized to 1 4 3 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  E 0.7219. 20 errors of means are in last one or two digits. 
date 
- loadtype 142/144 1431 144 145/ 144 150/ 144 
0.348433 
0.348414 
0.348418 
0.34841 1 
0.348405 
0.348409 
0.348407 
0.348417 
0.348405 
0.348401 
0.348412 
0.348406 
0.348409 
0.348393 0.236760 
0.348404 0.238076 
0.348409 0.237068 
0.348412 0.236526 
0.348394 0.236625 
0.348393 0.236547 
0.34842 1 0.236969 
0.348387 0.236916 
0.348407 0.237884 
0.348400 0.237422 
0.348414 0.236472 
0.348402 0.236472 
0.348408 0.236464 
0.348400 0.236446 
0.348408 0.236408 
0.348407 0.236431 
0.348396 0.236428 
0.348409 0.236463 
0.348404 0.236445 
0.348407 0.236447 
,511853 +. 3 0.348407 1. 1 0.- % 13* 
.5 1 185 1 2 7 0.348404 +. 2 0.236438 +. 14 
ns (starting with 4/27/90). See Chapter 
3 for discussio 
W. MAKING FILAMENTS 
(1)  Clean working surfaces with alcohol. Clean filament ribbons with Kimwipe and 
alcohol; dry with Klrnwipe. 
(2) Wear gloves and safety glasses. GentJy cut desired number of lengths of ribbon 
with "guillotine." Use the rubber pointer (found in plastic box labeled JBS) to nudge the 
ribbon along until it touches the opposite wall. Let cut pieces fall onto Kimwipe. When 
finished, replace bag over guillotine. 
(3) Using tweezers, center a piece of ribbon on the central trough of the copper welding 
assembly. Turn welder power on, then turn to "Set upw mode. Wait for a few seconds until 
you hear a click, then turn button to "45 WS". The meter should register at approximately 
3.5 on the top scale, 0.7 on the lower scale. filly turn the dial clockwise on the small 
welder. 
(4) Get a clean bead from the proper beaker found on the counter (do not use if rusty 
or misshapen). Check post alignment and adjust if necessary. Invert the bead and press 
onto the filament ribbon so that the posts are centered on the ribbon. The ends should 
bend upwards around the posts. Check alignment and make sure that the bead is 
vertical. 
(5) Clamp the digator clips onto the two bead posts. Press the foot pedal gently. A 
beeping noise occurs and the gauge drops to zero. Release the pedal when the gauge 
begins to move upwards again. 
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(6) Use the prong welder to weld the ends of the filament onto the posts in two 
different spots. To weld, squeeze gently. The assembly will click during the weld. 
(7) Inspect all welds and repeat if necessary. Put away all equipment and ribbon. 
Loosen the cap on the alcohol squeeze bottle and place under inverted glass cylinder. 
Turn dial on small control unit to zero, then turn large unit off. 
(8) Outgas the f3l ding to the instructions posted in the lab. Make sure 
to diagram the positio of filament (Re vs. Ta) on the clean piece of paper you 
place in front of he automatic program will run for 3 hours. "Filament 
Current Adjust" 2 - do not change. After outgassing is complete, let cool 
until unit is s 1 hour). Loosen the bolts, turn off pumping unit, 
minute after the turbo has completely stopped. You 
ntly pry open the door by screwing them into the 
dead-end fittin the labeled plastic box found in drawer under hood 
in center lab. 
(9) It i days to two weeks before using the outgassed 
fiaments. Durin swill oxidize slightly. This facilitates loading the 
samples as the s along the oxidized filament. 
V. CLEANING PROCEDURES 
A. Teflon 
( 1 ) Use liter bottle labeled "Whole Rock 1 ". Fill with dirty items (ex. : can fit 8 beakers, 
10 vials and 2 centrifuge tubes). Avoid allowing similar items to stack together or for any 
openings to be blocked. It helps to place smaller vials inside beakers to keep the beakers 
from stacking. 
(2) Rinse several times with lx H,O, using strainer cap to pour out. 
(3) Using strainer, pour out H20 and fill with 0.5% concentrated HF which is 
designated for cleaning of whole-rock labware. Wearing gloves, cap the wash bottle tightly 
and turn a few times. For this and each of the following steps, which may be followed on 
the printed "recipe" sheets, heat bottle overnight with cap loosened and hotplate set to 2, 
let cool, and pour out (not down sink!), using strainer. For the HF step, return it to its 
bottle. Used HNO, should be poured into a waste acid bottle (empty; located under acid 
hood) that has previously been filled approximately with tap water ("Do what you 
oughter - add acid to water"), using the funnel. This bottle is then taken to room 0 10 and 
the contents are carefully emptied into the sink in the corner of the acid hood. Wear 
glasses and heavy black gloves. The water is allowed to run for a few hours after this to 
assure proper rinsing and dilution. 
As you add each liquid to the bottle, turn with the cap tightened to ensure that all 
surfaces are in contact with liqu 
(4) Heat overnight in lx H20, as a rinse. 
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(5) Heat overnight in commercial concentrated HNO, (& our distilled reagent HNO,). 
(6) Heat overnight in lx H20, as a rinse. 
(7) Add 4N HNO,. Normality is approximate only: fill bottle 3/4 full with lx H20 and 
fill with concentrated acid. Heat overnight. 
(8) Heat overnight in 2x H20, as a rinse. 
(9) Heat overnight in 0. IN HNO, made with 2x H,O. 
(10) Heat overnight in 2x H20. Let cool partially, not completely, before straining. 
(1 1) Work on clean surface and wear gloves. Rinse each piece separately with 2x H20, 
shake out and place on crew wipe in storage box. Open beakers should be inverted, while 
vials should be closed with a small amount of 2x H20 in them. 
B. Glass Pipets and Holders 
( 1) Use large Pyrex cylinder in center lab. Fill half-way with water. Fill each pipet with 
lx H20 and invert in cylinder. Group pipets on one side, glass tubes on the opposite side 
and gently wedge water-filled bottles in the empty space between in order to keep pipets 
vertical (optional). Add commercial HNO, in 1: 1 proportions with the water. Heat on hot 
plate (setting 2) in center lab for two days. 
(2) Drain and rinse with 1X H,O (make sure tubes drain and are rinsed). Add one part 
HNO, to three parts 1X H,O and heat overnight. 
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(3) Drain, add lx H,O, and heat all day or overnight. Drain and rinse each pipet 
individually with 2X H20. Shake out and store in plastic box. 
C .  Pipet Bulbs 
( 1) Rinse in 1X then soak. Dilute one part HNO, with twenty parts 1X water, and soak 
bulbs at room temperature for 2-3 hours. Rinse a few times with 1X water, shake out and 
store in covered beaker. 
D. Polyethylcnc Bottles (30 and 60 ml PE bottles) 
( 1) These are not reused but are cleaned before using. They float, so cleaninglsoaking 
requires wedging the bottles in the cleaning beaker. Wedge one layer of bottles and caps 
into large glass beaker. Fill this level with lx H20 and repeat for next layer. When beaker 
is less than 2 13 full, pour in concentrated HNO, (so have 2: 1 H20:acid). Let soak for one 
week in hood in center lab. 
(2) Handle waste acid as in step A.(3). Use watch glass when pouring acid out. Rinse 
twice with lx H20 into fumeled drain, and soak for a few days in lx H20. 
(3) Rinse each bottle twice with 2x H20, shake out excess water and loosely cap. Store 
in appropriate box. These should dry out before using. 
(4) For larger PE bottles, use the same procedure as for small PE bottles, but treat only 
inside of bottles (i.e. do not soak in large glass beaker). 
E. Glass Centrifuge Tubes 
(1) Place upright in W.R. wash bottle. Wash the same as teflon, but without the IIF 
step. 
F. Backwashing CAT Column Resin 
Note: Perform once every year. Conserving all of the resin is extremely important 
-
as the elution curve is a function of the resin volume. If much resin is lost the elution 
curve must be recalibrated. 
I1 ) Rinse labeled 60 ml PE bottle with 1.5N HC1 and 2X water. 
(2)  Hold the column horizontally and squirt 2X water into the bulb. Rock column back 
and forth to loosen resin. Pour suspended resin into PE bottle and repeat until dl resin 
is in bottle. 
(3) Close PE bottle and let resin settle. Meanwhile, put column back in its stand, 
squirt 4N HCl into column to rinse down any remaining resin and let acid drip out into 
waste beaker. 
(4) After resin has settled, gently decant water out of PE bottle. Fill bottle with 6 N  HC1, 
close and shake. Let resin sit in acid for one hour; shake often. Let resin settle, decant, 
and repeat acid treatment. 
(5) Shake to suspend resin and gently pour suspension into the proper column. Resin 
will be treated one more time with 6N HC1 prior to the next elution. 
G. Cleaning Blocks and Face Plates 
(1) Cover parts in beaker with 5% HNO,, and place in ultrasonic for 45 mins. 
(2) Heat at 2 setting for 2-3 hours. 
(3) Drain acid and rinse five times in lx H,O, using watch glass to drain. Leave 
uncovered on hot plate until totally dry (perhaps 4 hours). 
VI. i?uartz Still: Making 2X Water 
(1 Clean all surfaces with 1X H20 and Kimwipe, including the tabletop, all parts of the 
still stand, and the still itself. 
(2) Open green stopcock on large water jug in comer so that you can read the word 
"ON". The smaller jug is for making 3X H20. If necessary, fill the large jug by turning the 
key near the ceiling. (Don't let it overflow.) 
(3) Raise the float assembly so that the set screw is just visible above the top of the 
post. Hold in place with the set screw. Let water fill the still up to the overflow stem and 
flow out into the large beaker. Flush in this way until 500 ml have passed through. 
(4) Lower the float assembly so that the square bracket is just below the beveled top 
of the post. At this point the water level in the still should be just below the overflow stem. 
(5) Turn on the cooling water so that a steady, gentle stream drains into the sink. 
(6) Plug in and turn on the Variac (setting 85). 
(7) Let the still drip for one hour into the waste beaker. This cleans the condenser rod. 
(8) Get a 2 liter "2X H,OW bottle. Pour out the small amount of 2X H,O remaining (this 
prevents any residue from drying in the bottle during storage) and put the lid in the small 
tupperware box. Place the bottle under the still and wrap the connection with Parafilm. 
It takes approximately 18 to 20 hours to fill one bottle. This can be operated overnight. 
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(9) If making several bottles, repeat step (3) to flush the still after every other bottle. 
When finished, leave water in the still, close valve &om supply tank, turn off power and 
cooling water, and cover still opening with p a r e .  
VII. REAGENT PmPARATION 
A. HCl and HNO, Distillation 
(1) Use gloves and glasses. Make sure acid still has been completely rinsed since 
previous distillation and is filled with pure 1X H20. Clean all surfaces with wet kimwipes, 
including all parts of the still apparatus, the hood tabletop, and the drain at the back of 
the hood. Drain H20 from still and supply bottle into beaker, and, using funnel from 
cabinet to right, pour commercial acid into supply bottle to fill about 1 /2. 
(2) With lowest stopcock closed, open stopcock on supply bottle to let acid into still. 
Flll to below top of overflow stem. 
(3) Place beaker 1 /2 filled with H,O below still, turn on cooling water, and turn on 
heater power supply. Let distill for 30 mins. to rinse condenser rod. 
(4) Place appropriate 1 liter acid bottle below the still and raise to slide plastic square 
underneath to provide a good fit between bottle mouth and still opening. Wrap the 
connection with parafilm. 
(5) Since the still has no float assembly, you must manually maintain the acid level 
in the still as distillation proceeds. Once every hour, open the supply stopcock to raise the 
acid to below the top of the overflow stem. Between bottles, drain the acid in the still out 
the lowest stopcock into the beaker (with water in it) and refill the still. 
(6) When finished, drain all acid from the still. With the tube leading to the stopcock 
on the right side of the hood, put water into the supply bottle, rinsing down. the inner walls 
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as you do. Drain this water into the still, plugging the overflow stem with a piece of 
parafilm held by your gloved finger. When the water reaches the opening adjacent to the 
end of the condenser rod, hold another piece of parafilm over the bottom of this opening 
and gently rock the still assembly to slosh water on d l  inner surfaces. Drain the water 
from the still and supply bottle and repeat the rinsing twice. Wipe up the work area and 
cover still openings with parafilm. 
B. Mixing HC1 Reagents 
( 1) For Nd-Sr whole-rock work, reagents made from quartz distilled acids and 2x H20 
do not present a blank problem. If lower-level work is planned, check the blank levels to 
determine your needs. (You should periodically check reagent blanks anyway. 1 
(2) Calculate amounts of concentrated HC1 (roughly 12N) and 2x H20 to mix for desired 
normality in desired volume. There is a 1L graduated cylinder for this purpose - make 
sure it is clean. After mixing, check by titrating with NaOH solution (the normality of 
which you are confident), adjust by adding acid or water, and recheck. Tolerance is 5%. 
C. Ion Exchange Column Resins and 2-methyllactic acid 
For the REE columns, stores of resin (50W-X4, -400 mesh) and acid I0.21M 2-methyllactic 
acid or MLA) will need to be replenished. The resin for the cation columns (50W-X8, 100- 
200 mesh) is not replaced, but this type of resin is used in the preparation of the MLA. 
The PE bottles used in these steps may be reused as long as they are cleaned and rinsed. 
You will need large quantities of clean reagent HCl and 2X H20 for these procedures, so 
keep the stills busy. 
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(1) Obtain a 100 g bottle of 2-methyllactic acid powder (possible vendor: Pfalz and 
Bauer Inc.). Weigh a clean, dry 500 ml PE bottle. Add MLA powder to this bottle until you 
have 92 g; weigh by difference. Add 2X H20 to fill the bottle, and shake well to dissolve 
the MLA powder. 
(2) Get a sheet of the filter paper used in the REE columns (#589 white ribbon) and 
fold and form in a plastic funnel over a second clean 500 ml PE bottle. Pass your 500 ml 
MLA solution through this filter and collect in the second 500 ml bottle (or directly in a 2 
liter volumetric flask -- see step 4). The filtration is slow and is done in steps. 
(3) Meanwhile, begin cleaning the 100 ml of 50W-X8, 100-200 mesh resin that will be 
used for cleaning the MLA. The 2.5 and 4.0 N HCl acids used here need not be titrated, 
but they should be clean. 
a. Pour resin suspension from the original jar into a clean 1 liter PE bottle so that 
you have 100 ml of resin (mark the PE bottle at 100 ml, check after the resin has settled, 
and adjust accordingly). When settled, decant the H20. 
b. Add 500 ml2.5N HC1 (using a 600 ml mark on bottle), close bottle, swirl well, 
let sit 15 minutes (or until resin is settled), decant acid. You may want to recycle these 
acids for nonreagent purposes. 
c. Repeat 2.5N HC1 step. 
d. Do the same with 4N HCl. 
e. Repeat the 4N HCl step. 
f. Add enough 4N HC1 to make a fluid slurry. 
g. Rinse the large 500 ml quartz column well with 2X H,O and place a large (2 500 
mi) waste beaker beneath it. Pour into this column the 4N HC1 slurry of resin, using extra 
acid, if necessary, to wash all resin out of the bottle. Let all the acid pass through. 
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h. Pass 300 ml2.5N HC1 through column. (Do not let the waste beaker overflow!) 
i. Pass 500 ml4N HCl through column. 
j. Pass 1 liter 2X H20 through column in two steps of 500 ml. The resin is now 
ready for step (7) below. If there are delays before proceeding, prevent drying by 
periodically adding more 2X H20 to the column. 
(4) During step (3), the 500 ml MLA should be finished filtrating. Pour into a clean 2 
liter volumetric flask and dilute with 2X H20 to 2 liters. Pour into a 2 liter PE bottle. 
(5) Titrate the MLA in 10 ml aliquots with 0.5N NaOH; it should be ~0.44M. Dilute 
with 2X H,O to get to 0.42M. Don't overshoot! 
(6) Measure 1 liter of this 0.42M MLA in a clean 1 liter volumetric flask; set aside. 
(7) We now clean the 0.42M MLA with the 50W-X8 resin that we prepared in step (3). 
Pass the 0,42M MLA remaining in the bottle (1 liter) through the resin in the large column 
and collect in a clean 1 liter PE bottle. This requires two steps of 500 ml each. 
(8) Pass the 0.42M MLA from the 1 liter volumetric flask through the resin and collect 
in a clean 2 liter PE bottle. This requires two steps of 500 ml each. When done, clean the 
1 liter volumetric flask, measure in it 1 liter of 2X H,O, and add this to the MLA in the 2 
liter bottle. It is now 0.2 lM. 
(91 Meanwhile, you can begin cleaning 100 ml of 50W-X4, -400 mesh resin (for REE 
columns) using the same procedures as in steps (3), a-f. 
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(101 The 50W-X8 resin left in the large column after step (8) is no longer needed, and 
may be discarded; proceed to step ( 1 1 ). If, for some reason, the cation columns need new 
resin, do the following. With the resin still in the large column after step 181, pass 500 ml 
2X H,O, followed by 500 ml4N HC1. Add a little more 4N HC1, pipet out the top 1 / 5  of the 
resin, and discard. Remove the remaining resin to a 125 ml bottle using the technique 
outlined in section V.F (backwashing columns). Add 15 ml of this cleaned resin to each 
cation column and pass 300 ml2.5N HCI followed by 500 ml4N HCI (in steps of 100 ml). 
The columns are ready for use as soon as they are calibrated and checked for blank levels. 
(1 1) Rinse the large column well to remove all resin traces. Now you may continue the 
cleaning of the 100 ml of REE resin (50W-X4, -400 mesh), begun in step (9), by following 
the procedures described in steps (3) g-j (except that you do not proceed to step (7) when 
done). 
(12) Meanwhile, adjust the pH of the two MLA solutions by adding NH40H (in acid 
cabinet). Use a pH meter that works and that you know how to use, frequently checking 
against a known solution. To be safe, set aside about 40 ml of the original MLA in case 
you overshoot while adding NH40H (discard this reserve when you are finished). You will 
be adding on the order of 30 ml of NH40H to reach the appropriate pH. Start by adding 
the NH40H in 10 ml steps between pH checks; when you get closer, decrease to - ml 
steps between checks, and then use a dropper bottle for fine adjustments. Be conservative 
and patient. Adjust the 0.42M MLA to pH=4.7, and the 0.21M MLA to pH=4.65. 
( 13) The 0.2 1M m A  (pH 4.65) is ready for use on the REE columns. Whenever you 
begin using a new batch of MLA, it is necessary to recalibrate the columns and measure 
the column blank. 
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(14) Pass the 0.42M MLA (pH 4.7) through the large column containing the WE resin 
after completion of step (1 1). This MLA serves to condition the resin; it is discarded. 
(15) Pass 1 liter 2X H,O through the REE resin in two batches of 500 rnl. 
( 16) Add a little 2X H,O to the resin, pipet out the top 115, and discard. Add more 2X 
H,O and remove the resin to a 125 ml PE bottle using the technique described in section 
V.F. (backwashing columns). Store under water. The REE resin is ready for use. 
VIII. COLUMN CALIBRATION 
Note: Column calibration should be performed annually, or when a yield or interference 
-
problem is evident. The basic procedure is to elute a solution of known concentration in 
the column and to determine when aIl of a given element may be collected in the eluent. 
There are different ways of doing this; this is merely one suggestion. We first discuss the 
method for determining how much of each element you are retaining in the elution (the 
"yield"), then we describe the method for column calibration. 
A. Yield Determination 
( 1) This can be done for any sample (spiked or not) that your are processing in the lab. 
Before eluting the sample, weigh bottles and vials in which each element will be collected. 
Weigh each element solution after elution, and spike a small weighed aliquot (enough for 
a decent mass spec. run; e.g., 150 ng Nd). 
(2) After you have analyzed the sample itself, run this spiked aliquot on the mass 
spectrometer to get a rough spike/sample ratio (e.g., 84/86 for Sr). Calculate the amount 
of the given element in the aliquot (see isotope dilution equations in section on spike 
calibration - you don't need to do the corrections since this is a percent-level 
determination). If the sample is already spiked, you must alter your isotope dilution 
equations to make the "sample" ratio (e.g., 84/86) equal to the spiked ratio on the main 
sample. Extrapolate this amount of the element to the element solution as a whole to 
determine how much of that element was collected from the column. Since you know how 
much sample was eluted you know the concentration of the element in the sample, 
you can calculate how much of the element should have been collected. The percentage 
actually collected is the yield. A column yield should be in the 90- 100% Tan@. 
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m: When you do a yield determination on the REE columns, remember that you 
have already lost some sample in the CAT columns. In other words, don't underestimate 
the REE column yields. You may also want to check the dissolution yield by taking an 
aliquot before column elutions. 
B. Cation Column Calibration 
(1) Start with a rock sample solution of known Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd concentrations. 
Load on column as usual, but instead of collecting each element in an entire Eraction, split 
the fraction into smaller cuts that can be analyzed for the element. For example, if Rb is 
normally collected in a 22 ml cut after 42 ml have passed, do the following: 
do not collect 
collect 
n 
n Previous Rb cut 
11 t 
n Previous Rb cut 
I1 
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(2) Measure the concentration of the element in each cut. Such a scheme is 
recommended if you have the means for relatively quick concentration determinations, 
such as AA or DCP. (The detection levels of these methods may require you to dope the 
sample with a large amount of the element.) Work from the inner 10 ml cut outward, 
translating concentrations into amounts of the element. You can then determine in which 
cuts you have collected the entire amount of the element. You want the cuts small enough 
so that you can determine the locations of the tails of the elution curves (see DePaolo, 
1978). 
Shirey et al. (1988) describe a relatively quick method for semiquantitative 
measurements of Sr and the REE that involves titration with EDTA. We are equipped for 
these procedures, but instrumental means may prove more efficient if detection limits are 
low enough. 
(3) The REE are collected in 4N HC1 after Sr in 2.5N. If using instrumental 
measurements, you should determine elution curves for both Sm and Nd (the Shirey 
method does not discriminate the individual REE). 
(4) You can now construct a new elution curve. Large shifts should be met with 
skepticism. Check the column yields (with isotope dilution) on the first samples eluted 
after calibration. 
IX. SPIKE CALII3RATION 
The basic idea in spike calibration is to mix the spike solution with a solution of the 
unspiked element at a known concentration. We have a stock of only one of these 
"normal" solutions, nSrl, which has a concentration of 3.6133 nmollg " ~ r .  Rb and 
Sm/Nd (mixed) normal solutions may be obtained from the Lunatic Asylum by speaking 
with D. Papanastassiou and/or H. Ngo. In the case of Sm and Nd, we have mixed spikes 
and normals, since the Sm/Nd ratio is the critical datum. After mass spectrometric 
determination of the sample/spike ratio, it is then simple to calculate the concentration 
of the spike solution. Since this concentration can change with time, most likely due to 
evaporation, the calibration should be carried out annually. After calibration is complete, 
remember to change the spike concentration values wherever they occur in the offline 
Basic programs SRDATA and NDDATA, as well as in Table 1 of this document. 
The sample/spike ratio is calculated from the measured ratios in the opposite 
sense to the normal isotope dilution calculation. Thus, with the exception of Rb, iteration 
is necessary. (There is presently no software to do this, but it would fairly easy to write.) 
Your results are only as good as how well you know the concentration of the normal 
solution and how precise your weighings and measurements are. 
In the following equations: m = measured, t = spike, s = normal sample. As with 
typical isotope dilution calculations, fractionation corrections during analysis should be 
performed with the usual ratios. The spike contribution to the normalizing ratio is 
corrected for in these offline calculations. 
A. Rb 
The isotope dilution equation is: 
In the case of spike calibration, you can calculate 87, = (wt. normal soh. mixed with 
spike)*(conc. normal soh. in ~mol/g  of s7~b) ,  and this equation can easily be rearranged 
to calculate 87, £rom your measured ratio (85/87),. You now can get the spike 
concentration (in nrnol/g of 8 7 ~ b )  y dividing 87, by the weight of the spike solution in the 
mixture. 
B. Sr 
-
The isotope dilution equation is: 
However, your measured (84/86), (inverted in this equation) must be corrected first 
because it was normalized to (86/88),,,,, = 0.1194 rather than (86/88),,,,, = 0.1194. 
This correction is carried out with the equation (modified -from Eugster et al. 1969): 
Normal and spike ratios are listed on the SRDATA output. In the first iteration, (88/86), 
= (0.1 since this was how normalization was carried out during analysis. But we 
would like to set (88/86), = (0.1 194)-', so we now treat this discrepancy as a fractionation, 
and correct (84/86), and (88/86), by the power law ('WBsserburg et al., 1981): 
In the next iteration, use these new values to calculate (88/86),. Repeat iterations until 
(88/86), is within 1 ppm of (0.1 194y1, i.e., 
You can now use the final corrected value for (84/86), in the above isotope dilution 
equation, which is rearranged to calculate 84, given 86, (which you calculated from your 
weighing of the norrnal as for Rb). Now calculate the concentration of the 84, solution by 
dividing by the weight mixed with the norrnal. 
C. Sm 
The isotope dilution equation is: 
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However, your measured ( 1481 147), must be corrected first because it was normalized to 
( 149/ 152),,, = 0.51 686 rather than (1491 152),, = 0.51686. This correction is carried 
out with the equation (modified Erom Eugster et al. 1969): 
where 
Normal and spike ratios are listed on the NDDATA output. In the first iteration, 
( 149 / 152 ), = (0.5 1686), since this was how normalization was carried out during analysis. 
But we would like to set ( 1491 152), = (0.5 1686), so we now treat this discrepancy as a 
ffactionation, and correct (148/ 147),, (1 48/ 152),, and (1 49/ 152), by the power law 
(Wasserburg et al., 198 1): 
(149/152)m(corrected) = (149/152)m(0.9802360)P 
In the next iteration, use these new values to calculate (149/ 152),. Repeat iterations until 
(149/ 1521, is within 1 PPm of (0.51686), i.e., 
You can now use the final corrected value for (148/ 147), in the above isotope dilution 
equation, which is rearranged to calculate 147, given 147, (which you calculated from your 
weighing of the normal as for Rb). Now calculate the concentration of the 147, solution by 
dividing by the weight mixed with the normal. 
The isotope dilution equation is: 
However, your measured 1150,' 1441, must be corrected first because it was normalized to 
(1461' 144),, = 0.72 19 rather than (146/ 144),-,, = 0.72 19. This correction is carried 
out with the equation (modified fiom Eugster et al. 1969): 
Nonnal and spike ratios are listed on the NDDATA output. In the first iteration, 
(1461 144), = (0.72 19), since this was how normalization was carried out during analysis. 
But we would like to set (146/ 144), = (0.7219), so we now treat this discrepancy as a 
fiactiorlation, and correct ( 1461 1441, and ( 150/ 144), by the power law (Wasserburg et al., 
In the next iteration, use these new values to calculate (1 461 144),. Repeat iterations until 
(1461 144), is within 1 pprn of (0.72 19), i.e., 
You can now use the final corrected value for (1501 144, in the above isotope dilution 
equation, which is rearranged to caIculate 150, given 144, (which you calculated from your 
weighing of the normal as for Rb). Now calculate the concentration of the 150, solution by 
dividing by the weight mixed .with the normal. 
Since we use mixed Sm-Nd spikes, the ratio between 147~m, and I5O~dt in the spike 
solution should not change (outside of error) &om one calibration to the next. If it does, 
recheck all your procedures and calculations. 
X. BLANKS 
A blank measurement is simply isotope dilution at low levels, performed on a "sample" 
which can be a reagent, a column, or a procedure. A known quantity of spike is subjected 
to the reagent or procedure, isotope ratios are measured, and the amount of element added 
to the spike is calculated. Table A2.8 lists blanks measured in this laboratory. 
A. Reagent Blanks 
( 1) Based on previous or expected blank levels, calculate how much blank spike ("BS- 
1" - see Table 1) should be added to a "sample" of 1-5 ml of the given acid or water. Use 
the equations in section LA.( 1) in the same manner that they are used for samples. Since 
all four spike isotopes are mixed in BS-1, you will have to compromise. It is not so 
important to optimize the spike levels since the isotopic measurements are low-precision 
anyway; you just want to avoid having to measure ( 1) v~ high ratios if you have seriously 
overspiked, or (2) ratios little changed from normal if you have seriously underspiked. 
(2) Weigh out both reagent and spike and mix in a vial. Evaporate, ensuring that you 
know the location of the possibly invisible dried sample - this is best accomplished with 
a round-bottomed vial. Load on a single Re filament in -1 p1 1.5N HC1. 
(3) Analyze all four elements during the same mass spectrometer run in the order Rb, 
Sr, Nd, Sm. Use the Daly multiplier and measuring routines such as "Sr rough." These 
routines only measure one ratio, such as 84Sr/86~r, with no fractionation correction since 
high precision is not needed. Precisions of around 10% are fine. It is not important, for 
example, whether a reagent has 60 rather than 50 pg Sr per g, but we want to know 
if it is 200 rather than 50 pg/g. Scan the masses around the isotopes of interest to ensure 
that you are not getting interferences from other elements or oxides of elements (with your 
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trusty "Chart of the Nuclides" at your side). Sm has proven particularly difficult to 
measure - if so, it is probably safe to assume that Sm blank levels are comparable to Nd 
levels in a chondrite-normalized sense. 
(4) Calculations are the same as for sample isotope dilution, omitting the iterations. 
For example: for Sr, calculate 86, (nmol) with the equation in section E.B., having 
calculated 84, from the weight of spike added to the reagent. Divide 86, by the weight of 
the reagent to get the blank level of 8 6 ~ r  in nmol/g. Transform this value to nmol of Sr per 
gram by multiplying by the normal value for (84+86+87+88)/(86), assuming an average 
87/86 (say, 0.7 1). Now multiply by the atomic weight of Sr to get nglg. Change to pglg 
if necessary. Note: The blank for a diluted HC1 (e.g., 4N HC1) is simply a combination of 
the blanks for concentrated HCl and 2X H,O. 
B. Column Blanks 
( 1) Weigh out -1 g of BS- 1 and evaporate to a small drop. Run it through the column 
(CAT or REE) as you would a sample, collecting the various fractions. 
(2) For the CAT columns, analyze separately the entire Rb, Sr, and REE fractions on 
the mass spectrometer, using "rough" routines as described above. Nd and Sm will have 
to be measured on the same filament. 
(3) For the REE columns, Nd and Sm are analyzed separately and Rb and Sr are not 
analyzed. 
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(4) Calculate blanks as described above, except that you are determining an amount 
(in pg or ng) of the element rather than a concentration. That is, omit the step wherein 
you divide by the weight of the reagent. 
C. Procedural Blanks 
This is the blank that should be reported in articles. It is the total blank added to a 
sample by the chemical and mass-spectrometric procedures. It should not be large 
enough to significantly alter the ratios determined for a sample. You can calculate such 
a "safe" level for, say, Sr by assuming a rather extreme but realistic 87 / 86 for the known 
amount of blank and calculating how much the addition of that blank to the Sr in a typical 
sample will alter the sample's 87/86. Check your reagent blanks against Lunatic Asylum 
values (Ngo et al., 1985) and your procedural blank against those reported by various labs 
in the literature. 
(1) Weigh out into each of two beakers or vials -1 g of BS- 1. Perform the blank 
determinations in pairs so that you will have a "sample" for each column. Take the blank 
spike solution through the entire chemical procedure, including dissolution, treating it as 
you would a sample. Take care to not lose any of the "sampIe" during evaporations, since 
doing so will leave you with less spike than you think, artificially a m p w g  the blank 
levels of subsequent procedures. 
(2) Mass spectrometric analyses can be done with "rough" measuring routines on the 
Daly. Calculations are as described above for column blanks, i.e. the result is an amount 
of the element (in ng or pg) rather than a concentration. 
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Table A2.8. Blank Determinations 
1X H,O 
2X H,O 
3X H,O 
HC1 
m 
HNo3 
HC~O, 
MLA 
Rb 
-
0.12 pglg 
0.06 " 
0.05 " 
0.12 " 
0.42 " 
0.65 " 
1.02 " 
Nd 
-
0.053 pglg 
0,018 " 
0.058 " (?) 
0.068 " 
0.43 " 
0.28 " 
0.82 " 
1.2 " 
Sm 
-
0.02 pglg 
Procedural # 1 12 pg 220 Pg 19 ~g 7.0 Pg 
Procedural #2 10 pg 110 ~g 4-6 Pg 2.4 Pg 
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